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Dear Reader, 

This is number 27/28 of UNIDO's state-of-the-art series in the field of 
materials entitled ADVANCES IN ftATERIALS TECHNOLOGY: MOHITOR. This issue 
is devoted to the subject of INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF MODELLING AND 
SIMULATION. 

The main article for this Monitor was prepared by Mr. Janusz Niwinski and 
is followed by articles which appeared in the proceedings which were published 
after the "1991 Winter Simulation Conference" in December 1991 in Phoenix, 
Arizona, USA. 

We invite our readers to share with us their experience related to any 
aspect of production and utilization of materials. Due to paucity of space 
and other reasons, we reserve the right to abridge the presentations or not 
publish them at all. We also would be happy to publish your forthcoming 
meetings, which have to reach us at least six months prior to the meeting. 

Due to financial constraints we cannot accept new subscribers for the 
time being, and also ask for your understanding as we cannot send all the 
requested copies of back issues as many of the past Monitors are out of 
print. We kindly aslt our readers to infonn us whether you are still 
interested in r~ceiving the Monitor and whether your address is still correct. 

For the interest of those readers who may not know, UNIDO has inaugurated 
the MARINE INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY MONITOR. The Microelectronics Monitor and 
the Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology Monitor ~.-e also being published. 
For more information please write to the Editor of th~ respective Monitor. 

Tc• hnologv D1'\'1·lopm1·nr .1nd Promer ion Division 
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1 • INTROOUCTION 

This study is an attempt to present ~ctual 
shape of simulation, the advantages and 
disadvantages of using it and the trend in present 
and future developments done in this area. Our 
goal is to give readers better underst~nding of 
simulation, to show that it is not only a computer 
game or "Star Wars" animation, but that simulation 
is a serious, useful and very powPrful tool too. 
which can and has to be used in the planninq and 
optimizing of manufacturing systems and 
processes. 

The introduction of electr~nic computers had 
the same impact on industrial relations as hdd the 
introdu~tion of steam pow~r at the turn of the 
18th century and electric power and combustion 
engine at the turn of the 19th century. It has 
led to the new industrial revolution. Electronic 
computer is a tool, which equally creates and 
supports new manufacturing conditions, causing 
very serious c~anges in manufacturing and 
organization techniques. 
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Hany ccmpanies are faced with n0cessity of 
changing their research, manufacturing, and 
marketing stralegies today. The following 
developments that take place in today's market 
create severe problems for the t~aditional, on 
Fordismus and Taylorimus-based. manufactur;ng: 

1. Dem.1nd for individual products 

The growing compe'. i ti on and the Ovl?rsupply of 
different \ires lead t-. a certain sales 
resistance. There are so many products the 
customer can chaose frO!ll that he qrows 
fastidious. He has money, he can-afford more and 
he wants to pick out something special. He looks 
for particular items and is no longer interested 
in uniform goods, which he ha~ nlready seen at his 
neighbours. He wants to get special, individual 
things, designed according to his unique wishes 
and requirements. Such an ite111 should be an 
exceptional one, with high quality but not much 
more expensive than the standard one. Such 
wishes. better - such requests, must lead to 
substantial changes not only in manufacturing 
techniques but also in manufacturing philosophy 
and strategy. The goods must be cheap. so they 
have to be produced in long series at the 
automated manufacturing lines. This results in 
uniformity that is not asked for. The solution is 
to be found in the flexible manufacturing of short 
series of apparently different products whi(h 
differ in form. function, fitting, and outfit, but 
can be produced in almost the same manufacturing 
facilities as the uniform goods. 

2. Demand for short delivery times 

Since the market and, as a result, the 
mar.uf acturi ng is consumer driven, the 
manufacturers have to take into account not only 
what clients want to have, but also when they want 
to have it. The delivery times and as a 
consequence the manufacturing lead times are 
extremely short. For example, a large German shoe 
manufacturer produces his ~~res with lead time of 
two weeks and minimal batch size of 12 pairs. 
This length of lead times is not determined by the 
technological conditions. It results from a given 
organization of the manufacturing. At the time, 
he has to reduce it, because his competitors offer 
any 2 pairs of shoes with one week delivery time. 
It is a standard example, showing the trend 
present in many factories. The manufacturers have 
to produce in Just-In-Time nnt only to redurP 
amount of Work-ln-Prore~s or storage place and 
costs but also to stay competitive in terms of 
batch size and delivery times. 

]. Demand for new materials 

There are three main factors which havP the 
hiQQPSt imp~rt on qrnwinq rlPm~nrl for new 
m~!Prials: 

l'1 in i at 11 r i. ;z_ ~ti Qn 

With t.he slogan "small is beautiful" .1nd 
progress in dev1?lopme11t done in the f ielrl nf 
ell?r.tronir.~ grows the number of items which are 
many times smaller than their predecessors. But 
small is not only beautiful, it should be robust 
and reliable as well. This leads to a growing 
demand for new materials and technology for 
integrate~ circuit chips manufacturing, new glues 
for assembling technology, new plastics and fibres 
for different parts ~here metal cannot or should 



not be used, new and better special-purpose 
alloys. etc. etc. 

fight for n~w_customers make the look of the 
product more important than ever. Clients should 
be attracte~ throuqh products which are made not 
only smaller but aiso more fashionable in form and 
colour. This means demand for new raterial that 
can be shaped in any form the designer wants 
without losing any of the mechanical properties 
and robustness. material ~hich can be dyed to any 
colour which is preferred by the customers. 
Changes in product form have also a considerable 
impact on the parts which should fit 1n this 
casir.g. They have to be made of materials which 
allow many changes of the form and size without 
losing its robustness and fun(tionality. 

[nv i ronmgn_t _f!IQV~!"~nts 

Growing environment consciousness of society 
lead to the search for new materials which could 
he manufactured with less or no harm to the 
environment on the one hand, and on the other 
could be recycled without creating wastes cauc;ing 
water. soil and air pollution. This trend has an 
impact on almost all manufacturing branches 
causing long and expensive development processes 
and the subsequently reshaping of manufacturing. 
That leads to search and use of new material. on 
the one hand. in final products. on the other, in 
manufacturing processes; which will cause the 
necessity of employing new manufacturing methods 
and the building of new, or the reconstructing of 
existing manufacturing facilities. 
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Demands for indivi '.tral designed products 
together with shortening of manufacturing lots' 
sizes and use of new material and technology has a 
weighty impact on the technological and organiza
tion form of the manufacturing and its en~ironment. 

Highly specialized products and use cf new 
highly sophisticated materials cause grow'h of 
complexity of manufacturing orocesses and the same 
of manufacturing systems and its componentc;. 
Additionally to this development there is a 
necessity of using flexible manufacturing 
romponentc;; which are induced by the short hatch 
c;i:e and broad variety of procuct types and 
variants. Complex machines are expensive. 't 
means they have to be used extensively to earn t~e 
money i n·1es ter!. To produce in smooth. f 1 ow 
manner, the manufacturing fac 1 ities have to he 
properly pla1>ned. The planning procec;c; c;hould 
take into account not only al I the elements of the 
present manufi\cturi .. g en·1iron•nent (produ(ts, 
dl>mand, b;itrh c;i1e, delivery termc;) hut ;ilso the 
posc;ihle chanqec; in it and the trends in market 
development. 

ihesP lartors have ii lilrqe 1mpMt nn !hp 
c;hape of pliln"ed c;ystem element<; li~P: 

facility layout; 

layout of the transport \ystem; 

Storaqe facilitiPs; 

Control and maintenanr.P systpms: 

External supply, transportation and 
communication systems; 

Ewpansion possibilities; 

Possi~ilities ryf changing the product 
type; 

Techno lt·gi ca 1 processes and requirements 
of prese~t and planned products; 

Batch size 

Planning of the facility. with taking into 
arcount these and many other factory specific 
conditions, is a very complex process and takes a 
lot of time. Unfortunately, the time is often not 
available. Product life-cycle is verj short, and 
the facility planning anri erecting have to be as 
short as possible. Since traditional methods of 
facility planning cannot fulfil these require
ments, there is a need to employ new techniques. 
A ra~id development done in field of computer 
hardware and software caused real revolution in 
manufacturing, not only in facility controlling 
and monitoring but also in facility planning. 

$Qphi}ti~t~!! -~i111ul~~jQ__n _u-s~em~ ~1,1pp_Qrt 
!!~:'!~L!n>_i_11_g__and testing of th~ most complex 
manufacturing system. The results of the possible 
decisions can be known long before the decisions 
are made. machines bought and facility built. It 
all 1ws checking in a short time various facility 
variants, with production of different products in 
different batch sizes (down to batch size= ll. 
and shows the consequences of diverse disturbance 
of manufacturing processes (machine or transport 
system break, shortage in supplies. changing order 
priorities, etc., etc.) on the work of the system. 

A proper utilization of complex facility. 
producing short batch~s (often in Just-In-Time) of 
highly sophisticated products, use of new and 
expensive materials and technologies is a very 
complicated task. Growing number of orders, 
products with short batch size (down to 1!), anJ 
short delivery times make planning .~d monitoring 
of manufacturing with only use of traditional HRP/ 
HRP II methodology an almost impossible task. Any 
minor disturbance in manufacturing could lead to 
disaster. The complexity of the system and the 
speed of changes are too big to be overseen with 
use of methods developed for the other manu
facturing conditions (large batches, long delivery 
times and small amount of different product types 
being in the system at the same time). 

Simvlation based s~hedvling can be an ideal 
controlling and monitoring tool for supervising 
c;uch a flewible manufacturing system (but also the 
traditional ones). Si~ulation will help the 
production controller to react properly to dynamic 
rhangec; in manufacturing environment and to solve 
many of the scheduling issues. In case of chanqe 
in manufarturinq e~vironment, a number of various 
rirnhlPm ·.nl11t ionc; r..in hP rherked and the bP•,t one 
i>mplnyPd. !J-;inq computer model of manufarturinq 
'.v~t.-.m, ,, •n11plp of ..iltf'rnilti·1P\ of variow. 
m,rn.,f;irt11nnq prorec;sec; wi 11 be -.imulated .tnd 
..ittf'r ;inalysis of the results the best one choc;pn 
for P• .. 111!ion. Simulation supports ohsprvatirw of 
man•if.trt11rinq pror_esse.-. in time c;rale, c;howinq 
pos~ihle ronc;equences of sinqle decisions and "' 
the c;ame time avoiding the employing of wronq 
ones. 

Again. the goal of thic; study ic; lo present 
actual c;hape of simulation, the advantagec; and 
disadvantages of using it and the trend in present 
and future developments done in this area. Our 
goal is to give readers bettf'r understanding of 



simulation, to show that it is not only a computer 
g•e or "Star Wars" animation, but that simulation 
is a serious, useful and very powerful tool too, 
which can and has to be used in the planning and 
optimizing of manufacturing systems and processes. 

2. STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER 

This paper intends to give an introduction to 
simulation techniques especially in connection 
with industrial application with pointing out the 
areas where the inanufacturing and employing of new 
inaterials take place. It should exhibit the real 
COll1Jllexity of simulation and take away the false 
iinage cf these lllt'thods which connected simulation 
inai ri 1 y with cCJMpute~· galllt's :>nd animation from 
science-fiction movies. 

It is arranged in eight chapters with numbers 
from 3 to 10 and Appendices: 

CHAPTER 3. WHAT IS SIHULATION? 

Chapter 3 describes the character of 
simulation. On the basis of dictionary definition 
and connonly known ex•ples from ordinary life, 
the features and principles of the term 
"simulation" are described. The difference 
between simulation using scaled model of a 
real-world S}<Stetn and computer-based s·imulation, 
using appropriate ex•ples is shown. 

CHAPTER 4. APPLICATION SCOPE OF SIHULATION 

This chapter shows the application scope of 
simulation. It is difficult to n•e all the 
fields and application cases where simulation can 
be used. In this chapter, "a feeling" where it 
can be used has been attempted. On the basis of 
s~own application multitude, definitions of 
simulation application fields (movement - logic 
simulation, discrete - continuous simulat.ion) are 
given. 

CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

In this chapter, a couple of applications 
where simulation has been used are presented. In 
these real examples, not only the problems and the 
worked-out solutions are shown but also the 
savings of costs and time are listed. 

CHAPTER 6. ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES or 
SIMULATION 

The first part of this chapter shows problems 
associated with experiments conducted using 
real-world systems. As a solution the employment 
of simulation methods is proposed. In the 
following parts of this chapter, a detailed survey 
of advantages and disadvantages connected with u~e 
of si111Ulation is presented. 

CHAPTER 7. CHOOSING SIHULATlON SOFTWARE 

Assuming that the previous chapters have sold 
the reader the idea of using ~imulation for 
solving given problems, this chapter describes the 
crit.eria which should be checked during searching 
for an appropriate simulation system from the 
existing vast number of packages. Additionally, 
the types of available simulation tools are 
described and some suggestions and hints which 
could be useful during searching proces~e~ are 
given. 
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CHAPTER 8. CURRENT TRENDS ANV FUTURE 
PERSPECTIVES OF SIMULATION 

In this chapter, res arch and development 
trends in the simulat:on area are described. They 
cover a wide domain, e.g., improvement of speed. 
usf'r i nterfar:es and modelling methodo 1 ogy, 
dynamic, interactive animation and analysis. 
on-line and hardware-in-loop simulation, 1-D 
animation and many other research directions. 

CHAPTER 9. IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPED ANO 
DEVELOPING COtNTRIES 

This chapter describes the chances of usinq 
sir.ulation and the impact it could have on 
development in three roups of countries -
developed, developing and post-communist States. 
The application fields covered in this chapter 
are: facility planning and manufacturing 
optii;iizing. 

CHAPTER 10. CLOSING REMARKS 

This chapter contains persGna I ,-e;r.arh and 
ideas about chances and perspectives of simulation 
usage. 

This contains thanks to all the persons ~nd 
companies which ~upported the author in prpparing 
and ~riting this report. 

Lists the materials that have been used for 
preparing single chapters of this study. 

Appendices - the closing section of this 
study - contained in Part A, Directory o~ 
Simulation Software, in the form published in 1991 
by Society of Computer Simulation (USA). This 
directory follows readings reconnended for 
obtaining a broader-based survey of sophisticated 
simulation systems. 

3. WW:T IS SUl.ILATION? 

Simulation is an expression which is known, 
and used by many people, at lpa~t in a general 
way. There are many definitioM of simulation in 
different books and dictionaries. 

In Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, for 
example, there will be fou:id the following 
definition of this term: 

"Simulation" - from Latin "simulatio", a 
feigning. 

1. The act of feigning; preten(p; 

2. Fal5e rP5emblanr.e, a5 though imitation. 

The Random Hou5P Cnllege Oir.tionary describp5 
simulation as: 

I. The act or pror.e55 of pretending, 
feiqninq; 

7. The a55umption or imitation of a 
particular appearanr.P or form. 



Dictionary definitio~s suggest that 
simulc"tion involves imitation or 111imickinQ, o•v1no 
the appearance or er feet of ... or taki~g-on-the -
characteristics of reality. and that simulation 
may involve a sham object. or a counterfeit. or a 
replica, or a model. Si .. ulation brings to mind 
the idea of pretending, or feigning. These 
definitions are perhaps too general, too universal 
for our "technical" purposes, but they support the 
initial, basic understanding of simulation's 
meaning. 

As technical term, we define simulation as 
the imitation of the operation of the real-world 
process or system over time. By a real-wcrl~ 
system we mean some part of the real world, which 
is of interest. The system may be natural or 
artificial, in existence presently or planned for 
the future. 

For imitating - simulating - the behaviour of 
previous defined real-world system, its model has 
to be developed. The behaviour of this model as 
it evolves over time allows the analysis of 
modelled system. 

Simulation is often misunderstood as 
visualization. Visualization is mainly a pure 
disvlaying of data representing actual status of 
the monitored system. It can be only employed in 
connection with an existing and working system. 
Simulation is a depiction, feigning of the sy~tem 
behaviour. It imitates the work of the system 
using its model, while visualization demonstrates 
the status or behaviour of an existing real-world 
system. 

The basic elements of simulation enterprise 
together with their relations are described in 
Figure I. 

~ Real-world system 

Hodel 

y 

Simulation 

Figure 1 

i r-

·. 

When an ar(hilect build~~ three-~im<nsional 
model showing the proposed design of a bui'1ing, 
the model is an imitation of the building. 
Easier, faster and mu(h less expensive lo build 
than the building itself, and mu(h less costly to 
modify for the purpose of corre(ting ~istakes or 
experimenting with possible rhanges in the design 
of the b11ilrting, the model provilfes the ar1.hitHt 
with insights in terms nf layout, feasibility, 
workability. and appearanre. These same insights 
might not be avai lahle in two-dimensional drawinys 
of the design (whi(h are also simulations 1n the;r 
own right) or in attempts to visualize the design 
mentally. The model airts the ar(hitert himself or 
herself, provilles the arrhitert's client with an 
easily understood version of the lfesi9n proposer! 
for the building, and serves as a basis for 
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conwnunication (discussion) between the architect 
and client, making it morf likely that each 
understand the other's in~e~tions and that the twn 
are 1n agreement on ~hat the final outcome is to 
be. 

The architect's model is an e•ample of a 
physical. three-dimensirmal. and static 
<>imulation. The model is statir (rather than 
dynamic) in the sense •hat the people do not move 
through the building or use its facilities. 
elevators in the buil~ing do not go up and down. 
the heating and air-canditioning systems do not 
wor-k. and so on. 

Examples of physical, three-~imensional. 
dynamic simulation models also come to mind not 
only by observing ~he current development in 
different areas, ~ut also can be easily tound in 
events and processes conducted in the past. 

Henry Ford. determined to sell his Hodel T to 
average Americans, especially to millions of 
farmers. needed a plant which could produce his 
cars more eff~ctively than the Highland Park 
facility. Hf believed that this problem could be 
solved only oy employing a steady flow of 
materials a1d half-products through a 
manufactur;ng system. 

In ~lanning t~e great River Rouge plant. 
which d;splaced Highland Park in the 1920s as the 
h~art ~f the Ford system, Ford insisted on having 
scale models of machine tools, conveyors, windows, 
pill~rs, and floor spa~e. so that these could be 
mov~d around to test ideas about production. 
Be~ween 1922 and 1926 he and his engineers 
d~signed and had constructed at the Rouoe site a 
coke-oven pla"l, a foundry, a cement plant, an 
open-hearth steel plant, a motor-assembly 
building, and several other plants, which built 
one of the most important industrial complexes of 
its day. 

The huge net of facilities at Highland Park 
and River Rouge with good organized. simulaticn
tested manufacturing allowed cost and time
effe:tive mass-production of the Hodel T. In the 
five succeeding years of increasing production 
efficiency and savings. he cut the price of the 
basic car from $900 to $440, well below the price 
of the nearest comparable automobile. The average 
monthly number of unfilled orders grew to almost 
60,000. In that time the Ford company ~~d a 
5~ per cent share of the automobile market and 
production of the Hodel T climbed to 2 million 
rars and trucks a year. 

Gning back to the present time let us take, 
for instance, a major elevator manufacturer. He 
uses a physical model of a generalizP.d elevator 
~ystem in which elevators move up and ~own as time 
goes by. The user of this model dee.~~. how many 
floors and elevators to have in the system, sets 
the rate' at which the people on various floors 
come to take an elevator, indicates the floor' to 
whirh these people want to move, selert~ the r11les 
for elevator movement (such a~ ~pecifying that 
~ome elevator~ will only slop at floor 23 or 
higher), and then put~ the model into opl!'ration, 
watching clusters of waiting people (represP.n~ed 
by lights and counters) form on various floors, 
wdtching elevators pi(k up these people and 
deliver the111 t'> their destination, and obtaining 
stati,ttc~ i~dirating thP average waiting time, 
~veraqe lime r~quired for people to reach their 



destination. and so on. a, ch~nging the arrival 
points ~nd ~rrival ~ates ~f people and the number 
of elevators and the rules of peopl~ and number of 
eleva~ors and the rule~ for their movement. the 
user can experiment inforn.ally with the '!!Odel in 
"what if" fashion. searching for a design that 
balanced performance on t_he on!' hand with c:ost on 
the other. 

;he elevator mode~ involves not just phjsical 
aspects. but also logical aspects. The 
e~perimenter provides information that the ~odel 
uses. both logically a~d computationally. to 
imitate the elevation of an elevator system. Note 
that the model mimics not just the operation of 
the elevator system. but also reflects the passage 
of time. In the model. simulated time might go by 
~ore quickly than it would in a real elevator 
system. For example. it might only take 1 serond 
for the simulated elevator system to make the 
moves that would require 5 secon~s in a real 
elevator system. The effect of this time 
compression is to speed up the rat~ of 
experimentation, making operation of the model 
mlre time-efficient for the ~ser. 

Some dynamic simulations behave determi
nistically, whereas others contain probabilistic 
elements. In the model of an elevator system, for 
example, the time reauired for a moving elevator 
to travel between two consecutive tloors miaht be 
som~ strictly determined value. such as 1 second. 
On the other hand, when an elevate· <tops at the 
lobby just before B a.m. on a war~~~ •. the number 
of people waiting for it might var 1 dt random from 
simulated day to simulated day. 

Simul,tion which is using only real, physical 
models of examined systems, as shown in the 
previous examples, has a limited scope of possible 
employment. It is difficult, or in many cases 
impossible, to use it for systems that cannot be 
described and built in the form of scaled models. 
An example for such a system can be weather model, 
the breaking out of a fire in a building, 
kinematics of parts during auto crashes, wider
seen space systems or power plant emergency 
cases. 

ihe great change in spreading the scope of 
the simulation methods was caused by use of 
computer and computer-based simulation langu~ges 
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Table 1 

and tools. These computer-based simulations are 
not phvsical in the sense of a three-dimensional 
ard1itectural ll'ode·1 but can be physical in die 
sen~e \~at aspect~ of a situation ;ire often 
repre~ented pictorially on a two-dimensional 
~creen. And. like the dynamic mo~el of a~ 
elevator system, they can ha~e logir~l <lnd 
computat'onal aspects. and inputs from the user. 
They often ao further than this. orovidina 
challen~ing-:nterplay with the user. For e·a~ple. 
consider ~1 iaht simulator. in which the user 
sits at a simulated contrnl pane! ii. thE" cc1•pit 
of a plane. wit•~ outside views shown th1-ouoh the 
windo:.s of the cockpit. ThF 11ser tr·ies t·i~ or 
her s~ i 1 ls at taking cff, landino. (1 imhino, 
diving, ar,d bilnk ing and ll'ay cra.:k •ip m;iny ~ ime5 
before developino the ~~ills neederl tn rnntrol 
the plane ~ucces~fully. After fundamental fl1iny 
sLills have been mastered. the use~ miuht •h~r 
be ready to try dogfighting wit~ enemy-p 1 ancs. 
This leads to a whole new set ot learni:·a 
experiments with a varietv of doaf iahtin~ 
st rateoi es to discover which ones seem to nod 
and which ones do 1ot. 

4. TH£ APPLICATION SCOPE Of SIPlJLATIOH 

It is very difficult to descri,e the full 
scope of simulation. Oefininn simulation ;i~ a 
feigning or imitition allo~s ~sing its scope li~e 
a rubber banL that can include almo~t all the 
areas of our activities. Readinq a boo~ we are 
simulating in our mind the actions and activities 
described in the text. Going to the movies or 
watching TV, we live lives of screen chararters, 
feeling their loves. problems. stresses and 
thrills. Seeing th~ people leaving the movies. we 
notice women weeping after "Love 5tory". men wilH 
like John Wayne after "Rio Bravo". We "simulate". 
we were the heroes of the movie. It can he said 
that we are living in a simulated world. But, let 
us leave the philosophical considerations. 

In techniq~e and science the scope of 
simulation use is very wide and s•eadily grows 
together with improvement of computer-based tools 
~nd methods. It's very difficult to show or list 
the full scope of simulation applications. Some 
of the situations that have been the subject of 
simulation-based investigations are listed in 
table l. 

1. Aerospace - •ililary undersea 

Space system reliability 

War games/Strategie' 

Search and resrue strateqie> 
Space defence system 
Combat vehicle training 
Radar and rnnwnuni<.ation 
Navigation systems 
Undersea vehicles 
Weather 

Health-care planning 
Organ transplantation strategie' 
Disease control strategies 
Hospital admissions 
Diet management 
Patient flow 

2. Health care 

Equipment replacement policies 

ArmPrl fnrrp<; rprr11itirq >lr;iteqip<; 

F•r1i11m.-.~~ rli-;trihutinn 
sa· ''i•. po-;itinninq 
r· :·/ - ,imul;itor~ 
Ail 1 i i ~I i r <; ilncf mi~> i 1 P ~ y >I Pm~ 
Unrlrr<;Pa r.able developmrnt 
T;irqet localization 

fmergency room design 
Ho<;pital staffing 
Or119 int.Pra<.tion control polir.ies 
Blood bank management 
Ambulanr.e r.rew scheduling 
Emergen<.y situation planning 
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Table 1 (c9ntt~~~d) 

3. Urban-social 

Emergency-response vehicle !oration 
Tr a f f i c l i gh ts 
Mass iransportation svstems 
Air pollution control. 
Air traffic control 
Urban development and dynamics 

Garbage collection routings 
Educational plannino (schools buses) 
Population planning. 
Weather 
Airport and its environmerit design 

4. Services and c01111Unication 

Fast food facilities and nets 
Local area networks 
Supermarket plannino 
Telephone syste~s -
Highway toll collection 
Communication networks 
Airport n,twork~ 

fleet scheduling 
Harbour planning 
Ban~ tPller schedulino 
Facility location and-environment 
Paree 1 service 
Telephone switching 
Freeway traffic 

5. Politics and administration 

Political redistrictinn 
Economic condition ~ 
Portfolio management 
Insurance and risk management 
Labuur· planning 

Facility ~Janning 
Hanufacturino optimizino 
Repa:r and m~intenance ~cheduling 
Machine and tools monitoring 
Qu<llity control 
Rohots collision examinatin
Off-l ine programming 
Control ;ystem design 

6. Industrial 

Political ca~paign strategies 
Business games 
Auditino strate1ies 
~egotiaf ion stritegies 

Process scheduling 
Inventor~ management 
Oistrihutinn rhar.nPl<; de<;ion 
Process and product safetv-te<;ting 
Staff schetlul ing 
Staff training 
Power plant emergency <;trategies 
Robot navigation 

7. Product design 

Enqine design 
Computer networks 
Product. te<;ting 
Computer and Integrated Circuit (IC) design 

Nuclear and power plants 
Product design 
Design adaptation 

8. Education and science 

Heal and mass transfer 
Hydraulics 
Cardiovascular system<; 
Sonar sy~tems 
Soil and water systems 
Chemical proces<;e\ 
Traininq 

The use of simulation is nnt rr5trirtPrt 
to nne or sevPrill narrow rlils<;P; of prohlrm; 
<;hown in tilble 1. Thi<. tablP -:hows ju<;t i 

small segment of possible ilpplications. It 
•,houlrl demonstrille thr ver<;atility of ;im11l,1tin11 
and the possible ra~qe of application<; anrl 
althouqh <;uqqestive. is hy no means eYhi111stivP. 
.Just as ii pPrson can u<;e <;imulat ion to 
expPrimPnt with flight simulator and try to l')Pt 
from Boston to Los Anqples: tilke off, fly the 
route, and land without ii rrash; to Pxamin~ 
different routes, time of thP day, weather 
conditions and flight <;trategies; so too ciln 
~ person use simulation to PxilminP the 
charilrteristics of proposed designs of ii 

product or a system. 

System dynamics 
Cell growth <;imulation 
Genetic 
Isotope separation 
Vibration 
Propulsion systems 
fducational simulator<; 

In thP <1rra of trchnicill -;imulation 
,1rrlir;itinn~. hrirfly de~rribF·rt in tablP . thrn· 
"l11lrl "" rli·;ir,inn in two r,11h-i1pf1lir.1tinn firlrt·.: 

1. r,in111ltit ion of Pl~m~·nf nt0•1PmPnt'"' in ~- or 

2-dimen•.iorial spau• P•aminP<; l'-D. i-u 
rPlation<;hip<; betwPen <;ystPm PlPmPnts 
I robot <;im11l;it inn. )pMPlilh and )h1it t IP 
sim1il;ition, wPathPr, tlil')ht sim11l;itn1· 
P! ( •). 

?. Simulation with primary goal on mathP
mat.iral, logical or causal relationships 
brtwPen <;y<;tPm plempnts (mandMturing, 
transport, urban sy~tems, decision 
qames, politic<;, et.r.., E'tc.). 



In the following parts of this study, we will 
concentrate on the applications which belong to 
the second group of simulation employm~nts; on the 
simulation systems i'.nd cases describing work of 
manufacturing processes and syste~s. their lo~ic 
relations and behaviour in the time. 

In literature we are often confronted with 
terms like continuous simulation and discrete 
simulation. 

Continuous si111.1lalion describes systems 
using sets of mathematical equations. These may 
be algebraic or differential equations, usually 
with time as the independent variable. This kind 
of depiction can be employed for simple systems, 
which behaviour can be represented by such a 
mathematical func'.ion like fluid-flow, hydraulics 
problems, orbital calcuiations for a communication 
satellite or the representation of a blast furnace 
in a steel mill. 

Discrete-event si111.1lalion describes a 
system in terms of logical relationships that 
cause changes of state al discrete points of time 
rather then continuously over time. Examples of 
such systems are manufacturing systems, queuing 
situati~ns at gas stations, hos?itals, etc. 
Discrete-event simulation assumes the lack of 
importance of things that might occur between 
modelling events. For example, examining manufac
turing systems, we are interested in times where a 
given product arrives at the machine waiting queue 
and when it leaves it, not in what happens to this 
product between these points of time. 

Tod3y simulation systems, which we are 
interested in, are mainly discrete with the 
possibility to combine into discrete models with 
continuous methodology for solving of special 
class of problems and allowing fine-tuning of 
modelling of chosen system elements. In the 
following chapters we will understand simulation 
system as discrete-event system with possibility 
of continuous extension. 

5. APPLICATION EJWFLES 

In this chapter, we want to show some 
applications where simulation has been 
successfully used. It is difficult to obtain the 
precise data about application and its results 
from c~mpanies which employ simulation. They 
consider this data as company classified 
information which could be used by competitors to 
harm the enterprise position. In description of 
the apol1cations, names of the simulation packages 
used i1ave been taken away. The purpose of the 
paper is not to make promotion for chosen 
simulation packages but in showing the fields and 
cases wh~re these methods have been and/or are 
successfully used. 

In a project at Pratt & Whitney, a compressor 
blade manufacturing area which makes more than 
50 parts was scheduled using simulation system. 
The area consists of a cropper, 6 extruder lines, 
9 forge lines, 7 broachers and other stations 
that perform intermediate operations, such as 
machining, heat treat, and surface finishing. 
Material handling and storage is accomplished 
through integrated AS/RS and AGV systems. 
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Altogether. the process includes 15 operations. 
with a manufacturing lead time of 8 to 12 weeks. 

The broach is the bottleneck operation; its 
set-up takes from 1 day to 2 weeks and is a key 
consideration in production planning. Lots for 
the broach are typically sized at 10,000; whereas 
lots for the extrude and forge operations 
typically run around 2,000 to 2,500. The smaller 
lit sizes are designed to reduce inventory levels, 
while insuring the bottleneck operation has 
materials when needed. 

were: 
The objectives of the scheduling project 

1. Automation of routine scheduling 
decisions; 

2. "What if" capabilities to evaluate 
scheduling decision alternatives; 

3. Extend the scheduling horizon for 
manufacturing support organizations. 
tooling in particular; 

4. Provi~e a capacity to evaluate reactions 
to unpianned events; 

5. Provide a single coordinated schedule of 
all departments. 

Tooling was one of the manufacturing area's 
largest problems. Even though large tool 
inventory was carried, tool-related production 
interrupts (wrong tools on hand} were 
experienced. Part of the long-range strategy is 
to provide sufficient forward visibility in the 
production schedule to support tool planning and 
scheduling. Purchased and fabricated tooling have 
lead times ranging from one week (expedited) to 
6 months. In addition, forward visibility could 
benefit material pu~chasing since ti~anium stock 
lead time is about 16 weeks. 

The blade area scheduling strategy used a 
combination of manual and comput~r-based steps. 
Each quarter. a schedule is manually developed for 
the broach, based on orders from t~e corporate 
MRP system. The plan horizon is 18 months, and 
accounts for part sequences and set-ups. from 
this, 18 month cropper-release schedule is 
manually prepared, using appropriate setback. 

The simulation-based scheduling system is 
used to develop a 30-day schedule for the 
remaining operations. Scheduling for the two 
forge and two extrude operations required the 
consideration of a large number of capacity and 
operation constraints, and involved logic 
relations to intelligently sequence operation and 
pla~ chanqeovers. 

ThP 10-day schedule is regenerated daily, 
using current status information from a 
CIH database. Production Control reviews the 
schedule to ensure tool availability and makes 
changes as appropriate. The schedule is then 
reviewed at the daily production meeting where 
further revisions may be made. Once accepted, 
the schedule is released to the production floor. 
further adjustments are made manually. 
Simulation-based scheduling system incorporates 
these decisions in the next run. The 30-day 
schedule provides information to expedite needed 
tools within the 30-day window. 



The next step is to expand the R10del-based 
30-day schedule into the Disk Hanufacturir•g and 
Experimental Blade area and work out a generator 
for 18 •onth broad schedule. 

5.2 ~r radiator core assembly line a_!!.~l~t~ 

The manefacturer wanted to analyse the design 
of proposed aluminium radiator core assembly line 
to see if it would work as planned. They were 
concerned with understanding how the proposed 
system would behave with large variations in 
product mix and volume. 

The simulation project had three main 
objectives: 

l. Evaluate the proposed system design for 
flaws and inefficiencies; 

2. Identify system bottlen~cks that would 
prevent smooth operation; 

3. Develop flow control strategies for 
system operation. 

The project had beer. divided into two parts: 

In part one, the analysis focused on refining 
the physical layout. Several improvements were 
recommenred, including a change in the type of 
conveyor system used to feed and return parts. 
This change alone saved thousands of dollars, 
since the new conveyor was much ~~ss expensive. 

The second part of the analysis focused on 
operational control. Flow control logic was 
developed to efficiently set up machines and 
release pallets to the assembly line for core 
production. This logic maximized production of 
the line while providing a smooth flow of finished 
cores to downstream operations. This logic from 
the model was eventually used to operate the 
completed system at two plant sites. 

The analysis done in this simulation study 
both refined the physical layout and produced a 
sophisticated flow control logic system for this 
radiator core assemoly line. Over $100,000 in 
conveyors alone was saved by implementing the 
altered system design suggested by the analysis. 

5.3 Val id~ticm 12.f. U~41~bl.y plant d_esign 

The automobile manufacturer was preparing to 
retool one of its assembly plants for a new type 
of r.ar. DP.sign engineers were preparing hid 
packages for equipment vendors and needed to 
validate the proposed assembly conveyor system. 

The simulation study addressed three spelilir 
questions: 

I. Can the proposed conveyor 'Y'tem5 
support the production ohjer.tive'' 

7. Could any eMrP.55 rnnveyor raparity he 
rl iminated1 

1. What production rates were required for 
key assembly operations to meet 
production objectives? 

The simulation model identified that, in 
order to meet the goal of 72 jobs per hour, 
part of the conveyor system would need to he 
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increased. These increases were necessary to 
cover operations during breakdowns. The model 
also showed that other accumulation buffers were 
over-designed to cover operations breakdowns. 

The simulation model showed that 
modifications to a proposed conveyor system for a 
redesigned body shop were required to meet the 
shop's target production goal, the analysis also 
identified an excess number of carriers in the 
system. By eliminating these carriers alone 
approximately $225,000 could be saved. 

5.4 Ao~J_yii~_~emi-auto~tj~~~~~mbJ.y ~y~t!!!ll 

Ford needed tn evaluate a machine vendor's 
proposed design to ensure that the recommended 
system could perform as stated. The vendor 
specified two different line speed possibilities, 
but could not identify an optimal setting. The 
system was a combination of a~tomatic and manual 
assembly stations utilizing a palletized, 
non-synchronous belt for part transfer from 
station to station. 

Six main objectives were defined for the 
simulation study: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Validate the accuracy of the machine 
vendor's proposal; 

Determine the optimal number of pallets 
for the system; 

Improve the method of ~al let route 
scheduling; 

Uncover any bottlenecks in the system; 

Specify the belt line speed require~ to 
ach?eve optimal throughput; 

Justify the project to division 
management. 

A preliminary model was developed by ford 
engineers that utilized a complicated automatic 
station with approximately 85 per cent 
reliability. Based on the model, they concluded 
that the system could not reach the desired 
throughput because of the limitation imposed by 
the inefficient automatic station. The automatic 
unit was replaced by a manual station, and the 
5imulation was run again. The new results were 
extremely close to thp desired outcome. rurther 
simulations were run with differing combinations 
of helt. speed and number of pallets to determine 
thP maximum possible throughput of the system. 

ford Electronics and Refrigeration saved ovPr 
$77.000 in farility building costs hy using 
~im11latior. to <;tudy ii proposed -;emi-autom;;tir 
a•~rmbly "Y"tem. The analy,is al<,o allowPd 
ennineer<; to a(hieve the hiahe5t po~'>ihle 

thro.irihp11t hy determininq the proper 1 ine '>PPPd of 
the ~y<;tem. 

G.~ Analysis of \Pmicondu~tor wafer fahriration 
faci 1 ity 

Simulation has been used to solve prohlems in 
a large semiconductor wafer fabrication facility. 
DuP to the high level of complexity in the 
manufacturing process, an accurate method did not 
exist lo identify capacity constraints in advanlP 
of their or.currence. Also, when bottleneck'> 



occurred there was no method of accurately 
analysing the problem and identifying the most 
cost-effective solution. Hany times, very 
expensive equipment (>$1,000,000) would be 
purchased to solve a capacity problem. Because 
the proper tools were not available to properly 
analyse the cause of the problem, decisions were 
made on very limited infor~ation. Hany times. the 
equipment that was purchased would not solve the 
problem. 

To solve these problems a simulation tool was 
implemented. It provides a productive way to 
analyse the various areas within the wafer 
fabrication facility. With the use of it, 
production personnel can now: 

1. Predict production performance relative 
to expected demands; 

2. Test ~he results of decisions (i.e. 
equipment purchase) before committing 
capital and resources. 

With the help of simulation, highly accurate, 
complex production flow analysis is completed in a 
matter of minutes, bottlenecks are identified and 
"what if" ana 1 ys is is performed i:.o identify the 
most cost-effective solution. 

The simulation tool implementation has 
provided the manufacturer with the visibility and 
accuracy to make better decisions involving 
capacity planning and short-interval scheduling 
and sequencir.g. Large cost savings have been 
realized due to the cost avoidunce of several very 
exper.sive pieces of equipment. Several 
bottlenecks were minimized due to the ability to: 

1. Identify potential problems in advance; 
and 

2. Test the result of a proposed solution 
before committing capi•al and resources. 

The implementation of simulation tool has 
resulted in: 

1. 

2. 

]. 

Increased production throughput; 

Decreased capital expenditures; and 

Improved resource utilization. 

Simulation is being used to help a large 
semiconductor manufacturer reduce costs by 
pr~viding the ability to identify capacity 
constraints and test proposed solution before 
committing capital and resourc1>s. Simulation 
model has been inteqrated to Consilium's COHETS to 
provide on-demand analysis. The model is 
currently being extended to provide daily 
production schedules. 

5.6 rin_al_ ll~seml_>ly schedvl ing for automotive 
engi~e cooling vnits 

A division of a major automobile prod11rer 
uses simulation tool to bridge the gap b1>tween 
existing planning system that provides assembly 
requirements in weekly buckets, and the 
operatinnal necessity of meeting daily customer 
shippiny reriuirements. The division manufactures 
about 7~ different engine cooling units, that are 
assemhled by a trew of 18 to 24 as~emblers 
performing serial operations. There are typically 
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100 to 150 different orders in a system for a 
given week. M•ssed shipment can result in 
assembly plant downtime, incurring costs of about 
$100,000 per hour. ~inimal amount of finished 
goods inventory can be held. so a missed ship date 
will require the use of premium shipping modes. 
costing the division as much as $100.000 per month. 

The simulation schedules are driven by the 
daily-bucketed customer shippinQ requirements. 
The task of scheduling the final assembly area is 
complicated by the transition of the facility from 
a traditional assembly line layout to a more 
flexible cellular assembly configuration. The 
original three assembly lines are being replaced 
with 18 assembly cells. leading to a level of 
complexity that requires the computer-aided 
decision support provided by simulation. 

The primary objective is to provi~e 
scheduling decision support that allows the 
scheduler to produce achievable, capacity 
constraine~ schedules that: 

l. Heet customer requirements on ship dates: 

z. Hinimize final assembly inventory levels; 

3. Haximize final assembly throughput. 

A simulation-based scheduling system was 
developed to provide a sequence for ea(h final 
assembly resource (cell or assembly line). The 
sequencing logic of t~~ system evaluates the 
trade-offs between due date performance and 
changeover costs (as measured by the time required 
to ma~e changeovers). The system capture., all key 
constraints on assembly activities to ensure that 
feasibility schedules are produced. Final 
assembly schedules are produced with a one-day 
(four shift) horizon and a full-week horizon for 
distri~ution to the shop floor. Reports of 
comp~nent part requiremen,< for departments that 
supply final assembly are generated by the system 
as well. Anticipated benefits from implementing a 
simulation-based planning system include: 

1. 

2. 

1. 

Improved performance to customer ship 
date; 

Reduction in finished goods inventories; 

Improved communication between 
Manufacturing and Production Control; 

4. Added visibili via simulation's "what 
if" capability, of the impact of 
alternative scheduling decisions. 

5. 7 (aterpi 11 ar I_ncorpQrilted 

Simul;it ion sy<;tem was used tn desrrihF' thp 

tr;in<;port;itinn of parts by van<; ;ind flatbed<; frnm 
" • f'nt rdl w.in~house to the user bui ldiricp. at 
Cat er p i 1 1;11- ' ~ Au r or d , I L a<; s Pmb 1 y fa c i 1 i t y • 
Milnpower and tr;ilf i( pattern ch;inges wpre analy<;ed 
by using simulation tools lo sep how the 
tr;in<;portation sy<otem will df>rrp3q• .iml e11Pnl11.illy 
disappear as thPy go lo a Just-In-Time (JIT) 
1>nvironment. 

A simulation model consisted of slush, mould, 
coating, and foaming facilities. The model 
enabled better optimization facility and manpower 
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requirements. The intera(tion resulting from the 
simulation project directed company capital 
expenditures and planned labour. By studying the 
dynamic interaction of the working model factory 
staff were able to plan the production output 
before any actual products were manufactured. 

Simulation tools were used to model a 
Just-In-Time delivery system of automotive seats 
to an assembly plant. The simulation mo~el helped 
plant lcoation (distance), nU111ber of pallets, 
nU111ber of trailers, number of drivers and 
tractors, and requirements needed for finished 
seat set storage. 

5.10 ~e Hemorial La~rj_n 

The objective was to investigate operational 
perfonnance of an existing product line and 
evaluate design improvements. Specifically, the 
throughput of a 35-operati(ln prodl•Ct ~ls esti1mtted 
and opportunities for potential red~c!i~n in 
manufacturing lead times and Work-In-Pro~ess 
inventories. 

5.11 Touche Ross and Associates 

This project consisted of simulation model to 
analyse various alternatives for a forging 
facility utilizing simulation experiments to 
consolidate and reconfigure multiple plant 
operations. Effective use of simulation lllOdels 
was the cornerstone of the manufacturing 
restructuring project. 

5. 12 Hewlett-Packard 

Simulation was used to improve manufacturing 
efficiency of a production line with 16 work 
stations performing assembly operations. Through 
the use of simulation models, processes were 
streamlined to minimize Work-In-Precess, manpower 
requirements were detennined, and syst~m 
flexibility and material handling system size were 
increased. 

Simulation was used as a capacity e~gineering 
tool for modelling of both the processes portion 
and electronics assembly portion of various 
production programmes. The objective of these 
simulations was to develop a strategy for factory 
automation, wnich would increase production output 
and reduce throughput time by implementing the 
most cost-effective automation solu~ion. 

6. ADVANTAGES AM> DISADVANTAG£S Of SUIJLATION 

Having shown somp examples of the use of 
simulation, we com1eot in this section on the 
advantages and disadvantages of two approaches. 
Firstly, let us briefly consider experiments that 
can be performed using real-world systems; and 
then the pros and cons concerning the conducting 
of experiments with models of the real-world 
systems - employing simulation. 

6. 1 Qisad~int.lSlu.oL e_ispu:_imenlirui ~ill:! 
reaJ :-)'IJll: l .d s n te!!ls 

Having defined simulation as feigning or 
mimicking the behaviour of a real-world system, 

we must also say that even the best feigning stays 
only feigning and the best results in analysis of 
a given system can be reached by experimenting 
with the real system, which is the major adva~tage 
of this approach. However, it also has numerous 
disadvantages. Alllong these are the following: 

1. The real system must exist before 
experiments can be performed on it, 
whereas the objective might be to design 
a system that does not yet exist. 

2. If the system does exist and is in use, 
then for economic and/or political 
reasons it might not be feasible to 
interrupt '~s ongoing use for the 
purpose of experimentation. For 
example, if a manufacturing ~ystein i · 
being used to build products, then it 
might be cost prohibitive to interrupt 
the production process to investigate 
the effects of making one or more 
changes in the system purposely. 

3. Even if the real system can be used for 
experimentation, large amounts of tiine 
are usually needed to carry out the 
experimentation. If an existing system 
must operate for days or weeks while it 
is being observed experi:nentally after a 
change has been applied to it, then 
perhaps only one or two alternatives can 
be investigated at 1110st, and even then 
the results of the experimentation might 
not be available in timely fashion. The 
same problems occur when the activities 
in an examined system are too fast, or 
too complex. It is almost impossible to 
properly monitor and analyse processes 
in integrated circuits. Hillions of 
operations are taking place there every 
second, which allows only the 
observation and analysis of trends and 
not the sequence of single events. 

4. Additionally, 111any systems are so 
complex, that the finding of the right 
data to be monitored, and where the 
monitoring could take place is a problf'lll 
of its own, and not seldom bigger than 
the question; connected with the task to 
solve. 

Simulation as a competing method has, of 
course, its own advantages and disadvantages. 
Here are some of them. Let us start with 
advantages. 

6.2.1 Realism of experiment$ 

Simulation morh>ls can be realistil'., not only 
in the sense of capturing the actual 
characteristics of the system being modelled, but 
al~o showing in an almost realistic form the work 
and reactions of lhe modelled system. Th~ rapid 
development of computers, e~pecially in romputing 
speed and graphic capabilities, allows movie-like 
animation of the examined system. 

Since simulation uses in its experiments not 
the real system, but its, usually computer based, 
depiction - a model, the system whose behaviour 



has to be analysed can be also an inaginary one. 
It only needs to exist in the mind of the 
designer. A computer 110del of a planned system 
can be investigated exactly in the same way as the 
depiction ot an existing one. This feature is 
very usefal for the relatively inexpensive design 
of, and experimentation with products. facilities, 
or the whole systems. 

6.2.3 ~inq experiments in ti~~ 

Hany experiments which are possible to carry 
out using real systems or processes are very often 
too fast or too slow to make a prope;· observation, 
data collection or analysis. A co.nplex proc~ss in 
a microprocessor with millions of operations and 
interactions of different elements takes only 
mP~iseconds. To 110nitor a real inanl'facturing 
system and collect an appropriate amount of cata 
an analyser needs weeks or 110nths. 

Ti11e can be compressed or stretched ir. 
simulation 110dels. The equivalent of milliseconds 
and seconds in real system can be simulated in 
minutes or hours on a computer. On the other hand 
the equivalent of days, weeks, and months of 
real-system operation often can be simulated in 
only seconds, minutes or hours on a computer. 
This means tha~. relative to real-system 
experimentation, a large nUlllber of simulated 
alternatives of a slow syste111 can be investigated, 
and results can be made available soon enough, or 
a detailed 1110nitoring of fast processes is 
possible to influence its design or analysis. 

6.2.4 Experi111ental control 

In simulation experiments, every variable can 
be held constant except the ones whose influence 
is being studied. It allows reduction of "noise 
data" which do not have an impact on the 
experiment results, but in a real system have to 
be monitored. As a result, the possibl2 effect of 
uncontrolled variables on systetn behaviour need 
not be taken into account, as must often be done 
when experiments are performed on a real system. 
Additionally every variable, also an artificial 
one which does not occur in a real system but 
which has an impact on understanding and 
perfonnance of simulation study, cdn be set up and 
be monitored and collected during experiments thus 
improving results of the analysis. 

6. 2. s Rep_rod115 i!!U i ty _ 0Le11urL~.nt 
'!2ru[itiQ..I)} 

In a real or imaginary system there are two 
kinds of events that can occur. They are 
detenninistic events which occur at previously 
defined or known points of time and stochastic 
events that occur randomly with a given or assumed 
distribution. Because of true randomness of 
events in a real system, it is almost impossible 
to repeat a real-world experiment with the same 
characteristics and conditions. In an artificial, 
mathematical world, there are no true random 
values or systems. They are replaced, or 
substituted with pseudorandom numbers that are 
generated using a given mathematic fonnula. Which 
means that they are repeatable. Simulation 
experiments of such real-world systems are 
r.omposed of elements that exhibit pseudorandom 
behaviour, and allow reproducing of real-world 
random events which, although perfectly 
predictable because of the pseudorandomnPss, r.an 
otherwise exhibit the characteristics of truly 
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randOlll nUlllbers. This feature. together with the 
previously described variance reduction techniques 
and time compression give a possibility of 
repeating exactly the same experiment while 
focusing on different parts of the systetn. It 
improves the precision with which the 
characteristics of an exilJllined system can be 
estimated and allow cOlllf)lete analysis cf very 
complex systetns or processes. 

6.2.6 !_rai!lil'.!9 

~ince the si11Ulation is based on feigning, 
mi~icking of depicted syste111s, it can connunicate 
with the user using langu3ge of simulated system 
and does not require great level of scientific 
sophistication to be properly employed. This 
makes it easy to train si111Ulation practitioners, 
and ~se simulation as a training tool. 
Si111Ulation, especially with use of sophisticated 
computer mediUlll, does not require frOlll the user 
other knowledge than he or she has using a ~eal 
systetn. This way, after a short introduction time 
it is possible t9 replace costly training done 
with real world system or processes through 
simulation-based training courses. 

Simulation is an ideal marketing tool. 
Because its concept, based on depiction of 
simulated systetns is fairly easily and almost 
intuitively understood, clients are likely to be 
more receptive to the use of simulation than to 
descriptive depiction of the proposed system. As 
a result, clients are more likely to be inclined 
to implement simulation-based reconnendations than 
those resulting from the use of models based on 
mathematics, functional diagrams, or 2-0 drawings 
that they may nit understand and whose results 
the) may not trust. 

6.2.8 lnexpel)sivf in~:;urance 

It has been estimated that comprehensive 
simulation studies designed to estimate the 
characteristics of a proposed system can cost 
2 per cent or less of the capital outlay involved 
in building the system. for example, it might 
cost $50,000 or less for simulation studies 
designed to evaluate a manufacturing system 
involving a capital outlay of $1,000,000. In thi~ 
sense, simulation provides inexpensivP insurance 
against building systems that are underdesigned 
and so will not perfonn to specifications. or that 
are overdesigned and so expensively provide more 
capacity than needed. 

Along with its many advantage">, simulat.ion is 
~ubject to some di~advantage~. looking at the 
disadvantages that can be found in all the 
simulation literature a little bit more r.arefully 
and meticulously, one will notice that the~e 
disadvantages are not the disadvantages of 
simulation enterprise alone, they are 
disadvantages (and pitfalls) of usinq any system. 
This part of the chapter will be taken as a kind 
of polemics with "disadvantage of simulation", 
that. can bp found in the basic work on ~imulation 
"An Introduction to Simulation using GPSS/H" by 
T. J. Schriber, Professor and Chainn;in of (O!llputer 
and Information Sy~tems in the Graduate School of 
Business at the University of Hichig;in, publi">hPd 
1991 by John Wiley and Sons. 



6.3.1 Failure to produce exict results 

Suppose a system is COftlPOsed of one or inore 
eietnenls that are subject to randOlll behaviour. In 
a hospital system, for ex~~ple, the tillt' required 
by a doctor to exa111ine a patient 111ay vary at 
randOlll. The various times required by a doctor to 
examine patients influence the waiting-ti11e 
experiences of others waiting to be exa111ined by 
the doctor. When a si111Ulation is perfo.-.ed with a 
model of the system. the values of such variables 
as "the ti11e a patient spends waiting to see the 
doctor" ~re recorded by the 1110del. and the 
averages of these values are given in a 
post-si111Ulation report. But the average in a 
~....,,le of observed waiting times only provides an 
esti111ate of the expected (or long-run average} 
t;11e that patients 111Ust spend waiting to see a 
do~tor. In this sense, a si111Ulation only provides 
esti111ates, not exact results. 

Si-...lation as depiction of a given real-world 
system is only a feigning of behaviour of that 
systl!lll. This means, it can be in extreme cases a 
very reflection or the systl!lll, but it cannot be 
better than tne system itsetf. If a real-world 
system consists of a set of random events. it 
cannot be predictable. for exitlllJlle, the 111easure-
111ents 111ade in hospital in 110nth A differ from the 
measurements in the 110nth B and it is i111possible 
to 111ake an exact prediction for 110nth C. The 
randomness only of one of the systl!lll parameters is 
the cause of the i111possibility of making an 
unequivocal description of the system. Without 
the exact depiction of the real-world system. 
there cannot te an exact 1110del of it, and 
si11111lation producing exact data describing its 
behaviour. 
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6. 3 . 2 !,ill__o f gene r ilH.L~.LrllM.! u 
Si111Ulation results apply only to the 

situations that were simulated and do not lend 
themselves to g~neralization. For exaMPle, 
suppose as it assU111ed in a .anufacturing system, 
that 111anufactur1n9 resources include three 
111achines of type A, five 111achines of type B, and 
two .achines of type C. Suppose that a simulation 
study is perfonned on this basis, and the 
resulting manufdcturing rate is estimated. What 
manufacturing rate will result if there is one 
less type B 111achine or if one of the type B 
machines is replaced with another type C machine' 
The results fr0111 the simulation study already 
performed r.anno~ be used to answer these 
questions. Instead, the model had to be modified 
to c~rrespond to these changed conditions, and 
then simulation studies must be performed with the 
modified models to estimate the resulting 
manufacturing r~tes. 

By the way of contrast. suppose a 
~athemati(al model has been built to P•prP'>'> 1n 
the form of an ~quation or equations thP 
manufa(turing r~te as a function of the numher of 
type A, Rand ( ma(hines. This model rould hP 
evaluated quickly and easily for ;ill rnmbin.ttinn'> 
of type A. B and C mar.hines that miqht he of 
interest. 

~eneraliration in manu'3cturing is a very 
"nsitive probll'lll. Through the high complexity of 
manufar.turinq S/Slems and manu:~(turing proce~ses. 
a slight (hange in parameters can have a larqe 
imp;irt on syst.,.,_ performanre. for ex.tmple, 

reducing a nU111ber of 111achines type A building a 
bottleneck in a system can lead to manufacturing 
disaster, while changes in the over-dimensioned 
type B have a slight i111pact on system work. In 
this case the lac~ of generality cdn be seen as 
advantage of simuiation not allowing drawing false 
conclusions. 

Changing nUlllbe~ and kind of resources 
(inachines) in a previously described manufacturing 
system can lead to completely new manufacturing 
configuration and can br often complicated. 
Changing a model does not have to be so complex. 
Defining 11achines as "independent" llOd~les, we can 
sillJ)ly replace one through another. 

Mathematical 110delling can seldom describe 
the complexity of 11anufacturing syste91s with all 
the dependencies not only between the machines and 
other hardware systems compor1ents but also between 
these ele11ents and products that have to be 
produced on modelled facility. 

6.3.3 Failure to optimize 

Si11Ulation is used to answer the questions of 
the "what if" type, but not of the "what's the 
best" type. In this sense, simulation is not an 
optiaization technique. Consider the type of 
manufacturing syste91 question posed earlier: 
"What ca.bination of product sho1•ld we produce if 
the objective is to aaxiaiie profit subject to the 
following machine, manpower, and marketing 
constraints?" Si .. ulation can be used to esti111c1te 
profit that will result when a given cOlllbination 
of products is produced. That involves a "what 
if" situation. In other words: "What if we 
produce this cCJlll>ination of products? What profit 
will result?" But simulation cannot be used to 
indicate idlich cowibination of products ainong all 
feasible COlllbinations results in the maxi .. Ulll 

profit. This would involve a "what's the best" 
situation. In other words, "What cOlllbination of 
products is best in the sense of iaaxi .. izing 
profit?" In si11ulation, the only alternatives 
considered are those that are directly 
investigated. Simulation does not generate 
solution; it only evaluates those that have been 
proposed. If six alternative c0111binations of 
products are investigated, then that alternative 
among the si• considered that 111aximizes profit can 
be identified, but it is quite possible that one 
er .. ore of the alternatives not considered result 
in larger profits than the best of the si~ tha~ 
are considered. 

Simulation alone is not an opti .. izing tool 
hut can be a part of an optimizing system. In our 
example, we are looking for optimal product 
combinations for a given .. anufacturin9 facility. a 
simulation experiment .. ill he conducted using as 
input a -;equen(e of products to be made. After 
the e•pPriment. input seque~.e toqether with the 
n11!J111! p;ir.tmeter like system utdiration. lead 
t 1mp-;, man11farturin9 cost~. etr... are analy<;ed by 
nptimi;inq tool. It re•ults in 9eneratinq a 
rroro~al on new produrt se~uenre for the newt 
'>im11lat ion Pvperiment. The new experim,.ot wi 11 hp 
rerformed, and then the analysis. Surh a loop 
ronsisting of simulator and analysing (cptimizingl 
algorithms can lead to working out at lea~t a very 
good solution for the staled problem. finding the 
real optimum for a usually very complicated 
manufacturinq system is in most cases a Sisyphus 
t a'>k. 



6.3.4 ~Qng le~d ti~s 

A si111Ulation study cannot be conducte~ over a 
weekend. Honths of effort can be required to 
gather data; build. verify, and validate 1110dels: 
design experiments, and evaluate and interpret the 
r~sJlts. A sitnulation effort shoulo be started 
well before the results are needed. In practice. 
unfortunatelv, the results of simulation are 
usually needed "yesterday". A simulation study 
may not be authorized until the project i11volvin<cJ 
the system to be si11Ulated becoines of urgent 
priority, and then there inay not be adequate time 
to C0111Plete the study before the results are 
needed. 

A simulation is a long process. It uses data 
describing a system, builds a :node! of it. 
perforias a couple of e~periinents and analyses the 
results. for bcilding a 1110del, sinulation 
professionals need a data about a 1110delled 
system. In inany cases, that data is not 
available. The cl>'l1panies are workin9, in many 
cases, based not on reliable data but very often 
on the experience and t£eling of its staff. There 
is never tiine to do neasuretnents. coonplete and 
marshal the data. ihe ?.~alysis of the system has 
to be done, logicai .:onnP · =rins and operation 
ti11es have to be cietenn' ·". All the data should 
be obtainable a long tim .. •.<!fore the si•mlation 
study begins. But usua 1 '•this is not the case. 
Searching data becomes <. ,.,~rt of ~imulation study 
and prolor.~s the lead time of th~ study. Another 
very important factor of a simtJlation study is the 
cooperation with the examinet' <>ystem operating 
staff. In many c.ises, su~1·tin9 the simulation 
team is only a side job with corresponding 
results. It is •-ry di'ticult to define a 
simulation goal, otncun data, and check the model 
with the real sy5tem if there is ~ot appropriate 
collaboration with company staff. This same 
problem arises during anaiysis of simulation 
results. What is important for the company, which 
parameters do not match the reality, etc. etc.? 
[t i~ difficult to answer these questions being an 
outsider. The bottom line is that the long lead 
time is not a peculiar brand of the simulation, it 
is more the result of falsely prepared and 
conducted study on the part of supervisors of an 
examined company or systems. 

6.3.5 Cost~.f~r providing ~.simvlatiQn 
<;;J_pab i I i ty 

Establishing and maintaining a simulation 
capability involves making a major and ongoing 
cOtllllilment with concomitant personnel. software, 
hardware, training, and other support costs. Hany 
smaller organizations cannot. afford to maintain a 
~i111Ulation capability. Some organizations may 
have one or two people who work on simulation 
projects fr0tn time lo lime. Such people may have 
to be supplemented by outside consultants on 
occasions when simulation projects are lo he 
conducted. Other organi1ations may simpl) 
~ontract out their occasional simulation proje(ts 
to consultants or firms specializing in 
s i mu I at ion. They wi 11 then pay a premium to have 
a simulation study conducted and may wind up in a 
position of dependency and relative inflexibility 
if f o 11 ow-on s iir.ul at ion eff orh are r·equ ired. 

Every small or medium sized rompany live~ in 
a net of dependencies. It is very rare when a 
finn is really independent. There is always a net 
o~ suppliers, dealers, contrac~ors and 
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sub-ccntra~tors. If a comp~n~ wants to introduce 
a new prod~ct. it hires a c~n\ultino compan~ to 
make a market research examining the chances the 
product has. Product de~i9n i; often done by a 
specia"ize~ company which has experience in 3-0 
design (it is too exper.sive to maintain its own 
s:aff of designers with appropriate hard- and 
software). Harketiny campaigns are almost always 
done by external marketing specialists. The taxes 
and payments are su~ervised by external experts 
and lawyers. All the e~ternai companies a firm is 
employin9 to carry out job5 create a dependency 
relationship. and employing a consulti~9 company 
for performing some simulation studies will not 
endanger the client situation. 

6. 3 .6 ~1~u~_e_ of s Lm!JJ ~ti Q'! 

There are many fa(ets to a balanced. 
comprehensive simulation study. As a result. a 
person should be educated in a variety of areas 
(e.g. analysis of input, design of experiment, 
analysis of output) before be1·0t11ing a simulation 
practitioner. This fact is sometimes ig~ored, 

h~wever, resulting in situatiG~S in which people 
who only know how to builri si~ulation models and 
make runs with them art> cast in the role of 
simulation professionals, even though their 
education and training may not have prepared them 
adequately for this designation or for these 
responsibilities. Such people may not be in a 
position to conduct balanced and comprehensive 
simulation studies. As a result. SuLh studies may 
be incorrectly performed, or may be incomplete. or 
may fall short in other ways, perhaps resulting in 
failure of the simulation effort. 

There is a need for understanding that 
simulation is not a game, it is a serious tool 
that can have a huge impact on decisions made. 
People are used to Pmploying mar.hines. and nobody 
would be set up as an operator without a~propriate 
knowledge and experience. Plobody will he hired as 
manaoer without references and researthes 
conc~.-ning his career. Why should a simulation 
tool be employed by staff without corresponding 
knowledgt>? If simulatior is used by wrong people 
there could be a disaster, but the same. or 
similar disaster could take place if complicated 
and exp~nsive mar.hinery is e•ploited by tht> wrong 
people, or when the company is directed by the 
wrong managers. It is not only in simulation that 
misuse is a disadvantagt>, it is a disadvantage in 
any system that could be used in right or wrong 
ways. 

In conclusion. simulation is not a panacea. 
It offers powerful advantages, but these 
advantages can only he utilized through a proper 
employment of this tool. Simulation has i~s own 
disadv<1ntages, as every syst"m 'ias. fortunately, 
most of the disadvantages ronnected with system 
performance and usefulness are diminishing in 
importance witn time, thanks to improved 
simulation tools, methodology. eduration and 
computer performance, and decreasing computing 
costs. On the other hand many of the 
disadvantages imputed to simulation alone, are 
simply shortcomings connected with false 
employment or the misuse of any system. 

7. CHOOSING Sltl.llATION SOFTWARE 

Let us say that based on information given in 
previous chapters, or other informations, and 



atter analys:s o' your lOl!'pany ar•d its needs you 
have decided to use simulation as a t~ol tor 
o;olving SOlllP of your ma.1ufacturing issues. The 
rhooo;ino of prro~r simulation software from the 
vast n1..irber of packages <1vailable i~ a difficult 
task. [n this r:hapter we want lo introduce some 
elements which <>hovld be considered searchino tor 
a proper choice. -

[n the Directory of Simulation Software 
( 1gq1) published b~ tne Society of Lomputer 
Si~ulation iAppendi• A). one could find 
:.1 simulation packages that name man•1facturing as 
one of their application fields. A person new to 
simulation could speid months lookin'J at vendor 
1 iter·ature and demonstration diskettes. and 
e~amining evaluation copies ~f software. 
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7. 1 Classes of simulation software 

We Lan distinguish four classes ol simulation 
tools: 

1. Spreadsheets; 

2. Rapid modelling tools: 

.1. Simulators: 

•I. Simulation languages. 

7.1. 1 S?readsheets 

Spreadsheets are not generally known for 
their simulatio'.1 capabilities. but it is rossible 
to perform simple -;imulation usinq some of the 
spreadsheet functions or macros. Simulatinq with 
use of spreadsheet software take-; a minimal amount 
of time, mainly h~rause the system> are <>mall or 
the applications are limited. When using a 
spreadsheet, the output i~ defined by the u'>er. 
The output i'S usually in graphic form, with some 
very attractive results. Su(h attraLtive outputs 
are made p~ssible by business graphic offered by 
many spreadsheets' packages. In short. 
spreadsheet simulation is used. pretty often 
without ev~n using "simulation" term, for small 
systems. where the main emphasis is laid on the 
husine<;<; graphir. data presentation. 

7.1.7 Rapid modelling tool$ 

R.-ipid modplJing tools (like HanuPlan II from 
lletwnrk Oyn.1mir.s, [nc. H;is<;.-irhu<;Ptt<;. IJSA) arP 
usrd to qain an idea about <;uch mea<;urr<; of 
p •rforman•P as throughput a~~ Lultleneck.-.. The 
.-.y\t.em i\ morlPllPd in very gener·al terms, omitt.inu 
many of the dPtails in order to qet an idea ahout 
thP pPrfnrmance measures. In many instanres this 
IPvPl of output i~ suffirient a' it answers 
quP-;! inn<; that arP hPinq a<;kPd in a timPly mannPr. 

7 • I . ·i S i mu I <1 t or\ 

Simulator\ arP d;ita-drivPn \y\tpm<; that 
rPqu i rp no proqr.:imm i nq I nr 1 Pd a in I YI""' n f 
models. A '>i'llulator rnn\i'>t·. of ;, roupl" ol 
predel ined funr t ion'>, implementer! a'> "hi"'~ hn•P•," 
not requiring any or very ~mall knowled1w .thnut 
modelling and simulation theory. These blo(ks. 
functions, r.an be set together in a sequencP 
deHribinq operation of the simrilatPd sy<;tPm. 
The modP.1 scope is Jimitt>d to uo;e only tlir 
predefinPd set of block'>, provided with !hr 
simulator, and it is very dirfirult to find a way 
to trick out the system and go beyond thr -;r.opr. 

11.;wever, SOlne si11ulators allow the prc9ra111111:ng 
either within the simulator, droppin'J into another 
la,.guage, o:- throuq'1 adding r:ompiled code written 
in one of the standard pr~gr~nwning languages like 
FORTRMI, C, or Pasr:al. The tirr.e requiri;c. for 
rr.odelling u'Sing a simulator is moderate. 
rPgardless of what the vendors say. Real p.-oblems 
are alm•JSt always more c•Jmplex than the made-up 
examples that are used for teaching purposes. 
Simulators usually offer good output analysis. 
Built-in business oraphic capabilities with 
predefi,.ed functio~s li~e pie (narts. bar charts. 
or histoorams allow direct output of simulation 
resirlts on a laser printer. The tile generators 
permit conwnunication and data transfer between 
simulator model and spreadsheets or graphic 
software. A two- or three-day training course is 
usually provided by the vendors, and it is 
generally important to receive this training 
rather than to rely only on the documentation. 

7. 1.4 Simul~~ion langu~ges 

Simulation languages are the most 
sophisticated and flexible simulation tool. 
Virtually any realistic problem can be modelled 
.sing a simulation lan~uage, although it may 
require a 1 arge i ,.._..-,s tment of time to ensure that 
all of t~e details have been captured. This 
feature ~an be also seen as an advantage of 
simulation languages. Detailed analysis of 
modelled system prohibits the false use of 
simulation, forcing the modeller to detailed 
c1nalysis of a given system and on the other hand 
allows very detailed modelling. Simulation 
languages of fer a very wide spectrum of output 
features beginning at standard business graphic up 
to the user-defined output forms or on line 
rnmmuniration and dat;; transfer with oth1>r 
analysis tools. Three- to five-day basic training 
courses are usually offered either by the vendors 
or by third parties. To obtain more expertise, 
additional one- or two-day courses can be taken. 
alter having worked with the software long enough 
to attack some real problems. 

lhe distinction between simulators and 
simulation languages is blurring. Some of the 
sim11lat ion lang•iages have moved towards the 
si~ulators by offering predefined block functions 
supporting fast, very often graphic, model 
development. On the other hand, simulators 
provide more and more prograrmrir.g possibilities 
fnr Pxtending modPlling flexibility. This makes 
tht> choice of propriety tool more difficult. 

7.2 Selection criteria 

look inq for simul'. ion tool, a"i set up hy 
rrnf PSVlr JP.-ry Ranks from Industrial .:inti SystPm<; 
fnfJinPPrinq ..ll thP r,.,nrqi.1 !n<;titutP nf 
fPrlu1nlf'\1Jy. thPrP "'"P "Orr.P fP..lt11rP'. WP rl,.l"".-:.if;,.rl 
1n !hi•. ·.tnrly in lhP lnllowinq qrn11p~: 

rrnr f"'•'• i nQ f ,,.,1turP".: 

I. Output fnalures; 

4. Support and environment; 

~. Cost benchmarks. 

Word'> nf warnin9 a'rp in ordf'r before you !ISP 

thr criteria shown in this section. First. you 



lklst know which criteria are appro>J',.,~~~- t!ence. 
it is not necessary to ask for 3-diinensional 
ani11ation unless you know how you will use it. It 
is not necessary to ask for ten random number 
streams or ten distributions, etc., unless you 
know their purpose and that you will need them. 
The main thing is that you 11Ust understand the 
criteria and •-hat is important to your situation. 
Second, the response to some of the criteria 
should not be judge~ on a "yes" (present) or "no" 
(absent) basis, but on the ability of the language 
or si11t1lator to perfo ... a s~n-;te needed. A good 
example is the first criterion on the list, 
interface to other soft.-are ( FORTRAtl. C, 
Pascal, etc.). A si11Ulati~n language or si11Ulator 
should be judged on its ability to avoid the need 
for FORTRAN, etc., not siinply whether it can be 
interfaced with a programming language. 

The features discussed in this section ore 
meant for application to si11Ulators and si11ulation 
languages. Spreadsheets and rapid modelling tools 
are not ~eant for detailed simulation analy~is so 
they should not be judged by thes~ feotures. 

7.2.1 input features 

Interface to other software packages 

This ability is very iinportant if we want our 
llOdel to c011111Unicate with other software 
packages. For example. if our 110del of 
111anufacturing facility should be fed by data 
COiiing frOll HRP/HRP II system in 11anuf acturing 
Planning Department, it will be unreasonable to 
relinquish that c011111Unication feature. 

Input flexibility 

A simulation system shuuld allow all the 
input for11s which can be in use for a specified 
group of planned and possible applications. It 
should be receptive to inputs provided: 
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Interactively; 

In batch mode; 

In for11 of interaction with other hardware 
and software systt'flls like Data Basis or 
Job Shop Data Collection System. 

Input data analysis capability 

Data serving direct as an input for 
simulation experiments Joes not have to be in pure 
for11. In ma~y cases, there is a necessity of 
having an input, for example, in form of 
expor.ent ial distributed pseudorandom value!. 
Input data analysis should be understood as a 
possibility of using different preprocessing 
functions, properly preparing demanded values of 
the parameters. 

Portab i 1i t y 

A progranne can be written on one class of 
COlllputer and run on another clas~ of computer. 
This option is a very important one. Choosing a 
proper simulation package, you can let it grow 
together with your applications and area where the 
simulation is used. Usually, simulation will be 
employed in the first 5tep for a relatively simple 
problem. After the us-.rs notice the advantages of 
it, the application field grows together with 
demands for faster and more powerful machines for 

110re c()lllf>le~ simulation 110dels and OJtput 
analysis. Having a si111Ulation system that is 
available on different hardware platforms, th~re 
s~ould not be any problems with ext~nding the 
operation field. 

Syntax 

Hodell ing terminology should be pasi i~· 
understood by the user and should bP. :onsi;~en~ 
and unambiguous. It should allow the user to 
connunicate with the 110del using la~guage he 
understands, using ter11s tonnon in tne application 
area, not particular computer-specific na111es and 
expressions. Variables, indexes and functions 
should be referenced using names not numbers, 
outputs should be descriptive etc., etc. 

Interadive debugger 

This option is especially important at the 
development stage of the simulation 110del. It 
gives a 110deller control over execution of every 
single si11Ulation step ar.d gives him an access to 
any data set used in the system. Especially 
useful for such debugging purposes can be 
aniination option used in paraineter watch, trace or 
step by step lllt'de. 

Development tools for ani-tion 

Ani111ation, often seen as only a game, is a 
very important feature in contemporary simulation 
experiments. To be properly used. this option 
should come together with some characteristics 
1 i ke: 

Ease development of animation picture; 

High quality of pictur~; 

Number of colours, picture size. minimum 
and maximum object size; 

Smoothness of movement; 

Portability of remote moving; 

Interface to standard graphic and CAD 
progran111es; 

Zooming of the animation pictures. 

Execution speed 

Speed is a factor the begin,ers often do not 
appreciate enough. ror simple !imulations, it r.an 
be overseen. With time, problems become more 
complex and the number of simulation runs 
necessary to get th!' proper result increas~s. it 
is very frustrating (and e•pensivel to have people 
sitting and waiting until the computer is ready 
with its job. It is important in constructing 
models since numerous runs are madP. for validation 
purposes. It is very important in making 
product;un runs consisting of many scenarios, each 
rf which is replicated numerous times. 

ror PCs running under plain DOS, this fa(tor 
i'l important. ror romputpr-; rtJnning undpr 
Extended OOS, OS/2, VHS. or UNIX this far.tor i'l 
mur.h leH important. 



ttaterial handling feature~ 

If the sco~~ of application needs mate~ial 
handling elements like transport~rs. conveyor,, 
robots. or cranes. be sure that the approoriate 
eletno?nts are included in i;he investigated 
simulation tool. 

This option is usually overseen in t~e 
searching phase, but is very important for future 
exact Modelling of investigated systems. It 
should include the basic distributions as 
exponential, ur,;fonn, triangular, and normal. plus 
empirical distributions. 

Reset and restart 

This feature allows the disrarding of 
observations. saves the recorded observations and 
status of the 1110del and restarts the experiments 
in the future beginning with the saved status. 
This possibility supports partitioning of long 
experiments into short independent part~. and 
having a look :nto the data collected. 

Independent replications 

This option describes ability to perform a 
set of experiments automatically using ~;11e-ent 
sets of input data with collecting out~uts fr~m 
every run. 

Data structures 

A simulation tool should qive a possibility 
to create ~ set of global data, which can be 
rearhable and changeable for every entity moving 
in the s~stem. Every entity should ;ave a user 
defined data set (large enough) describing its 
properties. This local data can be changed at 
every point of simulation experiment accordino to 
alterations in entity properties. 

7.2.3 O~tput f~atures 

Standardized reports 

StandardizPd reports include performance 
measures such ;is averilge number in queue, avpr;iqe 
t:m~ in queue. average utiliz;ition of resources, 
entity lead time and throughput. This option 
includes also standard business graphic output 
forms like bar charts. pie charts. histoorammes 
and other plots that can he directly sent lo a 
laser printer. 

Cust011ized reports and file creation 
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It is vpry important to have lhP pns-;ihi I ily 
of r.rPating different 115Pr-defined filP· .. fnrn1.it 
of thp,p files -;hould milkP po-;-;ihlP w.in11 them i11 
various database-; and grilphic pac~agP-; emplny<>d i11 
thP r.ompany. One of the file formal'> th.it h.iv•· to 
be av;iihble as output option;., fl'i([I tlorm. llw 
AS(I: te•t files ran he arcepted hy .ilmos• <>v<>ry 
softwarP packil'}e ilnd r·ppre5Pnl the mn-;• 11•1iver<.al 
readahle communication form of ddla. 

Database 11aintenance 

Simulation require-; numerouo; repliciltions of 
one or morP sr.Pnilrins. This leild'i to nere\sity nf 
manilging, -;aving and an;ilysing of huqe amounts of 
data in a standardized and nrqanizpd form. lhe 

only possibility of ~dministering these quantities 
of data is by employing various databases. A 
si~ulation system can have its own database 
structures which can 111c1nage the saved data and/or 
must supply appropriate on-line connection to 
typical database systems. 

7. 2. 4 SuppQ_r_t . ~n~ ~nv i rorune_n t 

A nU111ber of self-explanatory characteristics 
belong ~~ the environlllt'nt features. These 
features should be checked while searching for a 
proper simulation system. Criteria use~ while 
review of simulation packages should be set in 
accordance with the knowledge and experience of 
the staff that should use them. Among the check 
meas~res are the following: 

Ease of use; 

Ease of le~rning; 

Quality or docUlftentation: 

On-line help: 

On-line tutorial; 

Customer su?port: 

Training, 
Technical support, 
Updates and enhancements. 

7.2.5 Cost benchll!irks 

Price is a very difficult factor to put a 
value on. There are packages from $1,500 to 
SR0,000. but the software price does n~t say 
anything about the usefulness of the package for a 
given application. Depending on employment, 
different tools with different prices can be 
used. S?ftware price alone does not cover all the 
expenses connected with a simulation tool. You 
should consider other costs connected with using a 
chosen package. They include hardware 
requirements, software and har~ware maintenance 
costs. update and on-line consulting fees. Only 
the addition of software price to the "additional" 
co-;t-; fonnerted with using simulation tool filn 
qivP ii real e-;timate of the price of the pilckage. 

7. ~ Some general hints 

Havi~q checked the software featurP\ we would 
I ike to gi~e some general hints towar~s helping to 
make a proper choice of simulation tool. looking 
for an appropriate simulati~n tool. you should 
have in mind that ever~ vendor i-; trying to sell 
hi<; product and i<; u<;inq al 1 the al lowed mean<; to 
.:it>r,>cl lhP r11<;tomer and <;how that t,;., produrt ;., 
th• h, ... ,t <Hlf· nf thP 'l7 yn11 f inrt in thP t'fir·p, tor y. 

r"'t thr qreatest power that you can afford 

On••· .i p.tr~.lgP h.t'> hPPn <;PlPrlf'd. huy lhP 
1.,,10~• v~r~inn of th.ti -;oftw.irP. Havinq 
·.in1•il.itio11 .in.tly•.t<; w.iil for output is 11511i11ly 
more cost Iv than payinq for morP number-crunchinq 
r.ipahi Ii t y. 

Beware of fancy advertis..ents and demonstrations 

Thi<; raution ;., e'ipPci.llly true of some 
-;imulators. A 'iim11lator can have wonderful 
interlacing l.lpabilitie~ and produce attractive 



outputs, but may have a verv weak and le~s than 
robust engine. This i~ not.an indictment of all 
simulators. 

Beware of checklists 

Beware of checklists that list generic 
features of simulation software. The pre~ence of 
some of ti.ese features is not nearly as important 
as the implemer.talicn and extent of capability 
offered by the software overall. 

Obtain a trial copy of the software 

Hany vendors offer a stude~t versio~. a 
limited edition. or a trial cnpy of the software. 
It is advisable to obtain a rup1 of the software 
in this form, as well as the software 
documentation, and use it for solving a small 
version of the i:;roblem. It is still difficult 
to know the capability of the full version of 
the software until a real problem is tackled. 

Ask the vendor to sol~e a saimple problem 

The problem would probably be a reduced 
version of the real problem w~ich you are trying 
to solve. This req~est may involve a ronsulting 
fee, but it can have great payoff. If you are 
willing lo put some money on the line, the vendor 
will know that you are serious. Otherwise, you 
should not expect a ve~dor to assign an analyst to 
a potential n~n-revenue activity. If the vendor 
cannot solve the sample problem to your 
satisfaction, then you should look at other 
software oossibilities. The payoft is in avoiding 
the purcha~e of software that will not solve the 
type of problem you encounter. 

You are going to buy a decent simulation language 

The most ropular simulation languages are 
all decent tools. Their f.-atures and performC1nces 
may be quite different. but l~eir robustness is 
impressive. You will not get stuck with a lemon. 

Decide if you need ani11ation 

Animation is a very powerful tool, both in 
the developing phase as a dehugg~r of mod~l 
behaviour and during a simulation e<periir.ent. If 
you can ;ifford it, t;ikp it. Many sim11l;ition 
package<; have animation as an ine•pensive option. 
They are worth buying. 

Try an independent consull~nl 

rr the choice of simulation software i<; too 
comp 1 i coJ t.ed and you do not have enouqh time, 
experience or capd~ity for makinq a proper 
selPction, there i~ alway<; the possihility of 
u<;ing an independent third party lo help with lhP 
deci;ion. You can find a consulting company 
eKperienced in thl' field of simulati1>n which r.an 
help you find a proper simulation package for 
either your single application, or wide 
application area. Using a consulting company for 
software choice services can be prolonged for 
training and trouble-shooting activities at t.he 
intitial stage or using simulation. 

8. CURfd.NT TRENDS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES Of 
SIKJLATION 

Simulat.ion is a u<;Pful tool in an;ily<;is and 
ciesign of complex manufacturing systems because it 
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can give insight into manpower and equip~ent 
requirements. rycle time. inventory, anrl 
throuat.p•it for- alto?rnative desiano; before anv 
physical c~anges are m~de in hardware ~r · 
farilitie" for a new system. A steadiiy nrowing 
n1•mber of problems that could be <;Olved u~ina 
simulation methods and the iocreasi~o intere~t 
lor these techniques in the industri~l world 
cause growing attempts to impro·1e e•istiny and 
develop new ways of simulation usage. The 
steadily growin~ number of industrial 
applications results in chanoing thP imaae of 
simulation fro~ a university, somewhat 
theoretic;il, g~~e to a very useful analysis tool, 
wtich can be used in a wide area of industrial 
implementation. 

The application related developments done in 
the simulation field (let us leave research 
conducted in the field of simula~inn me•hodology 
and theJreticdl studies) can be divided into the 
following groups: 

Hcdelling and problem re~resentation; 

Input features; 

Run time, performance feature'..; 

Analysis features: 

Animation. 

8.1 Modelling and problem representation 

A larae part of the wor~ ;,, ;i simulat.ion 
study cono;;sts of writing, testino. a~d d~~ua1inq 
thP sim•Jlat ion proqra!lr,lP. [ve1 thot1ah sim•Jl;ot ions 
ar~ writtPn in la~~uaqP<; that are dP~iqned for 
sinulation proqr~...;,ing, thPy are like pro1_irc11TWT1es 
writtPn in ~~, lang~agP in that thPj are time 
consuminq and lahnur intPnsi~e to write, tPst. 
te.:;t a11d-dPb•19. This limits the applil;ihility of 
computer simulation as a modelling and analysis 
tool. (omple• simulation models must be bui It by 
simulation e•perts that are e•pen~ive to hire and 
hard to find- Currently, it is not ea-;y for the 
average plant engineer to huild a simulation model 
of a comple• system. lo help the pnd u'>Pr in his 
atterr·pt.s to build simulatiori mor1Pls. mu(h re-.earch 
is done. lhe trends in improving modPlling of 
mJn11fdduring sy<;tems go in th" tollowinq 
dire(tions: 

A.I.I Graphic interar_t,ive modelling 

Many pPrforman(e mndPI 1 ing systP"'" 3re, or 
are just ported to be, graphically bdo;erl, Pnahl ing 
the user to build a mndel hy dirertly drawino and 
manipulatinq a pictorial modPl dia1ram on thP 
comput.,r di•play. lhesP modPl 1 inrr syslPms sho•ild 
gProeral ly pr11vidP a mpnt1 driven intPrfilrP ;ind an 
irnn palette with which the 11s1>r spNifir' thP 
mrrcf(•l l:>y ~Pll'rlin..:i anrl linkina iron' arid thPn 
pro·1idiny a~<;ociatPrl t1P•!i1al attrib••tP 
in!ormation. !hp re~"lting comhin.<I ion of 
graphics and te•t form~ the model ~pPLificc1tion 
and requirPS that rertain rule~ be obeyed in terms 
or content, complete'1P\S, sy11t.i• a11d se•lldntics. 
Some classes of user errors ca11 bf' r:r1mplet,,ly 
prevented with this type of inl1>rfc1te; others need 
lo be detected and identified to the modeller, 
idPally a~ the model is constructed. Within the 
visual modrll ing, the df'tPctinn and displi!y or 
error-. i; si9nificantly more romplc• than in text 
bas Pd modf' 111 ng 1 anguages. Arid it i ona 11 y, graphic 
modelling could frP.e the user from He ilbslrart. 



ro-.and-; of te•tual nmde! 1 ioq syo;temo; 
co11111unicating with him using.his own languaqe: 
language that is closely connerted with his 
real-world system anti whi1 h io; his natur;il one. 
He should not have to understand (translate) terms 
like Delay, Seize. free or entity attributes. He 
takes an icon describinu machine ;inti lets it 
perform a given operation on a defined part. 
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Through the rroper use of graphic interactive 
mode I Ii ng "'hi ch s11ppor·t s mode 11 i ng done by the 
plont engineers tte morlelling cost and times can 
be considerably reduced. Plant engineers who can 
conduct their -::-..11 simulation studies are able to 
obtain reiiable data inexpensively. Their day-to
day e•perience in their plant allows them to 
validate models as they build them. The study can 
incorporte input from people in the plant at all 
stages while the model is built, validated. and 
exercised. 

8.1.2 Simulation prograJll~g~nerators 

In order to increao;e the payoff from an 
investment in simulation modelling, one would like 
to be able to reuse the model to solve more than 
one problem or design more than one system. There 
io; much research done in this area. Simulaticn 
models should be built in a way that supports the 
use of the parts of one model as segments in 
another one. This "e~chanoe" should be done not 
only through "cut and paste" methods, commonly 
used in today's model! ing, but by the employing of 
special (or general) purpose simulation program 
generators. Such a generator shou1d allow the 
user t~ reuse pieceo; of s:mulation code and data 
o;tructures hy ~utomaticallr aggregating those 
pieces together into a model. arcording to the 
user's specif'cation. The purpoo;e of a generator 
is not only tne assembling together of different 
moduleo; to form a logilal and causal structure of 
a new model but also the controlling data 
communication interfaces between single parts of 
the model and error handling features in the 
validating and experimenting phase. 

8. l. 1 Object Oriented Simulation (00S) 

There ;ire some developers that derlare that 
the new sim1JL:Jt io•1 softw;ire should bi> object 
oriented. Object-oriented progran1111in1J offer<; somp 
intPre-.ting feat1Jres, th;it could <;11ppnrt more 
nat1Jral under<;t;inding of modelling procP\~e<; ;ind 
models it<;elf. It is (du\Pd by thP fMt that the 
re.ii world is ohjed-oriented a111I our thinhny is 
oh1Prl orienter! too. Ohject Oriented Sinrulat •on 
tOOS) <;hn11ld offer o;igni f ic,rnt potent i;il ovi>r 
e><i<>tin<J popular simulation lanquaqe~ in <;ever;il 
respe(t'>. 

Re11<;,-:h i 1 it y i <; pPrhitp<; the mo<; I r onv.-n i en t 
fp.it11rf' nt OhjPrt OriPnlPrf Sim•il.11 inn. flhj<•r I 
definer! within Ml nhjf·cl-oriPr.tr•rl l;ir11p1,1q" .irP 
inherently e•leno;ihlP. Yo11 ran cr,dt '''"" nhj .. rt•, 
out of e•istirrq one· •. for f'•.implP, "" {\(,'/ nhjPr.t 
m;iy he rr.-1fterl from rl fnrl<-tr11rl< ohjPrt. •,inre 
m;iny of the propi>rtiP<> nf the two rll«' <;imi lr11. 

Object Oriented '>imul;it inn•. <tre mnrl11l<1r, 
with object<; bPinq thP nmdule<;. With mndularity, 
all the information known about the ohject<> i<> 
held in one plMP: you do not need spPcial 
pror.l'rlure-> to find informitl ion. Thi-. enr.apsu
lation of information meiln<> that rh;inqinq •he 
meaning of ;tn objer.t or modifying it\ behaviour i-; 
eao;y to do, and chanqP<; of the ohjrrl. r.;in he 
easily maintainPd. 

In short. the new ohject-oriPn!Pd simulation 
languages should offer feltures like: 

Clear proce-;s/event strurture: 

Efficient clock melhanism: 

Combined continuous/discrete modelling and: 

Inheritance. 

It also should have an environment which supports 
graphics, interactive simulation and au~iliary 
modules (program generators) tor queuing and 
continuous models. 

8.1.4 Artifi~i~l intelligence 

The major impact the Artificial Intelligence 
research could have on simulation is e"couraoina 
the use of additional kinds of modellinu bas~d ~n 
inferencing, reasoning, search methods,-and 
representat'ons that have been developed in AI. 
This natural, though long overdue, extension of 
simulation should produce behavioural models that 
answer questions beyond "what if ... ?". The 
result is sometimes referred to as Knowledge 
Based Simulation". Tile AI methods should e><plain 
why a given <;equence of events occurred and answer 
definitive que<;tions as "Can this event ever 
happen" or goal-directed questions such as "Which 
events migh~ lead to this event?" e•panding the 
number of rroblems where simulation can be 
employed and cnmpieting the picture of the 
behaviour of models of the real-world syo;tem, the 
way we are used to see the original systems. 

8.2 In_);!u_t JN..t1.1re~ 

Complex simulation experiments are often 
conducted by outside simul;ition experts whn may 
not be availahle to help the plant engineer~ ;if ter 
the simulation study has been completed. The full 
potential of existing simulation models may not be 
realized if the models cannot be used by the plant 
people for carrying out their own experiments. 
They cannot use the model bec;iuse the input and 
analysis interfaces are written for the sim11lation 
experts, not for the real-world system uo;Pr. 
Another major limitation of input interfacps for 
<;imulat'on io; that users such as pl;int people, 
manager<; and derision makers need tn know too 
m11r h. 

fhe last development in the inlerfafP areit 
tries to connect an ah~tract wo.-ld of numbpr<; used 
in simulation environments with me;inirHJ<; thf'c,P 
numbers have in a real world, m;ihnq comm11niratinn 
hrtween model and outer world simpler and 
r om r n rt ah 1 e . 

1,r.1phic,1l 11-;"r interl;irp'; (f,!1[·.) ar" prr·p.1rPrl 
to '.r1p1onrl p.1:tir11Ltr kinrl•. nf 11<.t·r·. in ';nlvinq 
"·I"'' i I;, t ypP'. of pn1!olrm•.. fhp•,p 11•,rr'. ,.,..., thP 
pl .111! en qi nr·rr, drr i r, i an m,1k.rr or ,, m.inJqf'r, who 
typH.llly i•, nnl involvPrl in thP dP•;plopmPnl Of 
th" •,imo1l.1tion model, ilnrl hrnr_P woirlrl he 1111likPly 
In ~nnw nr w;111! to know det.;ii 1-; of mndPl l inq, 
o;im11lat ion, proqr,1mming or 1j11ery li1n•j1JilfjP',. nr 
datahao;e o;tr11ct11rP'.. The atJ,;inu•d proqr .. mn11nq of 
qraphir int .. rfilre'\ c.h'luld allow a very fast. 
dPpir.tion of the m'ldel d;it;i .:inti str11rf1irpo; in A 
form which r;in hP ;irr"s~ihle aort 11nderr,tanrl;ihle 
r~r a sir1t1le 11ser. With mo11se and men11, he r:o11ld 
rnmmun.r;it.P with t.hP model of the ex,1minpf'I <;y<;IPm, 
<;P.t par.meter\ supply itltribute values for 
objects, and an'mate a simulation run. 



By einploying faster scientific workstations 
and increasing the execution speed of the examined 
models, the number of special features which could 
be impl~nted and used during simulation 
experiments will also grow. 

8.3.1 Restart simul~tion ~n_.)'___ti~ 
llint 

Research done in this area includes graphic 
querying of the simulation state, being able to 
roll the si~ulaticn back to a previous state, 
change a parameter, and rerun the simulation, 
saving multiple simulation states for later 
analysis, and comparison. It results in the 
possibility of saving the status of simulation 
experilll!!nts at many points of time and allo~ing 
the performing of a set of simulation runs with 
different parameters' values starting not from the 
beginning, but using previously conducted 
experiments. This developnent will have a big 
impact on the lead times uf the simulation 
experiments and the same on the reduction study 
costs. 
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8.3.2 Changing sensitivity during experim~nts 

Sensitivity analysis is very important for 
indicating which parameter and which parameter 
values are the most important to a given output 
function. The straightforward approach lo 
sensitivity analysis requires running a simulation 
many times perturbing individual parameters to see 
how the results differ. In old simulation systems 
this process was prohibitively expensive in most 
cases, and as a consequence is rarely done. 

The last developments, employing Artificial 
Intelligence methodology, are searching for the 
sensitive parameters and value boundaries, 
automatically changing input parameters and 
generating subsequent simulation runs. It shoul& 
very fast provide the name of the parameters 
which have the biggest impact on the given go~l 
function and where lay the appropriate value 
boundaries. 

Another major direction of current sim•1lation 
development is searching for the methods for 
varying the level at which they are aggregated 
(also referred to as their "resolution" or 
pr2cision with which the model aescribes the 
real-world system). It is generally necessary to 
choose a desired level of aggregation in advance 
and design a simulation around that level. 
Changing this level typically requires consider
able reprogramming of the simulat.ion; char.qinq it 
under user rontrol or dynamically i~ qPnPr~lly 
unthinkable. The fact that the levPl of aqqrP
gat ion of a model gets frozen Parly in it~ rlP~iqn 
is a major impediment to the reusability of 
simulation in general. 

Last development~. whi(h emplny Artiliriril 
Intelligence methods at the modelling stage, 
should allow the user the varying of level of 
aggregation of a simuidtion during executing 
simulation experiments and to indicate whi(h 
aspects of the model are of ~articular int.erest, 
runninq those aspects of simulation di saggrPqated 
while running peripheral asper.ts at a higher lPvel 
of aggrpgation. 

8.3.4 On-li,e simulation 

One of the most important researrh areas is 
an attempt to use simulation as an on-line-tool. 
It should supoort the monitoring of an existing 
real-world system ar.rl employing simulation a~ a 
trouble-shooting tool. A simulation model should 
run in real time with the depicted system, 
comparing at given time points the status of a 
model with the status of a real system. In case 
of minor differences the model alters its status 
automatically. In case of ronsiderable 
differences. like a machine break, changing 
manufacturing priority, lack of materials, a 
series of fast simulation experiments controlled 
by an expert system will be started ~ith purpose 
to work cut an acceptable solution for a given 
problem. 

To be able to perform such purposes, new 
simulation systems have to be developed. These 
systems (languages) allow constant communication 
with the outer world. In these systems events in 
the outer world and events in a model have the 
same impact on a model behaviour and permit 
uninterrupted interaction between both worlds. 
The research done in this area will support 
very complicated scheduling processes and 
permit implementation of real Just-In-Time 
manufacturing. 

Since the real-world system becomes very 
complex and expensive, there should be the 
possibility of examining parts of the system. The 
studying of the system components should allow not 
only checking behaviour of the (Omponent as a 
closed entity but also testing the interaction of 
its elem~nts with the system for which the 
component is planned to be employed. In this 
area, which is a kind of on-line simulation, much 
development is conducted. A large system ~ill be 
depicted in the form of a simulation model. A 
small part of il, for example a machine, a 
transportation system, a control system for 
storage facility, exists in reality. The model 
runs parallel in real time with real component of 
a system supplying it with the signals which 
describe model (representation of the whole 
systems, excluding the real component) behavio~r. 
Output siqnals from the real component are read by 
the model and used for succeerling simulation 
stPps. This way, using appropriate simulation 
systems, it should be possible to examine the 
interaction of various system components without 
building in reality the whole system. 

9.1.6 Using distributed, parallel computing 

SequPntial (i!lculatinq is a traditionill wily 
or <;olvio<J prohlPms with thl' hPlp of romp1d<>r~. 
All thp traditional <.imulation <.y>tPm<; wor~ th1~ 

way ThP rtPvPlopmPnt of tr;in<;p11tPr<. onPn•. nPw 
hori;on•. for <.pPPrling thP P•Prut ion of <.im11L1t ion 
P•pPrimPnt• .. lhirHJ a trano;putpr PxtPn<;ion rare! 
with A tran<.put.Pr~ <.11ppor!.Pd hy thPir own 
op Pr ,ll i on ~1Pmo r y r h i p <, ., ho 11 1 rt t h Po r Pt i r. cl 1 1 y 
improve the perfon•1anr.e <.peed up to A limp<;. fhp 
developments done in the area of distrihuted 
simulation go in two dirertion<.: 

Porting th~ tr~~itional simvl~ti9n .languages 
in •uch a way th~t the •ame modpl with differPnt 
•els of parameter~ could he expcuted on more 
transputPr•. Thi~ fPaturP i~ P<.pPrially 



interesting for different optimizing algorithms. 
where a number of simulation runs have to be 
performed tc find a maximum (minimum) of a given 
function. 

The fields where such parallel systems can be 
used are for example: 

Scheduling of manufacturing processes; 

Search after the best system 
configuration; 

Trouble-shooting in on-line simulation: 

Hardware-in-loop applicatinn for fast 
systems; 

Checking sensitivity and aggregation of 
simulation models; 

Animation of complicated graphic systems, 
etc. 

Parallelization of si~ii_gn_models. This 
feature should allow the cutting of a model 
(automatically ~uring execution time) into more 
parts, which can be execut~d parallel on different 
processors. The parallelization of simulation 
experiments, and use of inexpensive transputer 
cards allow the solving of many complicated and 
time-expensive problems on low-priced PCs or 
workstations instead of using sophisticated and 
expensive high-end computers. 

It could be said that the simulation is as 
good and useful as the conclusion drawn after or 
during experiments. ~ith proliferation of user 
friendly interfaces grows the number of 
developments conceo1trated on supp.Jrting analysis 
activities. The developments are mainly 
concentrated in the following fields: 

There is a lot of work done at the time in 
the field of interactive graphics. Plots should 
respond to •Jser input, using a co11111and-s t y 1 e or 
mouse-drive interface. A good example is point 
identification, where the analyst uses the mouse 
cursor to select a poin~ in the diagram, causinq a 
label idPntifying the associated case. Another 
example of interactive graphics is zooming and 
scrolling of diagrams allowing monitori~g of 
chosen scale areas independently from the actual 
time points. These options should make analysis 
of simulation experiments more organic and 
natural. Making analysis in the real world, 
there is usually a possibility of focusing on 
a chosen part of the data or observinq and 
comparing data originating from diffprent points 
of time. 

Research in this field is closely rouplPd 
with the interactive graphic. Plots and graphirs 
change over time, responding to r.hanges in the 
examined system showing the actual status of 
chosen variables. Connection of interaction and 
dynamic of the output should ma~e on-line ~nalysis 
of simulation outputs simple and comfortable. 
Free scrolling throu9h the time without losing 
data, which is not visible on the screen should 
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speed up the analysis and make it more easy for 
use by staff without a sophisticated computer 
background. 

Much work is done to acc0111plish integration 
of simulation outputs with various databases 
and software packages in one net. It opens 
simulation data for external analysis and 
presentation. On-line co11111unication with 
external srft- or hardware systems a11ows 
efficient monitoring and controlling or simulation 
experiments. This way simulation data may be 
analysed by staff not prepared to use simulation, 
but used to put these sophisticated data analysis 
tools into operation. The profits of this 
configuration are eminent: 

Simulation lead times are s~orter; 

Analyiis of simulation output is done in 
the form used in the company; 

There is a growth of simulation acceptance 
(It delivers readable and usable data!). 

Using on-line co11111unication can lead to 
shorter decision times in case of on-line 
simulation; output data is instantlt available at 
the p 1 ace where the dee is ion is mad: and in the 
form decision makers are used to. 

With the appearance of faster scientific 
workstations, researchers may now obtain real-time 
animation of sim~lated systems with good gr~phics 
rendering for the objects involved. This 
represents a significant advance for scientists 
since they now can expect excellent visualization 
capabilities for physical systems under st~dy. 
New and inexpensive hard- and software graphic 
capabilities are the cause that development in 
animation area has become one of the main research 
fields in the simulation area. These developments 
are concentrated mainly in the following 
directions: 

8. 5. 1 Anim-2.t j 91! JRH1' 

Through the employment of special purpose 
graphic cards and corresponding development of 
simulation software, the speed anrl quality of the 
animation increases. The growth of graphic speed 
supports the use of animation in on-line real-time 
simulation. The improved performance of computer 
graphic cards allows the employment of a more 
realistic animation picture, use of more colours, 
more detailed depiction of real-system 
reprP<;P~tations ~nrl ~month movement or animatinn 
PlPmPnt<;. It ~lso has an impact on use nt various 
user fripnrfly rhararteri<;tic<; like sr.rollinq. 
<;w1trhinq. zooming and recorrlinq animation 
pirture<; ~ithout impact on the simulation 
pPrf nrmanrP. 

The work conducted in this area should allow 
recordinq simulation ewperiments for future u~e. 
It should be performed through connecting 
animation conducted on a computer '11onitor to a VCR 
or movie camera which could record the 
e•periments. Simulation "movies" can be used 
later for e.ternal analysis of simulation results 



(dynamic diagrams) and can also be used as a 
marketing tool showing different variants of 
proposed facility. 

8.5.3 I_nJer~1:ti_ve ~riim~Eofl 

Much of the work is done to allow improved 
user convnunicatio11 with the animated simulation. 
The user should be given the possibility of 
"talking" with animation using mouse and pull-down 
menus. He could chanQe animation speed, stop 
si~ulation, change pa~ameters' values and restart 
the simulation experiment, scroll animation 
picture in case it is bigger than computer screen. 
zoom a chosen part of animation pictt1re, change 
between different pictures and layout parts of 
simulated systems. 

8.5.4 lncorpQr~ting phy~ical parameters 

The objec~s are given mass and inertia, then 
forces and torques are applied to achieve a 
certain motion, which usually looks very 
realistic. While these systems certainly 
represent the future, they are still in their 
experimental stages, for it is ofte~ awkward for a 
human to specify the animation in terms of 
physical parameters. 

8.~.S 3-dimensional animation 

With growing computer performance and 
improvement in both graphic hardware and software 
systems t~ere is a possibility of employing 
1-dimensin:oal animation. This time 3-0 animations 
are us~d mainly for analysis of robot animation 
and •drious flight, cor.kpit or weather 
<,imulat.ors. Thp ."l-0 simulation systems are 
expensive and so is the hardware used for this 
form of qraphiL representation. With the fall of 
Lomputer prices and progress in software 
development, there is a strong trend toward 
employing 3-0 ani~ation for discrete-event 
simulation. 

9. IHPI ICATIONS roR DfVEIOPro AND DfVHOPING 
COUNTRIES 

In this study we investigate the 
possibilities of using discrete (discrete/ 
continuous) simulation in two main areas: 

Planning of manufacturing facilities; and 

Planning, monitoring and optimizing of 
~anufacturinq processes. 

In this (hapter we want to examine hy 
implication what. ;_t.e use of simulati~n methods has 
and could have in th•· future in countries in 
different staqes or development. 

Through the r.hanges which look olace in lhe 
last years, wp rdn dist.inquish three. groups of 
states: 

Hiqhly developed countries; 

Po\t-rommunic;ti( r.ountrif's; 

Developing countries. 

Each group of these countries has its owr 
sper.if ic attitude towards simulation methods, what 
has an impact on the scale of development, 
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applications and overall understanding and 
acceptance. 

9. I Higl1b !levelope_d countries 

This group consists of highly developed and 
industrialized countries like USA. Germany. 
Great Britain, Japan, or France. These countries 
are the main suppliers of industr·ial p.-oducls 
which are consumed ir. the world. In these 
countries simulation is a fully recognized and 
utilized tool. The main development done in the 
simulation area is conducted there. There is a 
strong net of simulation societies supporting 
development and application of simulation tools. 
Most of the simulation employments come from these 
countries. Strong and expanding companies use 
simulation as a medium which helps them slay 
competent. The growing r.umber of simulation 
employments leads to growing investment in 
simulation development, which again makes 
simulation systems faster, user friendlier and 
more widely usable. 

In the group of developed countries the 
United States of America plays the leading part. 
In the Directory of Simulation Software published 
by the Society of Computer Simulation. there were 
92 different simulation systems Jffered in the 
year 1990 and 116 in the year 1991. Summer 
Simulation Conference 1991 published proceedings 
with 1, 186 pages of highly sophistir.ated papers 
presented in 16 different subject groups. Winter 
Simulation Conference 1Q91 r.omPs witn l,2l5 pages 
of papers published and 11 groups. This ~hows 
that developing and applying simulation is a fipld 
with much activity. This shows also that 
simulation is a method that helps saving (and 
earning) money and time. 

At this time simulat;on is mainly used in 
planning of manufacturing facilities. Almost 
all manufacturing and assembly systems by 
General Motors or Siemens arP planned "sing 
simulation methods. Not only facility layout and 
utilization of the machines are examined there 
with the use of discrPlP/r.ontinuous simulation. 
Also the paths of AGVs and movable far.ility 
elements are checked (collision investigation and 
path optimization) using disr.ret.e/r.ontinuous/ 
)-dimensional simulation. 

The strong trPnd can be seen towards 11<.P of 
simulation methods for the scheduling of 
manufacturing procPsSP.S for both t.railitional lonq 
hatch, and fle•ihle Just.-ln-Time manufMlPrinq. 

Simuiation is for sure on<? of the factors 
that made the industry of thpse countries more 
flexible and competitive, and it.s appliration 
field grows sleadily. Thpre has b"Pn built. a vPry 
pffective cir~1Jlation - indlJ';lry tJSPS simulation 
and believes in it - it brings money to 
universities and software developers active in 
simulaliJn researr.h - according to industry 
wishes, they develop new, more effer.tive 
simulation systems - thec;e syc;temc; are used in 
industry and make money - ind~stry supports 
simulation researrh - and so on. It will be 
very hard for other rountries to rompele with 
such a system witho11t using t.hi-; <.an1e mPt.hodology. 

1.2 Po~.t-c;.ommvni!ilic countries 

This group or countrirs rmerges after severe 
er.onomic craLk-down and overthrowing or 



connunistic regimes in Central and East Europe. 
This group consists of States like Poland, Hungary 
or Czechoslovakia together with the new States, 
which were parts of the previous Soviet Union. At 
the time a very complicated process is taking 
place in most of these countries. They try to 
transform the State-owned centrally-managed 
industries to private free-market enterprises. 
The economic ref~rms connected ~ith slashing 
subsidiaries for inefficient government-run 
factories, transportation, trz1e and other 
branches of the national economy should lead to 
improved effectiveness of work of these 
enterprises. The companies should be independent 
or pri·Jatized and work based not on central 
government-steered regulations but on free-market 
rules. 

These reforms change not only the supervisor
company relatic.ns but also have a significant 
impact on manufacturing and orga~ization 
techniques in the companies. It could be said 
that the overthrowing of the inefficient economic 
system left a large amount of different hardware 
(machines, transport systems, co11111unication nets, 
etc., etc.) in an organiza~ional vacuum. There is 
a large number of companies with highly qualifi~d 
staff, in many cases very sophisticated equipment 
but without adequate products to be made, without 
sufficient organizational structure, which should 
include not only the managing of direct 
manufacturing but also take care of research and 
development, market studies, sales and promotion 
and all the other fields which are necessary to 
back up factory existence and expansion. 

One of the examples of such enterprises is 
the whole military complex. The end of the 
"cold war" and the US-Soviet arms-control deal 
results in the necessity of converting over 
2,500 plants in the former Soviet Union alone from 
military to civil manufacturing. The converting 
of the chosen 430 factories should cost from 
$30,000,000,000 to $40,000,000,000 and demands a 
very strong technical and organizational 
assistal'ce. 

In such a situation, the use of simulation 
based tools is not only a possibility but rather a 
necessity. The building up of new manufacturing 
structures together with the creating of new 
organizational forms on such a scale is not 
possible to manage and supervise with only the use 
of traditional methods. Additionally, time is a 
very important factor. Factories cannot stand 
still waiting while the solutions are being worked 
out. The econ~my cannot be stopped. There is a 
need of fast smooth transition from pres~nt chaos 
to well-organized structures of the manufacturing, 
transportation, communication, trade and 
ad'llinistration. 

Jn this group of countries, simulatior tools 
are not well known and were very rarely used, 
mainly on a small scale at the universities. To 
support this technology which is necessary to make 
a fast transformation of the economy a number of 
promotion activities is required. Within the 
framework of such promotion and information 
studies, the following tasks should be performed. 

A broad introduction to simulation 
methodology; 

Presentation of successful emplo~ments of 
simulation tools; 
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Presentation of simulation at the 
universities; 

- Organizing simulation courses with use of 
various simulation systems; 

Independent supporting selecting 
simulation software; 

Giving assistance and superv1s1ng 
projects implemented with use of 
simulation; 

Supporting and establishing a net of 
companies active in the area of simulation 
development and consulting. 

All these activities should lead to broad 
acceptance and implantation of simulation 
techniques necessary to reconstruct companies and 
to make them more competitive. But simulation is 
not only the tool for planning and organizing 
manufacturing facilities. The models used for 
planning, after 'light modification, can also be 
used for the monitoring, controlling and 
optimizing of manufacturing processes. 

As a bottom line, it must be said that 
simulation is the only possible solution for 
making the right about-turn from being very 
static, closed, State-owned and controlled to a 
free-market, dynamic and competitive economy. 
Without simulation it would be a very taut and 
long process with strikes and social turmoils. 

On the other hand, simulation is the only 
tool which can support the complicated processes 
necessary to manufacture new sophisticated 
materials and products made by them; and no 
manufacturer who is not capable of using 
sophisticated simulation-based tools can be 
successful and competitive. 

They are nations where the largest part of 
the wcrld population lives. They have the richest 
raw material deposits but are mainly poorly 
industrialized. The incomes in these countries 
are usually low in every respect: total and per 
capita. Many of them sell raw material and 
agricultural products, importing industrial 
products. Since the prices for raw materials and 
agricultural products fall down they have also 
trade deficits. Probably, the way to solve the 
economical problems of these countries is through 
the industrialization of the national economy. 
Raw materials should be processed into the final 
products in the country, savin9 money, creating 
jobs and improving living conditions of the 
population and raising the technical, cultural and 
scientific level of the country. 

It could be said that these countries are at 
the start position. The factories have to be 
built, economy, transportation, communication and 
trade organized, in re,lity, from scratch. 

Of course, industrialization is a very 
complicated task which, in the case of developing 
countries, cannot be performed without the 
assistance of international organiiations, or 
industriali1ed, developed countries. There is not 
only the necessity for new machines and 
technologies but also for new, contemporary 
organization techniques. 



Si11Ulation is one of the techniques which 
could be quickly iinplemented and used. Being an 
imitation of the real-world behaviour and 
c011Bunicating with the cust0111er using language he 
is used to employ, si111Ulation can be utilized very 
fast and in natural form by the use1· without 
sophisticated industrial knowledge and experience. 

Surely, simulation has to be introduced and 
supported by organization patronizing 
industrialization of the country, but it is one of 
the conditions which will decide about success or 
fall of development progrilllls. It is not enough to 
install machines; what is 1110re i111portant is the 
proper organization of the factory, the proper 
utilization of these machines and their proper 
maintenance and control and these goals can be 
reached using simulation base planning, 
controlling, 110nitoring and maintenance tools. 

Since the industrial and scientific structure 
of the developing countries is very sparsP, a 
program must be started which will introduce and 
support simulation techniques. It should support 
the f911owing activities: 

- A broa~ introduction to simulation 
inethod1.1ogy; 

Presentation of successful emplo:y111ent of 
si11Ulation tools; 

Starting studies and research in the 
simulation area at the universities; 

- Organizing si111Ulation courses with use of 
various simulation systems; 

Independent ~upporting selecting 
simulation software; 

Giving assistance and superv1s1ng projects 
implemented with use of simulation; 

Supporting establishing of a net of 
companies active in the area of simulation 
development and consulting. 

These activities should be more strongly 
supported and supervised as in the case of 
post-c0111munistic countries. The reason for this 
is that many developed countries suffer from lack 
of sufficient academic and scientific structures 
and institutions and shortage of qualified 
research and development staff. 

fields where the developing countries could 
become leading manufacturers are: 

New material research and manufacturing; 

Production 01 goods based on domestic 
material resources; 

Processing of agricultural products; 

Small, manpo"'er intensive manufacturing. 

In these areas, resources "'hich are available 
in these countries could be used without the 
necessity of importing large amo•mts of foreign 
materials. In such cases "'hat t~ey need is 
technology and the organization of manufacturing. 

As a bottom line, it has to be said that 
simulation "'ill have a gro"'ing importan(e in 
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development and management of different fields of 
life in all of the countries. In some of them 
(developed co~nlries) it is already an appreciated 
and widely used tool; in others (post-communistic 
and developing countri~s), it should be supported 
by some sponsors (UNIOO, universities, 
international industry, soft"'are companies, 
government, etc .• etc.). But, there is no way 
into the future "'hi ch can be used "'ithout 
employing these techniques. 

10. CLOSING REMARKS 

Simulation, and especially COll'lputer based 
simulation, is for sure one of the tools w~ich 
"'ill have a grow;ng impact on the development of 
manufacturing techniques. The main advantage of 
simulation lay. from its definition, in its 
ability to experiment with a model of a studied 
system, instead of examining the real system 
itself. The growing costs of manufacturing 
systems components and the shortening of planning 
and developing tiines make experimenting with the 
real-systems very complicated, if not impossible. 

Additionally, the ability to work with an 
i11agi~ry system or processes. "'hich exist just 
in the heads of developers makes defining of the 
future simulation area a very difficult task. In 
any case, the gro"'ing number of successful 
simulation emplo:y111ents led to propagation of 
simulation methodology and creates new cust0111ers. 
This proliferation of the simulation idea together 
with developments which try to make simulation 
more user friendly, faster, more effective and 
natural in its way of work will lead to new look 
of the modelling and simulation enterprise. 

The gro"'ing importance of new 11aterials 
which manufacturing and processing require 
emplo:y111ent of very complex manufacturing processes 
and highly sophisticated machines can be 
efficiently planned, monitored and optimized o~ly 
with use of computer based simulation tools. 

Additionally, the necessity of employing 
Just-In-Time manufacturing which is 
characterized by short batch, large variety of 
different types of products being manufactured at 
the same time in flexible manufacturing systems. 
and short delivery times lead to very ~omplex 
manufacturing. Planning, monitoring and 
optimizing of such manufacturing is almost 
impossible using traditional tools developed for 
big batch manufacturing where the production can 
be planned years before and where the 
manufacturing facilities are built to make only 
one type of product. 

Observing development' occurring in market 
and manufarturing situation,, it can be said that 
there is no way into the Future which could pass 
by thP use of 'imulation techniques. It could be 
that the used ones will gel another name. for 
example forecast system<>. but the emploved 
terhniq11Ps <>lay l.hP. <;amp. 

For sure, simulation cannot and will no~ stay 
the exclusive domain of developed countries, "'hich 
use simulation in any possihle area. If the 
post-co11111unistic and developed countries want to 
improve their manufacturing and overall 
organization of the naticnal economy they have to 
learn, appreciate and employ the simulation 
techniques. These processe\ have to be supported 



by sponsors like: international organizations, 
universities, international industry, software 
companies, government, etc., etc. Without the 
assistance and without use of sophisticated 
simulation tools, there is small chance for 
reaching the manufacturing and organizational 
standards which are connon in developed 
countries. 

At the end, it could be said that in the 
simulation field we are at the same point the 
computPr development was in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. That was the time of change frOll'I 
large mysterious batch-mode main fra111e computers 
like IBH 704 with their priests and air 
conditioned rooms; through Altair and Apple II to 
the omnipresent Personal Computers and 
Workstations with their user friendly Graphical 
User Interfaces. 
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In the next few years si1111lation will becOlle 
omtipotent in nery process and dnelopment saving 
time, 11oney and resources. And not only by Giants 
like General ttotors, ford or Siemens but also in 
small c~nies as a planning, 110nitoring, 
controlling and opti•izing tool. 
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l. SIMSCRIPT 11.5 AND flJDSI" II: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 

Or. Edwa1·d C. Russe 11 

Russell Software Technology 
1735 Stewart Street 

Santa Honica. California 90404 

~bst_r~c;! 

The SIHSCRIPT II.5 and l'()OSIH II pragr.....,.ing 
languages are described. SIHSCRIPT 11.5 with its 
integrated graphi ca 1 interface. SIHGRAPHICS. 
substantially r~duces time and effort in 
si111Ulation 1110del development. Its English-like 
syntax i111proves readability of the code and 
substantially reduces the need for do(utnentaticn. 
HOOSIH II is a 1110dern object-oriented language 
with built-in support for simulation that also has 
a~ integrated graphical interface. It is a 
comp; led language which is available for 1110st 
systems including inainfraines, workstations and 
PCs. The built-in object-oriented constructs of 
!'()OSIH II include single and multiple inhe~itancr. 
dynamic binding of objects. polymorphism. data 
abs~raction and information hiding. 

1. Introcf\!.CtiQ~ tg_SIHSCBIPT II .S 

SIHSCRIP! 11.5 is a well established. 
standardized, and widely used language with proven 
software suppor~. It assists the analyst greatly 
in the formulation and design of simulation models 
and gives the progranner and analyst a cannon 
language for describing the 1110del. The benefits 
of using SIHSCRIPT II.5 can be felt at all stages 
in t~e developcent of a 1110del, including: 

The powerful nworld-view" consisting of 
Entities, Attributes and Sets provides a natural 
conceptual fra111ework in which to relate real 
objects to the 1110del. 

The 110dern, free-form language contains 
structured prO')ra-ing constructs and alt the 
built-in facilities needed for 1110del development. 
Hodel components can be progranned so as to 
clearly reflect the organization and logic of the 
1110delled system. 

A well-designed package of program testing 
facilities is provided. Tools are available to 
detect errors in a complex ca.;iputer program 
without resorting to m!'tllory dumps and other 
archaic ml'ans. 

The SIHSCRIPT program structure allows the 
model to l'volve easily and naturally from simple 
to detailed formulation as more infonnation 
becomes available. Hany modifications. such as 
choices of set disciplines anrl performanre 
measurements are simply spe(ified in thP program 
preamble in a non--procedural manner. Animation 
and presentation graphirs can even be rhanqerl 
without proqram modification. 

The powerful Fnglish-like languaqe allows for 
modular impletnentation. Because earh model 
component is readable and self-contained, the 
model 1 ist ing ran be 11nderstoorl by the enrl-usttr 
who may not be at all fa•iliar with prograMmin9. 
Because the detailed •~del documentation is the 
program listing, it is nevttr obsoll'tl' or 
inaccurate. 

The purpose of a simulat;on 111Ust be clearly 
articulated before embarking on 110del 
development. Hany 1110delling efforts have been 
doomed to failure, because a clear goal was never 
determined. The natural tendency is to 1110del in 
great detail that part of the system which is well 
understood and "sweep under the rug" or 
over-simplify thos~ parts whi~h are not 
understood. The detailed 110del of the well 
understood parts yields many lines of model code 
and gives the illusion of great progress. when in 
fact, a 111Uch smaller 1110del of .he entire system 
may actually be of much grPater value. In 
general, a 1110del is an abstraction of the real 
system under study. It is not necessary or even 
desirable to include all of the details of the 
actual system. Deciding which details are 
essential and which may be 0111itt~d for the 
purposes of the stud1 is perhaps the most 
difficult task which the 110deller faces. 

W?thout its world-view, SIHSCRIPT II.5 would 
be just another prograRlling language, albeit a 
very powerful one. But with its w>rld-viPw, the 
110deller is guided in the formulation of a 
c0111plete specification of the problem. The 
objects in the real world map very naturally into 
the SIHSCRIPT Il.5 objects. which break down into 
classes tenned TEHPORARY ENTITIES. PROCESSES. and 
RESOURCES. (All capitalized words are part of the 
SIHSCRIPT 11.5 vocabulary.) 

Any entity may have ATTRIBUTES which give it 
individual characteristic values. While all 
instances of a particular entity clas1 have the 
same namPd attributes, each instance has its own 
values for the attributes. In addition, entities 
may be organizPd into SETS in order to represent 
any type of ordered list with various ordering 
disciplines (rirO, LirO, or RANKED by any 
combination of attribute values). 

After the static strurture of the model has 
been describl'd, the dynamir asper.ts are deHribed 
in terms of prOCP'>" l"Outine'i. rao:h proceS'i 
routine rorresponds t.o a rlet.la.-l'rl proce..s entity. 
Very natural ronnands are employl'•f ior 
manipulitt ing objPfts in the procl'ss rout inPs. 
Processes may WORK or WAIT for a prriorl of 
simul;itrrl t imr. Thry m.1y hP Flt Erl in Sl'ts or 
RfHOVf.rl I rom them. lhPy m.ty Ar f [Vl\lf . !IHFRRlJPT 
i:r RESIJHE nnl' another. Process!''. m.ty REQUFSf or 
RE.LHIQtlISH rro;ourcPs .• 111tom.tli1:.1lly w.iitinq for 
thosP whioh .tie un.tv.t1l.ihlP wh~n 1eq11e-;ted anrl 
automati~;illy startinq othrr processes when 
rp Ii OIJll i <.hi nq unnPPrlPrl re-;ourt:PS. 

Animation in SIHSCR[PT II.~ is a vl'ry natural 
extension of the established world-view. Entities 
may be declared to bP GRAPHIC in order to 
participate in animated displays. The actual form 
of the display (the so-called "icon") is described 
through the use of an editor and may be changed 
independently of the -adel. 



1.2 SIHSCRIPT II.S lanqyagc ftaturcs 

SIHSCRIPT JI.S is a complete progr...-ing 
language. In addition to its sieulation modelling 
capabilities. it has a full range of input/output 
capabilities including the ability to specify 
either formatted or freeforw input, screen
oriented output (including cursor placeaent), 
generalized reports which may expand to multi-page 
width as well as lenoth. The TEXT llOde of 
variable declaration-perwits very s~neral text 
manipulation of character strings of arbitrary 
length, including cperations such as conca
tenation, substring search and replace, ~ase 
change, etc. 

The entity/attribute/set structure mentioned 
above is an extension of a very powerful under
lyi~g data structure. Arrays in SIHSCRIPT II.S 
may be of any dimension whatever, without li•it. 
The allocation of storage for the arrays occurs 
during execution and arrays may be deallocated and 
reallocated with different di11ensions. 

The support of the representation of 
statistical phenomena is extensive. Generators 
exist for random numbers distributed accurding to 
uniforw, integer uniforw, normal, lognormal, 
exponentia~. beta, gamma, Erlang, Poissc~. 
binomial, triangular, and Weibull distributions. 
If these are not sufficient, an arbitrary 
numerical distribution is available to describe 
any distribution as a table of values versus 
probability (individual or cumulative). 

The collection of data in the fonu of 
statistical performance measures is supported by 
three very powerful statements: ACCUtlJLATE, 
TALLY, and COMPUTE. ACCUtlJLATE and TALLY update 
statistical counters as the variable of 
observation changes values. Then only when the 
results are needed are the final statistical 
calculations perfo!"'llled. The measures available 
inciude nUlllber of Sill!Ples, sum, average, 111axim11111, 
minilllUlll, standard deviation, variance, s11111 of 
squares and mean square. ACCUHULATE perfonns 
these calculations on a tiine-dependent basis, 
while TALLY perfonns them on a sa111ple basis. 

Part of the ongoing development effort nf 
SIHSCRIPT II.S is to 111ake the interface between 
user and model easier to ~nderstand. Hodel~ can 
be developed in which the parameters can be easily 
represented as presentation graphics such as pie 
charts, strip charts, dials level meters, bar 
graphs, etc. These so-called smart icons are 
updated on the screen as the simulation proceeds. 
In addition, 6nimation capabilities have been 
developed to display moving objects against a 
static background in order to give further insight 
into the c0tnplex interactions which take place 
within a syste111. 

The preparation of the presentation graphics 
as well as the icons for animation is accomplished 
through the use of editors. The icons are stored 
with the program but may be modified without 
having to modify the program or clutter it with 
non-system related code. 

HOOSIH II was specifically designed to 
support large progra11111in9 projects. It is a 
c0111piled, modular, object-oriented language with 
multiple inheritance. To protect the user's 
investment in applications, HODSIH can be moved to 
new cOlllputer systems as they become available. 
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Its syntax is based on that of Hodula-2. 
Modularity ir. HOOSIH II i111>roves reliability and 
code reusability. Objects and routines perforwing 
related functions can be grouped into modules. 
These can be put into libraries for reuse by other 
programs. The simulation constructs are hased on 
those used in SIHSCRIPT II.S. The portability of 
HOOSIH II derives from the fact that its C011Piler 
etnits C code which is COllPiled, in turn. by each 
COllPuter's C COllPiler. 

finally. the integrated dynamic graphics of 
HOOSIH II substantially reduces the time and 
effort needed to display results with animation 
and presentation graphics. It only takes a 
few statements to make dynamic icons. histograms. 
clocks and meters appear and change as the 
simulation runs. HOOSIH II is a CCJllPlete, 
general purpose progr...-ing language which 
is ideal for large software engineering 
projects. 

2. 1 Objects 

An object is essentially an encapsulation of 
data and code. The data describes the object's 
current status. lhe code describes what the 
object does. As an exa'llple of an object in 
MOOSTH TI, consider things that move around, 
such as trucks and airplanes. This is the type 
definition of a 110ving object: 

TYPE 
HovingObj = 
OBJECT 

position : LocTyp; 
course [ 0 .. 359 ]; 
speed INTEGEP; 
TELL HET~ GoTo(IN dest 

IN spd 
ASK HETHOO Stop; 

ENO OBJECT; 

Loclyp, 
INTEGER); 

HovingObj is an object type. It has three 
data fields which hold information about its 
location, course and speed. In addition it has 
two methods. Methods are an object's pro~edures 
or routines which define its behaviour. GoTo 
inakes t~e object go to the specified destination 
from its current position. Stop is used to set 
the obje~t's speed to zero. Note that the above 
object type declaration simply describes the state 
and methods of HovingObj and serves as an 
interface to the object. The actual code for the 
methods is supplied separately in the object 
declaration b;ock. for example: 

OBJE(T HovingObj; 
TELL METHOD GoTo(IN dest 

rn spd 
VAR 

travelTime REAL; 

locTyp, 
IPHEGER); 

BEGIN 
travelTim~ \compute timei 
course:= ... i some trig r.alculationi 
speed := spd; 
WAIT DURATION travelTime 

lsimulation time elapses here! 
ENO WAIT; 
speed := O; 
position.x := d~st.x; 
position.y := dest.y: 

ENO HETHOO; 
ASK METHOD Stop; 
BEGIN 

speed := O; 
ENO METHOD; 

END OBJECT; 

i updatej 
~position! 



ASK methods are instantaneous with respe(t 
to simulation time. When an ASK method is 
invoked, the caller pauses and control passes 
to the invoked ASK method. When the invoked 
method cOlllf)letes, the caller res~s- ASK 
methods behave like a procedure call but have 
direct access to all fields and met;hods of that 
object. No simulation ;ime can pass in an ASK 
method. 

TELL methods are a~ynchronous. When the TELL 
method is invoked, it is si111>ly scheduled for 
execution, and the caller imllediately continues 
execution without waitir.g for the TELL method lo 
start. Si1111lation time can elapse in a TELL 
method. 

A TELL method start;s execution under contro'I 
of the built-in simulation ti•ing routine. The 
data fields of an object instance are visible to 
all other parts of a program and may be read using 
an ASK statement. However an object's fields may 
be changed only by the 6bject itself. To use an 
object, we create an instance of that object type 
and send it messages using ASK or TELL when we 
want it to do something. 

2.2 Information hiding 

As we have ~een, the fields of an object can 
be changed only by the nbject itself. This is one 
level of information h~Jing. However it is still 
normally possible for ahy program code to •read• 
the value of an object·~ fields using an ASK 
statement. We can achieve a higher level of 
information hiding by declaring some oi the fields 
to be private. Private fields cannot be seen 
except by the object itself. Methods can be 
PRIVATE, too. Methods which are private can be 
invoked only by other methods of the object. 

2.3 Inheritance 

l100SIH II supports inheritance. With 
inheritance, new object types can be defined in 
tenns of existing objer.~ definitions. While 110st 
languages only allow inheritance frOlll one existing 
object type, t«>OSIH II supports 111Ultiple 
inheritance. 

Here is a VehicleO~j type definition created 
frOlll a l'tovingObj: 

VehicleObj : OBJECT{l'tovingObj) 
payload : REAL; 
TELL HETHOO load( IN amount 
TELL HETHOO UnlP.ad(IN illllOunt 

END OBJECT; 

REAL); 
REAL); 

VehicleObj inherits all of the fields and 
111ethcds of a l'tovingObj. In addition it adds a 
payload field and inethods for loading and 
unloading the vehicle. 

If an inherited 1nttthod is no longer 
appr~priate for the newly defined object, it can 
be overridden and replaced by a new one of the 
s:.mr name. The old int>thod can be invoked by the 
replacetll4!nt 111eth9d as part of its behaviour if 
desired. 

Different object types can adapt 111ethods to 
~it their own particular behaviour. This 
i111portant and versatile object-oriented capability 
is known as poly1110rphis111 - 111ultiple behaviours 
invoked with the sa111e 111ethod na111e. 
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2.4 Discrete event si1111lation fnd processes 

Simulation is supported directly, as in 
SIPtSCRIPT II.S, by built-in language constructs. 
The WAIT statement is used to make simulated time 
pass. Here is an example using the load method of 
VehicleObj. 

TELL METHOD load [IN amount : REALi; 
CONST 

rate= 0.2S; f seconds per passenger} 
VAR 

loadingTi11e : REAL; 
BEGIN 

loadingTime := a.aunt/rate; 
WAIT DURATION loadingTime 

OUTPUT("loading cOlllf)leted"); 
ON INTERRUPT 

OUTPUT("loading NOT CQlllPleted"); 
ENO WAIT; 

ENO METHOD {loadJ; 

The WAIT DURATION statement causes the method 
to suspend execution for the indicated amount of 
simulation time. Once the wait is started, 
control returns to the scheduler which then starts 
execution of the next most i .. inent process. When 
the WAIT is cOlllf)lete, control returns to this 
11ethod al the statement after the WAIT. Any of 
the methods of an object which are waiting fGr 
CQlllPletion can be interrupted. If the method 
receives an interrupt cOl9and, it executes the 
part of the WAIT statement after ON INTERRUPT. 

Two other forms of the WAIT statement let 
methods synchronizP. themselves. 

WAIT FOR Flight217 TO load{324.0); 

END WAIT; 

This statement schedules the load inethod of 
Flight217 but does not allow the invoking code to 
proceed with execution until the load inethod has 
c0111pleted. Note that this is different frOlll a 
nonnal TELL invocation which proceeds without 
waiting. 

The other fona of the WAIT state111ent uses the 
built-in trigger object to synchronize 11ethods. 

WAIT FOR ControlTowerlight TO Fire; 

DK> ''All; 

This stateinent inakes Flight217 wait for a 
signal frOlll the ControlTowerlight before it 
inoves. ControlTowerlighl is a trigger object 
which has a TELL inethod called Trigger. 

TELL ControlTowerlight TO Trigger; 

The TriggP.r r:ethod releases all waiting 
inethods when it is P.xecuted. 

2.5 Qfvclopmcot cnviron111tn.t 

Transporting prograins fr!Mll one COlllputer 
syste111 t.o another has often been a problem. 
frequently prograins have to be extensively 
rewritten to e1i111inate 111achine dependencies. 
l100SIH II avoids this problem. It was designed 
for portability. HODSIH II COlllpiles its source 
code to C. The HODSIH II coinpilation 111anager then 
compiles and links the C code to a standalone 
executable. 



HODSIH ll's compilation manager was designed 
to facilitate project management of large computer 
programs consisting of 11any separate ""'~ules and 
libraries. It manages separate compilation of 
HODSIH II progra111s consisting of multiple 1110dules 
by d~teraining which llOdu?es have been edited 
since the last compilation and then rec;impiling 
only those edited modules and any 110dules vhich 
depend on them. This process is accomplish~d 
autoaatically without need for "make" or project 
files to describe the process. 

2.6 Dynamic graphics 

Graphically displaying results has typically 
been a tedious programming task. Graphics 
programming is made simpler through HODSIH's 
interface lo the SIHGRAPHICS II graphics editor 
and enviro1111ent. SIHGRAPHICS II has three major 
capabi 1 it i es: 

- Animated graphics tied to objects in a 
program; 
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- Dynamic or static graphs tied to variables 
and statistics in a program; 

Interactive input lllt!nus in a conte!llporary 
windowed style. 

Ani111ated icons, graphs and input lllt!nus are 
all interactively edited using the SIHGRAPHICS II 
editor. These are then tied to existing objects 
and var~ables in the user's progra11. This greatly 
si11plifies the task of creating a graphical user 
interfdce. The amount of coding for graphics is 
drastically ~educed. An important side benefit of 
the editor is that the appearance of objects can 
be edited without recOlllpiling or changing code. 
This facilitates both design and subsequent 
maintenance as well. 

figure 1 shows a screen frOlll a c011111unications 
satellite model. The satellites ~re icon~ which 
1110ve around the earth. The line between two 
satellites indicates that a 111essage is being 
passed. At the top left is a trace plot of 
inessage rate versus ti111e. At top right is a level 
111eter showing the current lllt!an 111essage rate. 
rinally, the clock at the botlOlll shows that we are 
31 seconds into the simulation. 

Any high order language is designed to reduce 
the effort needed to program a set of problems. 
The object-oriented and modular features of 
HODSIH II substantially reduce the time and effort 
needed to write programs. 

- Objects improve reliability because they 
encapsulate data fields and provide a 
disciplined interface to these fields; 

Development time is reduced because code 
can be put in libraries and reu~ed; 

Hodules permit step-wise development, 
particularly by separating the definition 
1110dule frOlll the impletnentation module: 

Inheritance allows programmers to buiid on 
top of previous effort instead of starting 
frOlll scratch each time; 

Integrated dynatnic graphics substa~tially 
reduce the tiane and effort needed to build 
iaenus and display results. 

HODSIH II is a robust, general-purpose 
programming langua~e with built-in graphics. Its 
features substantially reduce the tine and effort 
required to write and validate coinputer pr~gram~. 

2.9 Av_1ilihllU.l 

SIHSCRIPT II.5 and HODSIH II are proprietary 
products of CACI Products CQMPany. They are solj 
on a free-trial basis. A special university 
progra11 of CACI supplies SIHSCRIPT II.5 and 
HODSIH II to educational institutions for the cos~ 
of distribution. 
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Figure 1. Satellite Communication Simulation 
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J_ INIROOUCTION TO SUtFACTORY 11.5 

John Goble 

CACI ~roducts C0111Pany 
3344 Horth Torrey Pines Court 

la Jolla. California 92037 

Abstr~ct 

This paper provides a brief introduction to 
SIHFACTORY Il.5 and explains how 1110dels can be 
developed without progrannin9. The type of users 
who benefit most fror. SIHFACTORY Il.5, the types 
of syste111s SIHFACTORY II.5 can 1110del. and the 
various impleonentation<; of SIHFACTORY II .5 are 
also described. 

I. ln_troduc_t i9n 

SIHFACTORY 11.5 is a iactory simulator 
written in SIHSCRIPT II.5 that provides its user 
with the ability to quickly model factories 
without pro9rarnnin9. This capability is made 
possible with a mouse-driven graphical user 
interface that enables the uspr to build a 
graphical representation of his factory. Thi<; 
paper describes who should use SIHFACTORY, the 
types of systems SIHFACTORY can model. and how a 
model is constructed. 

2. Who should use SlHFACTORY Il.5? 

SIHFACTORY 11.5 has been written for 
enqineers whose other duties inake it impossible 
for thetn to work on a simulation full time. 
Usually. this is because they have many othpr 
non-simulation tasks to perform and yet find a 
need for simulation in their work. In many cases 
these engineers will do without simulation 
altogether rather than use a progranning 
language. However, there are often limes when 
experienced simulation users require a model in 
less time than is possible with a language. ln 
either case. ease of use and rapid production of 
working models are extremely important. That is 
what SlHFACTORY is designed to provide. 

3. What ca~ SIHFACTQRY_m~del? 

As the name SlHFACTORY indirates, STHFACTORY 
is used to model systems that act like fartories. 
Host of the time this refers to manufacturing 
operation<;. However. man7 systems have been 
modelled with $1HFACTORY that are outside the 
manufacturing sector and yet have much in common 
with fartories. For example, an insJrawe company 
wanting to know how many people were neces<;ary to 
handle inrominq phone calls modelled their 
operation with S!HFACTORY. This was possihle 
because their operation was basirally a fartnry 
that proo•-:s1>d inr1J1r.ing ral h. OthPr~ h.1vP "~"d 
STHFACTORY tn model the flow of paperwnrk. viPwin~ 
an office as a factory that proressed papPr. 

~. How is a model developed 1 

Hodel ling with SlHFACTORY is most successful 
when it is performed in an iterative manner, 
starting with a fairly simple and therefore 
manageable representation of the fartory. After 
the initial model is developed and working it i<; 
sa~ed and copied. The copy is then enhanced until 
it reaches thP n".!xt milesto:ie in the developmpnt. 
of the model. Again the model is savPd and a ropy 

is inade for further refinement. This process is 
repeated until the last milestone in the w.>del is 
reached. 

In SIHFA(TORY we call the first si111f>lified 
model of the factory the bas1c •odel. A basic 
STHFACTORY 110del represents only the stations. 
queues and transportation paths that exist on the 
factory fl~or. Transporters and conveyors are 
ignorer!. fven tho•Jqh many products may be made in 
the factory only two or three are included in the 
model at this time. Any information about shifts, 
equiJ>lllent failures. tooling, and transporters is 
not entered until later. The objective is to 
create a working 1110del that can be progressively 
refined until the desired level of detail has been 
reached. 

The ba~-c 1110del is built by first defining 
the f artory layout, then the products produced by 
the factory, and finally, by setting the run 
options indicatino the run length, number of 
replications and so on. The complete process is 
explained in the fol lowing paragraphs. 

5. Define the I a_y9ut 

Th~ layout consists of processing stations, 
buffers (que1Jes), receiving areas, and 
transportation paths. It is created by selecting 
an~ positioning icons that represent these 
components. As each icon is positioned the data 
that describes its characteristics (name, 
rapacity. setup time, etc.) are entered. Of 
course, editing capabilities su~h as copying, 
moving, or deleting icons are available for making 
changes at a later time. After the icons are 
positioned and described, the transportation paths 
that connect one icon to the next are drawn. 
Figure I shows a layout of a simple gear finishing 
line. 

Stations represent anything that pror.esses or 
rhanges a part in .-.ome way. These could be 
machines such as lathes and mills or perhaps an 
in.-.pection area where an inspe~tor visually 
e•amines the parts. In STHFA(TQRY station.-. are 
described in terms of the operations they 
perform. The part rPmains in the .-.talion for the 
ammori' of t imP fall Pd out in the Prores<. Plan ... 
(Th" pl aw. are P•plninPd later in thi; ilr! irlf'.) 
Aftl'r prnrp~•ing, thp part will he .-.ent rlnwn>tream 
I nr· I 11rt hPr wnr~. llowr•vPr, if nnne of the 
rlnwn•,t rPam ~tat ion• or q1Jeueo; <lre able to accept 
th<> part it will rPmain in t.hP. proressing st<ltion 
11111 i I a ·.t.it ion or 'l'JPUP berome• avai lahle. Three 
typ•~ of prore>sinq st<ltions are availablr: 
Normal, Chamber and Batch. 

A tlorma I Station may perform any number of 
.-.ingle operations on a part and then sends the 
part downstream. When the Normal Station i\ busy 
it wi 11 not. accept any more work until it has 
finished proces~ing and unloaded the current 
part(s). 



Chamber Stations differ frOlll Nonnal Stations 
in that they may accept additional parts even 
after they have already started working on other 
parts. The liMiting factor on a Chillllber Station 
is its capacity, which is the s;axilllUlll n11111ber of 
parts that may be in the Chamber at one ti111e. 

6.l Buffers 

Buffers are siinply areas where parts wail 
before the next operation is perfor111ed. Parts may 
acc1191Ulate in the queue until its capacity has 
been reached. At that time no 110re parts may 
enter the queue until it unloads SOiie parts. 

6.2 Receiving areas 

New work that is entering the factory enters 
in Receiving Areas. Work may be scheduled by 
assigning a quantity of parts to arrive 
periodically or by using a schedule to specify the 
exact time of arrival. 

6.3 Jransportation paths 

Another COlllJ'Onent of the factory layout is 
the transportation paths, which indicate the path 
frc. one station to the next and which buffer(s} 
feeds which station(s). 

7. Define the products 

In SIHFACTO~Y the step~ necessary to make a 
product are defined in the Process Plans in tenns 
of the operations necessary to produce the 
product. Pro~ess Plans detennine what operations 
are perfonned on the part, the duration of each 
operation, and the order in which the operations 
are to be perfonned. Assetnblies, disasseMblies, 
and branching (s1Jch as occurs at an inspection 
station where the part passes part of the thne and 
fails part of the ti111e) are all shown in the 
Process Plans. This approach also makes it 
possible to show 11Ultiple products in production 
on the silllle production line. In fact, each 
product may have its own unique set of processing 
ti111es. Rework loops are easily constructed even 
if different processing ti111es are used on the 
secono pass through the line. 

A process plan consists of three lists: a 
list of input parts to the plan, a list of 
operations perfonned on the parts, and a list of 
output parts produced by the plan. The inpul 
parts may either be raw materials or 
work-in-process produced by another plan. The 
operations list references the operations 
perfonned by the stations on the factory floor. 
This list of op~rations C0111bined with the 
information on the factory floor tells SIHFACTORY 
how to route tht parts through the factory. The 
output parts may be finished goods, scrap, or 
work-in-process. 

8. Run the ~...!!il.lltl 

The last step in building the basic model is 
to set the length of the run, the number of runs 
to inake, the length of the warm-up period, and the 
reports that will be generated by the model. 

At this point the basic 1110del is fully 
defined and should be run. Obviously the output 
is not yet what is needed for analysis and 
decision making, but the output should be checked 
to see if this version of the model seems to be 
working properly. 
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After the basic model is working the first 
refinflll('nt that shoulc be made is to define 
additional products. If a large number of 
products are being modelled then they should be 
defined two or three at a time. Then wher. the 
model works properly with the newly defined 
products move on and add more. 

In SIHFACTORY the t~nn resources refers to 
anything that is necessary to carry out a
operation at a processing station. For example, a 
resource could be SOiie tooling or a specially 
skilled operator. 

Resources are added to the basic model in two 
steps. In the first step the resource is defined 
and the quantity available at the start of the run 
is set. In the second step each station requiring 
resources is defined. This is done by indicating 
what resource (or resources) is required by the 
station and the quantity required. 

11. Define the transp~fi 

SIHFACTORY transporters may either be batch 
transporters such as forklifts, or conveyors. To 
define a transporter you first position the 
transporter in the layout and then define the 
characteristics of the transporter. The important 
characteristics of a batch transporter are its 
pickup speed, delivery speed, load time, unload 
time, and capacity. A conveyor has a speed and 
capacity. In both cases the paths of the 
transporter and conveyors must also be defined. 
This is done by indicating which paths c0tnprise 
the transportation zone of the transporter and 
conveyor. 

12. Define the interrllJ!1ill!!i 

Interruptions are any activity that 
interferes with the operation of a station 
or transporter. The two most common exa111ples 
are equipment failures and preventive 
maintenance. in SIHFACTORY we would say 
the failure is a priority interruption because 
it takes priority ov~r anything else the 
station could be doing. Preventive maintenance 
will only occur when the station is between 
operations. 

Other characteristics of interruptions that 
can be specified are the mean time between 
interruptions, the type of interrupti~n clock, and 
the mean time to resume. The mean time between 
interruptior.s is the time froin one interruption to 
the next. This can be calculated from the end of 
one interruption to the end of the ne•t. or it 
could be the time between interruptions, or it can 
be based on the calendar time, or the operatinq 
time of the station or transporter being 
int.errupted. The mean time to re~ume sperifiP<; 
the duration of the interruption. 

During the simulation traces and snapshot 
reports are available to track the progress of the 
simulation. Traces provide detailed information 
about each event as it or.curs in the model. This 
will include event~ such as the arrival of raw 
material-;, the start of an interruption, the 
completion of a final product and so on. 



Snapshots provide a picture of the model at a 
specific point in time. 

After the simulation. reports are availahlf 
that summarize how the model performed. 
Information on such thinos as equip111ent 
utilization, throughput, -product makespan and 
queue utilization is available. Each run (or 
replication) is summariz~d in a set of repor•s. A 
sunnary report of all the runs provides means. 
standard deviations and confidence intervals on 
the model output. 

14. Ho~ is the ~!'li!ll;J~ion_pr_ep_~red? 

The animation of the factory automatically 
follows from the description of the model. 
In other works, there are no extra steps to 
prepare the animation. Howe·1er, animation can be 
improved by creating custom icons in the 
lcoo Editor. 

15. Implementation of SHffA_CTQ_RY.II.5 

SIHFACTORY is available on the following 
computers: IBH PC ATs and compatibles (under DOS. 
Hicrosoft Windows and OS/2), IBH PS!2s, HP 9000 
Series 300 and 800. the Sun 3 and the Sun 4. The 
look of SIHfACTORY on each of these machines is 
consistent, as are the data files. Users will 
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Figure 2: Editing a Station Description 

have little trouble workinQ on the different 
implementations and moving-data from one machine 
to the other. 

16 . S .~'"'!'ff.Y 

SIHFACTORY's graphical representation of the 
factory together with sound modelling practices 
make SIHFACTORY the ideal tool for rapid model 
development. It should be seriously considered by 
anyone who is short on time but who requires a 
model for their analysis or presentation. 
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4. PERSPECTIVES ON SIK.lt.ATION USING GPSS 

Thomas J. Schriber 

Computer and Information Systems 
Graduate School of Business Administration 

The University o~ Hichigan 
Ann Arbor, Hichigan 48109-1?34 

A brief perspective on GPSS (General Purpose 
Simulation System) is presented. The approach 
taken in GPSS to model a one-line, one-server 
system is explained, implementation details are 
provided, and results are discussed. Suggestions 
for further study are given. 

1. GPSS_in brief 

GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System) is a 
simulation modelling language used to build 
computer models for discrete-event simulations. 
(A discrete-event simulation is one in which the 
state of the system being simulated changes at 
only a discrete sEt of time points.) GPSS lends 
itself especially well to modelling systems in 
which discrete units of traffic compete with each 
other for the use of scarce resources, and is use
ful in determining how well such systems will 
respond to the demands placed on them. GPSS has 
been applied, for example, to th~ modelling of 
mar.ufacturing systems, co111111unication systems, 
computing systems, transportation systems, inven
tory systems and health-care systems, among 
othe,·s. 

GPSS offers rich semantics with sparse 
syntax. For example, only seven statements (plus 
several run-control statements) are required to 
model a one-line, one-server queuing system in 
GPSS. These statements take such simple for-is as 
"GENERATE 18,6" and "QUEil[ Ll~l[". No reild, write. 
format, or test statements api:ear in the model. 
And yet, when a simulation is performPd with the 
model. fixed-form, fixed-content output is 
produced, providing statistics for the •erver 
(e-g., number of times c;ptured; average holding 
time per capture; fraction of time in use) and the 
waiting line (e.g., average contents; maximum 
tontents; average time in line). etc. This 
limited example is roughly suggestive of the 
charar ter of GPSS. A GPSS modP 1 for a one-1 i nP. 
one-servEr system is given h~re in AppendiA A. 

The sparse syntax of GPSS, coupled with its 
block-diagram orientation, makes it possihle for 
the beginner to learn quickly a usable subset of 
the language. Because GPSS is rich and versatile, 
however, seriou-; st.udy is requirPd to ~$ter the 
language. 

3. v~riou~ GPSS imple~entation$ 

GPSS is a multi-vendor lanquaqe. (This is in 
contrast with surh languagP.s a~ SIHAN, SI.AH, and 
SIMSCRIPT.) Brief rorrmP.nts are provided here on 
several GPSS vendors and their GPSS 
implementations. 

Wolv•rine Softwar• Corporation 
(4115 Ann;i~rlale Road, Annandale VA 22001-2500, 
telephone C00-4~6-5671 or 701-750-3910) vends 
GPSS/H, ReleasP 2, which runs on a wide range of 

hardware platforms from DOS machines through 
engineering workstations to mainframes. In 
addition to the vendor's GPSS/H reference manual 
[Henriksen and Crain 1989], two textbooks describe 
this implementation in introrluctory fashion 
[Banks, Carson and Sy 1989. and Schriber 19911 and 
come with Student DOS GPSS/H on an inc 1..1ded disk. 
The vendor spons~rs GPSS/H courses and courses 
teaching Proof, the vendor's high quality and 
inexpensive presentation and animation software. 

"I,...TEttAN Software (P.O. Box 171, Stow. 
HA 01775-0171, telephone 800-22::-1430 or 
508-897-5662) vends a series of GPSS/PC 
implem~ntations. GPSS/PC provides built-in 
graphics and animation and in some versions 
interfaces with AUTOCAn. The vendor supplies a 
referenre manual [Cox 19881 and a series of 
tutorial models [Currmings 1988]. A textbook 
containing Student GPSS/FC on an included disk is 
Kari an arid Dudewicz [ 1991]. The vendor has 
information about courses that train parti(ipants 
in the use of GPSS/PC. Contact the vendor for 
information about courses, books. and reference 
materials. 

Si11Ul at ion Softvare I i•ited ( 760 Head 1 y 
Drive, London, Gntario, Canada ~6H lVR, telephone 
519-657-8229) vends a series of GPSS 
implementations. Contact the vendor for details. 

International Business ftachines (IBM\ 
leases GPSS V, i•s earl) 1970's implementJtion of 
GPSS which, al ouah out of date, is still use& 
occasionally. Contact your IBM representative for 
details. 

4. The GPSS tuto_ri~l 

In the GPSS tutorial at the WintPr Simulation 
(onfprenre, thP fundamPnt;ils of queuing systPm 
logic anrl the elements offered hy GPSS to 
implement this logir. will be disrus~ed. A GPSS 
model lor a onP-linr, one-~<>rver quruing system is 
qiven belnw in Appendi~ A :0r inter~sted persons 
unable to ;it tend the tutorial. 

Appendi~ A: A GPSS model for a one-line, 
one-server ~y$lem 

This appendi~ presents a GPSS model for a 
one-line, one-~erver queuing system. Althouqh the 
model is l;;rgely genprir. to GPSS, its implrmpn
talion is ~hown in GPSS/H. Animation of the model 
is not di~r.ussed but could be atcomplished in 
HlNUTfHAN Software's Gt>SS/PC or by using Wolverinr 
Software's animation produr.t., Proof. Contact the 
vendors for details. 

The appendix consists of these sections: 

A. 1 StatemPnt of the problem; 
A.2 The approarh taken in building the model; 
A.l The GPSS bloc~ diagram for the model; 
A.~ The GPSS model file; 
A.5 Seier.led simulation output; 
A.6 SugqPstions for further study. 
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A.1 Statement of the rrJblem 

[n a manufacturing syster:i. cast;ogs are sent 
to a drill, where each casting is to have a hole 
drilled in it. ~he interarrival time of castinas 
at the drill is uniformly distributed over the · 
interval 15.0 + 4.5 minutes. The time required t~ 
drill a hole in a castina is 13.5 + 3.0 minutes, 
uniformly distributed. Castings a~e processed in 
first-come. first-served order. Hodel this 
system in GrSS, making provision to collect 
queuing statistics for castings waiting their 
turn to he drilled. Perform a sinale 
simulation with the model. simulatlna until holes 
have been drilled in 100 castings. ~rielly 
discuss the output produced at the end of the 
simulation. 

A.2 Approach taken in building the 110del 

Consider the series of events experienced by 
a casting as it moves through the one-line. 
one-server system: 

1. The casting arriv9s at the system. 

2. The casting requests the drill. 

3. The casting waits, ;f necessary, to 
capture the drill. 

4. The casting captures the drill. 

5. 

b. 

The castino holds the drill in a state 
of capture.while a hole is drilled in 
the casting. 

fhe casting gives up control of the 
dri 11. 

7. The casting leaves the system. 

Castings can be thought of as units of 
traffic (objects) that move through the 
i:astings-and-drill system. These units of traffir 
are conveniently simulated in GPSS by language 
elements known as "transactions". Transactions 
are units of traffic which are created and 
introduced into a model from time to time. move 
along a path in the model as the simulatio~ 
proceeds, a~d then are destroyed (leave t~e 
model). The expPriences of transactions as they 
go through their life cycle in the 
rasting,-and-drill ~odel are analogous to the 
experiences of casting~ as they go through the 
castings-and-drill ~ystem. Positioned on thp path 
along which transactions move are blocks. 
Movement of a tran;action into a blork causes the 
block to be executed. By choosing appropriate 
types of hlorks, the GPSS modellpr ran easily 
build an .~ppropriate path (se1•1P··rp of hlod'~ tnr 
casting-trans;irt1nn~ to move ;il"nq tn m:mir th" 
sequPnr.e of evpnt' nut.I inPcl <1hnve. 

The ~oquence nt hlnrk~ heqin~ with thp •,·ne 
of hlnrk userl tn rreale lr<1n~<1rtion~ frnm tim~ tn 
timf> during a ~im11l<1tion ;ind introd•1re thr·m into a 
mocl1>l, t.hP (,frffRATF hlork. Thf> timp t.h.11 p];ip~I'~ 
bP!wPPn introdudion of ronser.tJ!ivp tran~.irtion~ 
into a model by a GENERATE blor.k is "intprarrivill 
time". In this model, the interarrival time is 
uniformly distrihulPd ovPr the intervill 
15.0 + 4.5 ~inutes. ( 15.0 + 4.5 describes the 
opPn interval r11nqing from 10.5 to 19.5.) lhe 
values 15.0 and 4.5 are provided in the model 11s 
GfNfRATf block ope~~~d$. (In general, arhitrary 
interarriv11l-time distributions can be mndPllPd at 

GENERATE blocks. This is done by using built-in 
or user-defined funltions that describe the 
distribution, then specifyiny these funltions as 
GENERATE-bloc' operands. See Schriber (1991), 
chapter 13. for particulars. l 

The sequence of blocks ends with a TERMINATE 
hlock. When a transaction executes a TERH[PlATE 
block, the block destroys the transaction. A 
counter can be used with TERHlNATE blocks so that, 
after a specified destroy count has been reached 
(a count of 100 ir. this problernl, a simulation 
will stop. (Hore generally, arbitrar·ily 
complicated stopping conditions can be specified 
in GPSS models.} 

A SEIZE block is included in the sequence. A 
transaction requ 0 sts control of a single ser,er by 
trying to execute a SEIZE ~lock. A SEIZE block 
operand is used to identify the sin~le server. If 
the server is idle when a transaction reque;ts it, 
the requesting transaction executes the SEIZE 
without delay and takes control of the ser•er. 
But if the server is currently under the control 
of one transaction when another requests it. the 
requestinq transaLtion cannot execute the SEIZE 
block. Instead, it remains in its Cilrrent block 
and waits its turn to capture the server. In the 
simplest case, turns come in the order of first
come, first-served. (In general, arbitrarily 
complicated service orders can be specified in 
GPSS.) 

A RELEASE block is also incltJded in the 
sequence. A transaction which is in control of a 
single server gives up control by e~ecuting a 
RELEASE block. A RELEASE block operand is usPd to 
identify the server involved. 

GPSS automatically collects (and then, when a 
simulation stops, prints out) statistical 
information about single servers modelled with use 
of SflZE and RELEASE blocks. (See section A.5.) 

An ADVANCE block is used to delay movFment of 
a transaction along its path for a spPcif iPd 
simulated time. [n this model. an ADVANCL blo•k 
can be used to simulate the time reo:.' red for the 
machine to drill a hole ind castino \Prvice 
time"). The service time in this moc,~1 is 
uniformly distributed over the open interval 
11.5 + l.O simulatf-d minutes. The vi!iues 11.': and 
~.0 are provided in the model as ADVANCE hlnr~ 
operands. (Arbitrarily r.ornplicatPrf ~prvirp timP 
di-;trib11t.ions can be modellPd at ADVMKE blnn-;_ 
This i-; do11e by u~inq built-in or usFr-.Jefir,pd 
functions which desrrihe the applirdhle 
di~tribution.) Bt placing an ADVANCE on the 
p~th betwPPn SEllE and RflEASE, sirnula!Pd tim~ 
delays hetwpen <;prver capture and relPa>e •an hµ 
m11de 11 er!. 

fly "'"'id ino " QUfUr hln1 ~-. ,, • rans<11 •inn 
initiilt"~ mf>mhpr';hip for it<;elf in a queue. or 
w,1itino line. Thi•. memhPr';hip rontin11e~ 11ntil the 
triln<;;irtinn hrinq·. it' rJllPtlP memhPr<;hip tn ,in .. nd 
hy l'•Pr11ting a OFPMH hlnc~. An oper.:inrl i•. w.1>rl 
at the QllFlJf anrf [lf PAllT hlod~ to indiratP thP 
parlirular rrue11P involved. By plaring ii SE!lf 
bel\1,;?n QUEUE and DEPART blorks, t.ransMtion> 1o1ill 
t>e members of a queue while waiting their turn to 
capture a server. GPSS autom<1tirally collect~ and 
then prints out statistical inform.Jtion about such 
rrueues. ISee ~ection A.5.) 

Seven types of hlor.ks have been commented on 
in thio; sertion (GftlFRATF:; TfRHJllATf.; Sf.J7E; 



RELEASE; ADVANCE; QUF.UE; DEPART). In total. there 
are more than fi!t! types of blocks in GPSS. By 
appropriate use of these block types, models of 
complex systems can be built with considerable 
ease. 

A.3 The GPSS block diagram for the 110del 

ine mociei described above is shown in the 
form of a block diagram in Figure A-1. The block 
diagram consists of a sequence of seven Blocks. 
(Each block type in Figure A-1 has its own unique, 
arbitrary geometry.) 

The text appearing adjacent to the blocks in 
figure A-1 (e.g., "castings arrived; "check into 
the drill queue") is not part of the model, but is 
simply cOflll'entary which has been (optionally) 
provided as documentation. 

A.4 The GPSS 1111del file 

figure A-1 shows the b 1 oi,;!Lfugr51~ for a 
GPSS one-li .. .:, one-server model. To perform a 
simulation with this model, the ~~""-~~_t~~~~iQn 
of the Figure A-l block diagram must be prepared 
and then supplemented with additional types of 
statements used to control compilation and 
execution of GPSS models. The resulting 
collection of statements must then be arranged in 
a model file. A model file is simply a computer 
file w''i(h can be used as the basis for performing 
one (or ~ore) simulations. 

Fi91Jre A-2 shows a model file corresponding 
to the Figure A-1 block diagram. The figure A-2 
model file has been supplemented for discussion 
purposes here at the top with a ro" of column 
labels ("STMT t", "Label", "Operation", 
"Operands", and "Comments") and at the 1 eft 
with a column of statement numbers (1, 2, 3, 
.... 22;. 

Statements 8 through 14 correspond to the 
Blocks in Figure A-1. Each of these block 
statements consists potentially of a "Label" 
(no Labels are used in Figure A-2), an 
"Operation", and zero or more "Operands", and 
can (optionally) include appended documentation 
trxt ("Comments"). For example, STMT #8 
corresponds to the Figure A-1 "GENERATE 15.0,4.5" 
block (where the "Operation" is GENERATE and 
the "Operands" are 15.0 and 4.5) and carries 
the optional appended comment. "castings arrive". 

Statements 2, 20 and 22 in Figure A-2 are 
examples of statements used to control the 
compilation and execution of GPSS models. 
They have been specified in Figure A-2 in such a 
way that when the model file is executed. only 
one simulation wi 11 take place. The simulation 
wil I stop when the lOOth rastinq ~as been 
dri 1 led. 

Earh model-file statement beginning with an 
asterisk (•I is a r.omm.en.ts ~tatement. In 
Fiqure A-2, STMT #'-. 2, ~through 7. l'i t.hro11qh 
11, Jnd ~I arP cxamplr~ of ~11(h ~tatPmPnl~. 

A.~ Selected si.iulation output 

Selected output automatically produred at the 
end of the simulation when the figure A-2 model 
file was suhmitted for exerution is displayed in 
figure A-1. The output in Figure A-1 consists 
of: (a) r.lor.~ values; (b) server statistics; 
and (c) queue statistics. Portions of this 
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output are discussed below. (For a full 
discussion of similar output. see Banks, 
Carson and Sy 1969, Henriksen and Crain 1969. or 
Schriber 1991.J 

(a) Clock values 

A~ indicated in Figure A-3(a), GFSS maintains 
two simulated clocks: a RELATIVE CLOCK; and an 
ABSOLUTE CLOCK. Both ciocks show that it took 
1488.9+ simulated minutes to drill holes in 
100 castings. (limited space makes it impossible 
lo explain the difference between the two types of 
clocks here. I 

(b) Server statistics 

Figure A-3(c) shows server (drill) statistics 
accumulated during the simulation. Several 
columns in the figure have been numbered here lo 
make it easy here lo refer lo the information th~y 
contair. The meaning of the information in the 
several numbered columns wiil now be indicated by 
column number. 

(I) The FACILITY column lists the identifier use~ 
in the model for the single server (the DRILL, 
in this case) for which statistics are being 
reported. (In GPSS, the faciJit~ entity is 
used to model single servers.) 

(2) The - AVG-UTIL-DURING - TOTAL TIME column 
shows the fraction of iQ.tal simulated time 
that the server was captured. In this case, 
the DRILL was in use 91.7 per cent of the 
time. 

(3) The ENTRIES column indicates the number of 
times the server was put into a state of 
capture during the simulation. This statis
tic is a ~t~r~count. In f~gure A-3(c), 
the capture count is 100. 

(4) The AVERAGE TIME/XACT column shows the average 
holding time per capture of the server. 

(c) Queue statistics 

Figure A-3(d) shows queue (waiting-line) 
statistics accumulated during the simulation. 
Several columns in the figure have been 
numbered here to make it easy here to refer to 
the information they contain. The meaning of the 
information in the several numbered columns will 
now be indicated by column number. 

(1) The QUEUE column lists the identifier used in 
the model for the queue (the DRILLQUE, in this 
case) for which statistirs are being reported. 

(7) P MAXIMUM CONTErHS rolumn inr!ir;ites the 
mavimum lf'nqth Of !hp w;iitinq lin1> (!hi~ 

st.;iti<;tir has thP v;il11e ('in thP r:;isP of thP 
(JR l 1 I Qll[ ) . 

( l) ThP AVFf!A(jf rnrnrnrs rol11mn shows thP ilVPriHJf' 

lPnqth of thP waitinq linr 10.ll~ in thr ra~r 
of thP DR!LIQIJf). 

(~) The TOTAL ENTRIES column shows the count of 
the number of times lransartions joiner! the 
waiting line ( 101 in the case of the 
P.RILLQUE). 

(<,) The l[RO ENTRIES column shows the numher nf 
transactions which passed throuqh the waitinq 
line in zero simulated time. 



(6) The AVERAGE TIHE/UNIT column shows how much 
time transactions spe11t resident in the 
waiting line on average (3.172 in the case of 
the DRILLQUE!. (Here, the term "UNIT" in the 
AVERAGE TIME/UNIT label means "transaction".) 

A.6 Suggestions for further study 

The preceeding material provides a glimpse at 
the particulars of ciscrete-event simulation using 
~PSS. Those interested in further exploration can 
do the following: 

1. 

2. 

Contact the vendors and obtain specific 
information about the various 
implementations. 

When attending a conference (s~~h as the 
Winter Simulation Conference) at which 
simulation vendors have booths in the 
exhibition area. talk with the vendors 
and look at vendor demonstrations. 
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3. Ob'tain and read a textbook for the imple
mentation(s) of interest and, if the 
•extbook(s) come with student software 
and sample models on an included disk, 
experiment directly with the software. 

4. Read GPSS application papers in areas cf 
interest. 

5. Take ar. intensive GPSS short course. 
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Label Ooeration Ooerands Conments 

••••••••••••••••• One-Line, One-Server Hodel, wsc '91 •••••••••••••••• 
SIMULATE 

• Base Time Unit: 1 Minute 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Model Segment 1 (Movement of Castings Through the System 
********************************************************************** 
• 

• 

GENERATE 
QUEUE 
SEIZE 
DEPART 
ADVANCE 
RELEASE 
TERMINATE 

15.0,4.5 
DRILLQUE 
DRILL 
DRILLQUE 
13.5,3.0 
DRILL 
1 

castings arrive 
check into the drill queue 
request/capture the drill 
check out of the drill queue 
drilling time elapses 
give up the drill 
drilled casting leaves 

********************************************************************** 
* Run-Control Statements * 
********************************************************************** 
* 

* 
START 100 

END 

start the simulation; proceed until 
100 drilled castings have left 
end of Model-File execution 

Figure A-2: A GPSS Model Fil<. - ~ the Figure A· I Block Diagram 
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Abstract 

Proof Animation™ is high quality PC-based 
animation and presentation software. Proof 
Animation runs on any 286 or better computer with 
a math coprocessor, EGA or VGA graphics. and a 
110use. Alnor.g Proof Animation's o:iany advanced 
features are s110oth 110tion, true zooming, and 
presentation portability. An open ar(hitecture 
inakes Proof Animation compatible with 110st popular 
si•ulation software. 

1. Introduction 

During all phases of a si•ulation project. 
animation is a critical tool in presenting 
si11Ulation results lo management and clien~s. 
Aniination is also important during 1110del 
building. Users of simulation software find that 
complex logic problems often (though not always) 
COlllt' to light ouickly when animated. Furthermore, 
animation can play an i•portant part in the 
overall system design process as well as in 
presentation and model building. In this paper we 
describe characteristics of Proof Animation that 
help simulation modellers address all of these 
needs. 

Throughout this paper, we use the Proof 
Animation Release 1.0 designation wherever it is 
necessary to distinguish th~ current product from 
possible future versions. 

2.1 ~l~ 

Proof Animation Release 1.0 is a PC-based 
product. The minimum hardwarp is a 286 machine 
with a math coprocessor and either an EGA or VGA 
display. This co11111on hardware allows Proof 
Animation to be portable, which is especially 
advantageous when projects are presented off-site. 

Proof Animation Release 1.0 is a 
"post-processing" animation package. In order for 
an animation to run, two files must exist: thP 
layout file and the trace file. Typically, a 
simulation model produces the trace file that 
drives the animation. There are trade-off~ whPn 
this approar.h i <; (Ompared to "(onrurrPnt" 
animation. which animates while the ~imulation 
executes - but many of the trade-off~ f;ivo11r 
post-proceo;sing. 

Proof Animation offprs a special 
"presentation mode". Professional-loo~inq ~t;it ir 
slides can be created and interwoven with 
animation segment<; and shown on the computPr 
screen or with a computer projection display. rt 
may soon be po'isible for a Proof Animation user to 
take such a presentation and create a diskette 
that can be given to others for presentation 
viewing. 

Proof Animation has an open architecture. 
This makes Proof Animation compatible with many 
popular simulation software packages. rn fact, 

siinulation-specific software is not necessarily 
needed to drive the animation. If the software 
used has file I/O that is capable of producin9 an 
ASCII file, it can produce a Proof Animation trace 
file. 

Proof Aniination has a ge0111etry-based 
(CAO-like) internal data structure. Changing the 
orientation or scale of an object, static or 
1110ving, will not affect the quality of its 
appearance on screen. Hany options are available 
for zooming, panning, rotating, or re--0rienting 
the animation. Individual objects can rotate 
while they move around curves. 

Although Proof Aniination is not a 
full-features CAD prograin, it does have a 
1110use-driven, CAO-like drawing 110de. Through a 
series of pull-down 111enus, the layout geowietry and 
path and shape definitions can be created using 
the =ouse. It is also possible to read existing 
CAD layouts into a Proof Aniination layout. Proof 
Aniination's draw~ng 1110de has been developed to 
~asily handle a wide variety of systems. This 
means that diverse applications, such as network 
connunications and health care systems, can be 
handled as easily as c0tnplex material handling 
systems. 

2.2 Hardware.~r~ 

Proof Animation Release 1.0 runs on IBM or 
compatible PCs, primarily because of the large 
installed base of colour-capable systems. The 
HS-DOS operating system was chosen for its large 
installed base and also because it behaves as a 
single-tasking environment (even under some 
third-party multitasking softwcre). When Proof 
Animation can take total control of the CPU, the 
result is an animati~n with very smooth motion. 

New simulation packages have been developed, 
such as GPSS/H 386, that take advantage of a 386-
or 486-based machine's faster 32-bit architecture 
and large memory address space while still running 
under r·s-DOS. This means that an HS-DOS PC can 
handle large simulation models. Using Proof 
Animation, the user can do almost any simulation 
and the animation on one machine. 

Pronf Animation Relea~p 1.0 support~ both fGft 
~nrl VGA rnlour graphics displays at a r~solut ion 
of ~~O • l~O. In Proof Animation. one pixel needs 
fo111" hit~ of video memory, and four times 6•10 
timP; l~O (!hp screen dimensions, in pixels) i5 
R9h,000 hits, or 112K bytes. Given the 25LK of 
virleo mPmory found on nparly all EGA rard~ anrl on 
every VGA adapter. Proof Animation can dQuble 
bulf~r a tl2K screen - that is, improve thP 
appearance of the animation by keeping two ropies 
of the screen in video memory, displaying one 
while updating the other. Double buffering is 
very important for quality animation. 

We are carefully studying the evolving ~GA, 
8514/A, TIGA, and "Super VGA" display options, all 

'of which offer 'resolution at or above 1,024 by 
' 768. Once the,PC qraphics market has moved 



clearly in one of these directions, the resolution 
of Proof Animation will be enhanced. 

2.3 ~ost-processing versus cone~ 

Proof Ani11ation Release 1.0 is 
post-Processing, meaning the si11Ulation runs 
first, then the results drive the animation. SOiie 
ani11ation packages run concurre!lt.l.y, displaying 
state changes vhile the si11Ulation runs. What are 
the trade-offs? 

Although it is possible with llOSt 
concurrently running sil'Ulation/animation software 
to 11ake certain li•ited types of changes to the 
syste11 and watch the imipact, many types of changes 
(such as scheduling algorit~ changes} are 
difficult or i111possible to ani11ate without advance 
work by the modeller. 

Concurrent animation is c091Pletely dependent 
on the execution of the si11Ulation 110del. This 
can be very tedious vhen the software is under 
consistent use (e.g. during the 110del building 
phase}, especially if the underlying si~ulation 
software is not particularly fast at executing. 

With a post-processing animator, it is 
possible to fast forward quickly to any point in 
si11Ulated time. Co~current animators can only do 
this as fast as the si11Ulation will run. 

Post-processing adds to the portability of 
Proof Animation. The user needs to take only the 
Proof Aniination software to a re110te location, and 
the target machine need not be equipped to handle 
the si•ulation software. Thanks to ongoing "dellO 
maker" develo~ent efforts, it may soon be 
possible to detach animations for distribution to 
others vho do not have the main Proof Animation 
progra111 at all. 

Despite all of these argU111ents in favour of 
post-processing, there are those vho do not 
believe they can do without concurrent aniination. 
To address this requiretnent, we are planning a 
future version of Proof Aniination that is capable 
of concurrent aniination. 

3. Proof Ani!lliltion features 

3.1 Presentation !!!Ode 

Proof Animation has a full-featured 
presentation mode. This lets users create 
"slides" inade up of words, objects, screen 
snapshots, or even dynamic animated segments. 
These slides can be linked together to produce a 
polished, ca.plete presentation. Awkward 
transitions fra. overhead transparencies to a 
c~puter display during a presentation are 
eliminated. The presentation developer can choose 
to highlight areas of interest (in space or time) 
within the animation, and thus draw the viewer's 
attention to particular aspects of the simulation. 
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SOlllt' anim~tion software is integrated into a 
simulation language or package. In order to use 
the aniMation, the user must 90 through the 
process of building a simulation model using the 
integrated tool. Other animators use 
post-processing, but the specifications of the 
trace file are generally not available to the user. 

Proof Animation has an open arcnitecture. 
The specifications for generating trace events are 
public,and easily followed. The most dramatic 

i111pact of Proof Animation's open architectu-e has 
initially been the quick adoption of Proof 
Aniination as the ani11ation engine of choice by 
many people using simulation software other thar. 
Wolverine Software's own GPSSH. 

It is also possible to build graphical 
depictions of syste11s that have not been 
simulated. or to build a new si11Ulation/animation 
package around the !'roof Animation graphics 
engine. Proof Animation can also be used by 
non-simulationists as presentation software. The 
open architecture opens SOlllt' wide doors for Proof 
Animation and its users. 

The trace event architecture of Proof 
Animation consists of a very sim~le, 
record-oriented animation language with 
English-like c01mands. A typical Release 1.0 
animation consists of a layout file and an 
animation trace file. The layout file contains 
static ge0111etry infonnation and definition 
connands. The trace file is used fer recording 
the time-dependent infonnation that controls all 
animation activity. Both files are populated with 
printable ASCII characters. 

Here are a few exa111ples of the easy-to-use 
trace event connands: 

SET ... COLOUR ... 
t«>VE 
PLACE. .ON .• AT .. 
CREATE 
TIME 
DESTROY 

Nonnally, a s111all set of c011111ands used over 
and over ca.prise the animation trace file. The 
process of actually writing the trace file is 
aut0tnated. for si11Ulation, this means that the 
•odel writes connands such as SET COLOUR into the 
file each time an entity passes a certain point in 
t~e simulation. for non-simulation applications 
such as control algorithm debugging, the process 
can oe similarly aut0tnated. 

3.3 GeQ!!!!!trx-based graphics data structure 

A CAD-like, vector-based structure is used in 
Proof Animation, allowing the software to rotate 
an object, pan, and zoOlll in or out wit~out losing 
the int~grity of the object. In contrast, zooming 
in with a pixel-based system makes the object's 
edges appear jagged. 

The power of a CAD-like data structure 
provides benefits in two areas. The first is the 
versatility of the available drawing tools. The 
second is thP flexibility with which the display 
can be manipulated. Proof Animation's CAO-like 
architecture allows total control of the viewing 
environment. This is unprecedented among P( 
simulation animators. The geometric d~ta 
structure allows complete panning, zooming, 
rotating. and change~ of viewpoint. 

Complementing the qraphics data structure is 
a CAD-like drawing mode for creating the layout 
file. Using a seri.-s of mPn11~ and a mouse, the 
static layout, dynamic objects, and paths can be 
r.reated. 

Proof Animation is the first animation 
software t~at enables a two-way CAD interface via 
the DXf file format. A separate utility makes it 
possible to read in an existing DXf file to create 



the backoround port;on of the PrQof An;mat;on 
layout file. This saves time in developing the 
aniination. Then, if changes are made in the 
aniination layout, the utility can produce an 
updated DXF file (compr?sed only of the subset of 
CAD primitives available in Proof Animation). The 
project design tea111 can now rely on the simulation 
and aniination as a timely and dependable design 
check. If changes are needed. they can first be 
lested with the simulation. Once a ~~~a! ~esig~ 
is achieved, the updated animation will produce 
the final layout in a file that can then be read 
into nearly any PC CAO system. 

Slllooth motion was a primary design goal for 
Proof Animation. and it has been achieved with 
stunning success. In most 111edia, it is necessary 
to creat~ and recreate static images rapidly in 
order to create the illusion of motion. This is. 
of course. the prinriple behind 110tion pictures 
and television as well as cartoon animation. 

In the case of a computer and raster-based 
CRT screen, or the equivalent raster-based video 
game, the image is created as a set of discrete 
pixels represented in video memory. For these 
applications, the pixel representation must be 
either recreated continuously at different 
locations, or saved and "blitted" to different 
locations on the scree.1. This process must be 
repeated many times per second, or the motion will 
appear jerky. 

How fast is fast enough? Hotion pictures run 
at about 20 frames per second, and standard 
television at about lO frames. Simulation 
animation soft~are ava!lable in the 1980s was 
plagued by slow frame rates. Due to the 
discreteness of the pixels and the res~1ting high 
bandwidth images, computer displays of 
artificially created objects can require even 
higher frame rates t~an television, or the motion 
will appear to buzz or jerk. The frame rates on 
much of the available software have been on the 
order of 10 frames per second or less. while Proof 
Animation has starting rates of 60 to 70 frames 
per second. 

When Proof Animation cannot move pixels 
quickly enough to keep up with such high frame 
rate, the frame rate is reduced in order to 
maintain a constant (though user-adjustable) ratio 
of animated time to "wall clock" time. With other 
animation software, the apparent speed of objects 
movinq across the screen generally diminishes in 
such circumstances. Proof Animation performs I.his 
adjustment continuously. With Proof Animation's 
hiqh starting frame rates, the effect of reducinq 
the frame rate remain<. vi<.11ally arreptahlr>. 

II. The layout file 

A Proof Animation l.~yout file rorit,1iw. hil•.ir 
gPometry and alo;o definitic>n information. Thr 
hilsir qeometry is simply the 1;,.,,,, arr<,, fill 
point<., and text that mah• 11p thP o;t;it ir 
background of the animation. fhe definition 
information consists primarily of Chjert (l~ss 
definitions, Path definitions, Object 
initializations, HPssaqe definitions, and Named 
View definitions. 

A Proof Animation layout file is gPnP.rally 
dPveloped or completed using the mouse and savPd 
from Proof Animation. The format is ASCII and 
open, which allows programmers to develop other 
software which ran read and possibly mndify or 
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create the contents of a layout f;le. Howev~r. 
111ost users should never need to look at the ASCII 
contents of a layout file. 

•l.1 ID!iect classn __ ill!L~llill 

Among the 1110st important constructs in Proof 
Ani!llcltion are the Object Class and the Object. 

An Object Class is a geometric description of 
some type of object, such as an aut01110bile. A 
traffic model 111ight have five different Object 
Classes: Aut01110biles, Trucks, Buses, Camipers, and 
Motorcycles. In addition to shape infonnation. an 
Objert Class contains a few other properties such 
as physical clearances. colour, and an optional 
speed. 

Although Proof Aniination does not pur~ort to 
i111ple111ent a true "object oriented" fra111ework, it 
is 111eanin9ful to call an Object an "instance" of 
an Object Class. Expanding on the traffic 1110del 
mentioned above, one could have northbound and 
southbound cars; cars inakin9 continuous turning 
110vetnents; red. green, or beige cars; large cars 
and s111all cars. Each of these cars is an Object, 
based on the single ge0111etr1c description of an 
automobile. There can be an arbitrary nUlllber of 
"Aut0111obile" Objects in the system at once, but 
there need be only one "Aut01110bile" Object Class. 

All of the motion and colour-changing 
primitives in Proof Aniination operate on Objects. 
Host layoats are drawn directly on the screen, and 
the background geometry components cannot 111ove or 
change colour. However, if 1110vement or colour 
change is desired. then the appropriate components 
can be 111ade into Objects. 

11.2 Paths 

The simple things the user can do with an 
Object include: CREATE or DESTROY, PLACE (making 
it visible), SET COLOUR and SET SPEED, and HOVE 
(causing the Object to move SlllOothly from points A 
to 8). Object 1110vement can also be achieved via a 
Path. A Path is a graphically defined data 
structure composed of references to parts of 
existing lines and/or arcs. Once defined, Paths 
are saved as part of the layout file. 

The more complicated things one can do with 
an Objert involve Paths. Actually. using Path<, is 
very simple, because Proof Animation does all the 
work. The most commonly used Path command is 
PLACE [object) ON [Path]. Once an Object is 
placed on a Path, it will fJllow that Path until 
it visually comes to rest at the end of the Path 
(or until it is placed elsewhere or destroyed). 
Paths provide outstanding power in response to a 
<,in~le trarP "vent command. 

fl ·1.ui;int i<; thP Acr11m11latinq l'ilth. whirh 
rd fpr<, PvPn more power. On ;in Au.um!fl.Jtinq P;ith. 
rrnnf Anim.Jtion reflects physical reality ~Y 
ill lnwinu object~ to queue vi,ually if therr> i<, ii 

l.fn• ~'"''" Thi<. oftpn milke<, .t <.imul;it inn mnrlo·I of 
thP ~y-.t"m murh -;impl!'r to construct, ber 1u<.P 
such queueing n!ed not always be explicitly 
repr!'sented in the model. A <,uprising num~Pr of 
systems behave in this manner, from certain types 
of conveyors to supermarket checkout lanes. Path<, 
play an especially important part in 
transportation and material handling a~imation<;. 

4.1 Static object~ 

Object<, that represent moving entities are 
11<,ut1lly not. permanent. Such Objects are typically 



created in the trace event file. However, other 
Objects might persist throughout the animation. 
Their initial place-ient might be at a coordinate 
location rather than on a named Path. We call 
such an Object a Static Object. The layout file 
can save individual Objects that are created and 
placed using the 110use prior to running the 
al'imation. 

The Static Objects feature was added to Proof 
Animation just before final release. It serves 
two i111portant functions. First, this feature 
largely relieves the si11Ulation 110del of needing 
to deal with the coordinates of resources depicted 
in the animation. Second, Static Objects allow 
Proof Animation to be used as a sort of 110del 
builder. If the relationship between specific 
Object Classes and corresponding si•ulation 
constructs can be well defined, then a user could 
siiaply place Static Objects on the screen and save 
the layout for further processing by a 110del 
generator program. 

We must emphasize that Proof Animation. 
Release 1.0, is not a 110del builder. The 11ain 
li•itation is the inability to set up 
custa.-defined paraineters that a 110del-building 
user could llOdify when placing the Static 
Objects. However, the Static Objects approach 
offers possibilities for future enhancements. 

4.4 Hessages 

A Hessage in Proof is 3 definitional 
construct. It looks and acts similar to regular 
text, but the contents of the text can be changed 
from the trace file. Hessages are named, placed, 
and saved during layout construction. Properties 
such as character size, location, and rotational 
orientation are saved. Hessages are used for 
later display of statistics or status infor11ation. 

4.5 ~.~ 

Proof Animation supports Named Views. At any 
ti111e during layout construction or with an 
animation running, a user can preserve the current 
View by attaching a name to it. A View in Proof 
Animation contains properties such as centre point 
an4 scale factor. Once 111eaningful Nained Views 
have been defined, a •iew can be accessed quickly 
frOlll Draw Hode or Run Hode. 

Proof Animation provides three pre-defined 
Views: Home, Class, and Previous. The Home view 
is used at start-up. The Class view is used 
during Class definition only. The Previous view 
always returns to the previous view. The Home and 
Class views can be modified and resaved. 

Named Views would be unimportant in an 
animator that offered only one or a few screens' 
worth of animation. However, Proof Animations can 
be very large, and Named Views can be very helpful 
for navigating them. Example Named Views in ~ 
particular animation might include loading Are~. 
Stat Summary, and Work Cell 12A. 

s. Sul!!!Y!l 

Animation is a powerful addition to any 
simulation effort. An animation benefits the 
modeller in verification, validation, and 
presentation of results, and helps with the 
overall system design process. 
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Si11111lation and animation technology is 
i111provin9. Wolverine Software Corporation is 
contributing to this i111provement by providing an 
innovative animation package called Proof 
Animation. This general purpose animator 
boasts many important features. Among these 
features are the ability to create 
presentations, an open architecture (for 
compability with a variety of software), a 
CAD-like structure. smooth motion. and powerful 
drawing features. 

Brunner, D. T. and N. J. Earle. 1991. Ysjng 
~Ani!!!il~jQ!!. Annandale, Virginia: Wolverine 
Software Corporation. 

Brunner, 0. T. and N. J. Earle. 1991. P!:29! 
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Virginia: Wolverine Software Carporation. 
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E. A. HacNair, K. J. Husselman, and 
P. Heidelberger, 249-253. Institute of 
Elect~ical and Electronics Engineers, 
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Earle, N. J., D. T. Brunner and 
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Abstract 

The SIHAN IV envir.:nment integrates the model 
building, running, animation and data analysis. 
This paper discusses the SIHAN IV si11Ulation 
environ.ient and the concepts and methods for 
si11t1lating manufacturing systems using the 
S Il'tAN IV s i 11U 1 at ion 1 ang~·age. 

1. Overview of SittAN IV 

SIHAN IV is a general purpose SIHulation 
ANalysis progrilll for llOd~lling in an1 of 
three distinct orientations. For discrete change 
syste111s, either a process or ~nt orient~lion 
can be used lo describe the 110del. '9r!!~ 
change systems are 1110delled with al9ebraic, 
difference, or differential equations. A 
c09lbination of these orientations can be used to 
110del c09lbined discrele--::onlinuous miodels. The 
remainder of this paper discusses only the process 
orier.lalion. 

The SIHAN IV 110delling fra-ework is based on 
the systems theoretic concepts developed by 
Zeigler (1976). which stress the distinction 
between the system 110del and the experimental 
fra-e. The system 110del defines the static and 
dyna.ic characteristics of the system such as 
111achines, storage points, work pieces, etc., and 
their interrelationships. The experiinental frame 
defines the experiinent.al conditions under which 
the 110del is run. This includes such eletnents as 
111achine capacities and types of statistics to be 
recorded. Since the exp~riinental conditions are 
specified external to the model descriptiGn, they 
lllily easily be changed without affecting the basic 
llOdel definition. Hany different "what-if" 
questions can be answered merely by changing the 
experi111ent. 

SClllle i11portant Sil1AN IV features include: 

1. Spe:ial-purpose constructs to si11plify 
and enhance the 1110delling of 
11anufacturin9 syste11>. 

2. Constru~(s which inake it easy lo ~odel 
..aterial handling devices such as AGVs 
and conveyors. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Blocks to allow input-output in the 
model without user-code. The\e support 
fonnatted, unfonnalted, sequential, 
direct-access, and spreadsheet files. 
providing an interface to many products 
and databases. 

An interactive debugger which allows you 
to 110nitor and control the execution of 
the si11ulation. This provides a 
powerful tool for tracing and 
controlling 110del operation and 
isolating logical errors. 

The Sl11AN lV Environ11enl which is a 
menu-driven tool that integrates the 

6. 

function of building and running the 
110del and animation, and analysing both 
input and output data. 

Transparent use of the CINEHA IV system 
to generate real-ti11e, high-resolution 
colour animations of the system 
dyna91ics. This prdvides a powerful tool 
for both Jnderstanding and ex?laining 
the dynamics of a system. 

7. Complete compatibility across 111ainframe, 
workstation, and •icrocompuiers. 11odels 
can be mioved between computer systems 
without 110dification. 

2. SIHAN IV environmen! 

The following sections will review the 
graph\cal interfaces to SIHAN I~. 

2.1 Hodel preparation 

BLOCKS and ELEMENTS are menu-driven, 
"fill-in-the-fonn" editors used to build 
syntactically correct SIHAN IV 110del and 
experi11ent files. 

A block diagrillll 110del can be defined in 
either of two equivalent fonns referred to as the 
diagra11110del and the state111ent 1110del. The 
diagrilll model is a graphic representation ~f the 
system using the basic block s111bols. These 
diagrams are linear flowcharts that depict the 
110vetnent of entities through the systein. The 
statement 1110del is a 1110re "prograNling-1 ike" 
representation of the 1110del. Either fonn can be 
generated fra11 the other. 

BLOCKS allows you lo build SI11AN IV 11odels in 
a graphical. block diagram fonnat. Block diagra11s 
are displayed in 1110del windows on the graphics 
screen. The experiment fra11e can be created 
concurrently using ELEMENTS. Users who prefer to 
use their own text editor for 11odel and 
experi11ent preparation may do so f;om 
within the environment while retaini1.g its 
other benefits. 

The SIHAN !V Input Processor is a qraphi(al, 
menu-driven program that assists tt>e analyst in 
determining the best probability distribution for 
given sets of data, providing the appropriate 
Pxpression to use in the SIMAN IV model. It fits 
a ~pPrific distribution :o the data, allowinq 
the an~lyst to compare one distribution with 
another. The analyst can also di\play the 
effects of changing paraMeters within a given 
distribution. 

2. 3 Ou_tpv.t d1_ti 1n1 In i ~ 

The SIHAN IV Output Processor is a graphical, 
menu-driven prograM to help analyse data generated 
from siMulations. 



SIHAN IV generates output files that can be 
used to generate statistical and graphical 
measures of perfonnance such as confidence 
intervals, correlograms, histogrilllls, etc. One 
output file can be analysed in many different ways 
without re-executing the si111Ulation program. An 
analysis can be based on 11Ultiple runs of a 1110del 
or used to compare the response of two or 110re 
systems. 

2.4 Ani11ation 

CINEHA IV is a inenu-driven package used to 
create graphical representations of SIHAN IV 
si11Ulation 1110dels. When the SIHAN IV 1110del and 
the CINEHA IV layout are brought together, the 
user is able to view a real-tiine animation of the 
si11Ulation 110del with jobs or customers 1110ving 
through the system. Cinema builds an ani111ation 
without an~_prgg~in_q_tlf2tl- An aniination can 
present infonaation in an interesting and 
understandable fonnat, point out systl'lll flaws and 
prob11!91s, describe the syste111 to unfamiliar 
audiences, and aid in validating and verifying the 
si111t1lation 110del. 

3. ~neral-pu~~~ing features 

Hodels are constructed as block diagrams 
which depict the flow of entities through the 
syst1!91. The block diagram sylllbol shapes indicate 
their function. The sequencing of blocks is 
depicted by arrows which control the flow of 
entities frOll block to block through the entire 
diagra•. 

The entities are used to represent 
workpieces, information, people, etc., that flow 
through the real system. Each entity 111ay be 
individualized by assigning attributes to describe 
or characterize it. For exiP!ple, an entity 
representing a workpiece might have attributes 
niPled DueDate and ProcessingTime corresponding to 
due date and processing ti•e for the workpiece. 
As the entities flow frOlll block to block, they may 
be delay~d. disposed, combined with other 
entities, etc., as determined by the function of 
each block. 

Each block has operands that control its 
functions. For example, the CREATE block has 
operands which prescribe the time between batch 
arrivals, the first arrival time, the number of 
entities per ba~ch, and the maximum number of 
batches to create. 

Blocks may optionally be assigned a block 
label and one or more block modifiers. A block 
label is used for branching or referencing from 
other blocks. Block modifiers can modify or 
extend the standard funr.tion to be performed by 
the block. 

To illustrate the general-purpose modelli~o 
approach of SIHAN IV, consider the simple 
manufacturing system in which wor~pieces arrive, 
are processed in order on a single machine, and 
then depart the system (figure 1). 

The blo~k diagram model for this example is 
shown in Figure 2. The workpieces enter the 
system at the CRfATE blor.k. The operands for this 
block sper.iiy that the workpieces enter in batches 
of 10 and that the interarrival time between 
batches is exponentially distributed with a mean 
of 20. The workpieces continue to the QUEUE block 
named Buffer where they wait in turn to seize a 
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unit of the resource Hachine. Orce a workpiece 
seizes the Hachine, it enters the DELAY block 
where it is delayed by the processing tiine whirh 
is specified as a sa31ple from a uniform 
distribution between 1 and 2. Following tnis, the 
workpiece releases the resource Hachine. which 
allows it to be re-allocated tQ workpieces waiting 
in the QUEUE block. The s}lllbol attached to the 
bottom of the RELEASE block is called the DISPOSE 
inodifier and inodels the departure of the workpiece 
fr0tn the system. 

An exalllflle experiinent frame for this inodel is 
shown in Figure 3. It specifies the conditions 
associated with the lllOdel and includes the 
definition and capacity of the resources employed. 
a specification of the nUlllber and len9th of each 
simulation replication, etc. 

In this section, we will describe the 
features included in SIHAN IV for modelling the 
characteristics of 111anufacturing systems. 

Large manufacturing systems typically consist 
of a number of different workcentres or cells. A 
natural way to •odel such systems is to decompose 
the large system into its workcentres, modelling 
each workcentre separately, and then combine the 
workcentre models into an overall system model. 
This can be done within SIHAN IV by employing the 
STATION block which defines the beginning of a 
station submodel. An entity is entered into the 
station submodel by sending the entity to the 
STATION block using a transfer block. A transfer 
block, such as the CONVEY or TRANSPORT block, is 
used to represent entity movements between station 
submode ls. 

Each station submodel is referenced by a 
station name (e.g. lnspectiJn) and a station 
number which corresponds to a physical location 
within the system. The station name or number. 
which can be used interchangeably, is an operand 
of l~th the STATION block and a transfer block. 

When an entity enters a STATION block, the 
entity's station attrihute, H, is set to the 
station number. The entity carries this spe(iai 
attribute with it as it proceeds through the 
~equence of blocks which comprises the station 
submodel. The entity remains within the station 
submode! until it is disposed. or until it is <ent 
to a new station submodel via a transfer block. 
The block sequence within ii station submodel 
defines the processes through whi(h the entitiPs 
flow. 

Tn i ll11<;tr;itp the ronrPpl nf .1 wnr~rrn!rr 

<.11bmodPl. ron-;ider the blod diagram <.11hmnd<>l 
<;hown in Fiaure '1. This hlnr~ di;iar;im ront;i:,,<; 
the lrequenily occurring sequence · 
OUf.llf-SEIZf-OfLAY-RELEASE which can he u<.Pd In 
model bot.ha sinqle-server ;ind a mult.i-~Prv<'r· 
queueinq system, depending on the cilpacity tor thP 
resource that is specified in the experiment;il 
frame. 

The workpie[es arriving to this <.ubmodel 
enter the STATION block name 1 athes, proceed 
through the QUEUE-SEIZE-OELit-RELEASE blorks and 
then enter the ROUTE block. The ROUTE block i<. a 
transfer block which routes the workpieces to 
their next workcentre. 



The block sequence in this exC1111ple is 
particularly siinple and employs only a s..all 
subset of the features of SIHAN IV. Once the 
analyst becl)meS familiar with the wide range of 
block functions included in SIHAN IV, complex 
workcentres can be model lei with similar ease. 

4.2 Hacro subinodels 

One particularly useful feature for 110dellin9 
workcentres ;n SIHAN IV is the macro subtnodel. 
This powerful feature pennits the development of a 
single macro sublllodel to represent two or 1110re 
similar yet distinct workcentres. for exainple, a 
typical jobshop consists of several different 
workcentres (lathes, drills, etc.) that are 
functionally equivalent and differ only in their 
nUlllber and type of ..achines, buffer sizes, etc. 
We can 110del this jobshop by constructing a single 
macro subtnodel which represents the process 
encountered by a job at a general jobshop 
workcentre. This single ma'ro subai0del can then 
be used to 110del a jobshop of arbitrary size. 

The beginning of a macro subtnodel is defined 
by a STATION block. The range of stations 
represented by the ..aero submode! is specified as 
the operand of lhe block. An entity is entered 
into the macro subtnodel by sending it to the 
STATION block using a transfer ~lock. All 
entities sent to a station in the specified range 
of the STATION block are processed as arrivals to 
the block. Upon entering the STATION block, the 
station attribute H of the entity is s~t by 
SIHAN IV to the station to which the ent;ty was 
sent. 

When a macro sublllodel is employed, the 
station attribute is typically incorporated in the 
operands of one or more of the blocks that follow 
the STATION block. In this way, the operation of 
the macro subtnodel can depend upon the station of 
the entity. for example, the station attribute 
could be used to specify a queue number or the 
entity could be branched within the sublllodel based 
on its current station. 

As illustrated in the previous example, a 
workpiece is sent to its next workcentre using a 
transfer block. However, the transfer block must 
have some way to determine which workcentre is 
next in sequence for a particular workpiece. In 
addition, it may be necessary to update one or 
more attributes of the workpiece to correspond to 
the processing parameters at that workcentre. 

The workcentre visitation sequence and 
corresponding attribute update values are 
specified in SIHAN IV using the SEQUENCES element. 

The SEQUENCE element permits defining steps 
in a process plan as well as defining the data 
associated to the plan such as setup time5, 
special tool requirements. etc. In addition, a 
step of the process plan could be repeated or 
skipped, or an alternate process plan could be 
fol lowed. 
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The workcentres within a manufacturing system 
often operate according to different work 
schedules as a result of their differing loads. 
Within SIHAN IV, this can easily be modelled 
through the use of the SCHEDULES element. This 

el~nt is used to define a work schedule by 
specifying a resource capacity over time. A 
resource capacity within the 110del can then be 
directed to follow a given work schedule. for 
example, the resources in workcentre 1 might be 
directed to follow schedule nUllber 1 and the 
resources in workcentre number 2 •igt-t be directed 
to follow schedule number 2. 

The SCHEDULES element shown in figure 5 
defines two different work schedules. 

In schedule number 1, the capacity is I for 
8 time units, then 0 for 16 time units. and then 
this cycle repeats. In schedule nUlllber 2, the 
capacity is 1 for a duration that is sampled from 
an exponential distribution, and then 0 for a 
duration that is sampled from a uniform 
distribution, and then this cycle repeats. Note 
that schedules can be used to represent breakdowns 
and repair activity for a resource such as a 
machine. 

Within a manufacturing system. the movetnent 
of entities between workcentres is acc0111plished by 
the material handling system. This is an 
extremely critical function in llOSt manufacturing 
systems that can easily account for a significant 
per cent of the production activity. 

The c~tegorization of material handling 
equipment ir.to the two basic 110vement functions of 
transport ancl convey provides the basis for 
modelling these devices ir. SIHAN IV. The 
transport function corresponds to the intennittent 
movement of items. one load at a time, along a 
fixed or varied path. The term load as applied 
here could denote a box, a roll of material, or a 
pallet containing a number of items grouped 
together. The convey function corresponds to the 
continuous movement of items along a fixed path. 
Special blocks and elements are included in 
SIHAN IV that allow both of these movement 
functions to be modelled in a straightforward 
manner. 

The blorks that are used to model material 
handling systems employ the concept of a station 
submodel as discussed earlier. All movements are 
made relative to station names assigned to each 
station submodel. The travel time for entities 
between stations is based on the speed of the 
material handling device and the spatial 
relationship of the origin and de;tination 
stations relative to the device. Both of these 
are specified by the modeller in the experimental 
frame. 

I\. 5. 1 Tq1nspqrters 

The generi r. term t!'il!1_}2.Qfter is used in 
STMAN TV to denote a general rlass of movable 
devir.e' that may be allocated to entities. 
Examples of devices which might be modelled as 
tran,porters are cart,, cranes, and mer.hanir.al 
manipulators. 

Ther~ are two different types of transporters 
in SIHAN IV. The first, standard transporters, 
are unconstrained in their movement between 
stations. These are useful in modelling 
situations where transporter traffic congestion is 
minimal. The second, called guided transporters, 
are used to model situations where the 
transporters are constrained to moving over a 



defined network consisting of links and 
intersections. Guided transoorters are 
particularly useful for 110delling aut011atic guided 
vehicles (AGVs) and auta-ated storage and 
retrieval systeti<s (AS/RS). 

The characteristics of e~ch transporter type 
are specified in the experime~tal frame and 
include the name, capacity. system 11c1p, and the 
initial station position and operational status of 
each of the transporter units for that type. The 
capacity is the numiber of independent 111e>vable 
units of that transporter type. The system 11c1p is 
a cross-reference to a definition of the feasible 
travel paths and associated travel distances 
between pairs of !tations which each transporter 
unit of that type 11c1y visit. In the case of 
guided transporters, the system 11c1p includes a 
description of the network of links and 
intersections. 

Transporter units are allocated to entities 
at a REQUEST block, after which the entity can be 
tra;1sported fr0tn one station to the neKt using the 
TRANSPORT block. The duration of the transport is 
autOllatically computed by SIHAN IV based on the 
distance to the station and the speed of the 
transporter. unit. For guided transporters, the 
travel time may be further influenced by other 
traffic in the system. At the end of the 
transport duration, the entity enters the STATIOh 
block of the destination station subtnodel. 

4.5.2 Conveyors 

The generic tenn ~rJ.!tr is used in SIHAN IV 
to denote a class of devices which consist of 
positioned cells linked together that move in 
unison. Each cell represents a location on the 
device and can be either empty or occupied. 
Entities that access the conveyor must wait at the 
entering station until the specified nU111ber of 
consecutive empty cells are located at the 
station. The entity then enters the conveyor and 
the status of the cells are changed from empty to 
occupied. The entity remains in the cells until 
the conv~yor is exited at the entity's destination 
station. 

Each conveyor in SIHAN IV can be defined to 
be either accumulating or non-accumulating. In an 
accumulat1ng conveyor, an ent1ty that is st~pped 
on the conveyor forms a blockage point for other 
entities that continue to move on the conveyor. 
Entities arriving to the blockage point 
accumulate behind the blockage. In a 
non-accumulating conveyor, an entity that 
stops on the conveyor forces the entire conveyor 
to stop. As a result, there is no accumulation of 
entities. 

Each convPyor device movec; along a fi•ed path 
defined by one or mon• segments. A segment ic; a 
section of a conveyor path that connects two 
station submodels. Segments can be connertecl to 
form either open- or cl osed-1 oop conveyor paths. 
A closed-loop path is one in which an item on the 
conveyor can return to a station by conti~uing on 
the device. An open-loop path is one that is not 
closed. The segments defining a conveyor path are 
specified in the experimental frame. 

4. 6 ~(Ide.I Ji !!9 s~op f I oor_ conJro I 

A rapidly growing application of simulation 
is finite capacity scheduling. Simulation is a 
powerful tool for scheduling. Although there are 
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siinulation-based packages targeted specifically at 
scheduling. a general-purpose si111Ulation language 
has ~~veral advantages: 

(a) ttodels developed and verified dcring 
syste- design can be reused during later analysis 
and control; 

(b) The saine si111Ulation language can be used 
through all 1110dellin9 phases; 

(cl It is easy to accurately 111Cde1 ~~le~ 
systetns: 

(d) You have the berefit of powerful 
aniinations to aid in user tra;ning and 
acceptance. 

SIHAN IV contains 111a11y constructs that aid in 
model initialization, datilbase access. report 
generation, defining Proc1•ss Plans, JIT, and 
advanced manufactur;ng co1structs. 

Systems Modelling i~ constantly improvin~ the 
use of SIHAN IV for Shop floor Control and is 
currently developing a product specifically 
oriented toward scheduling applications. 

s. S~ry 

Since its introduction, SIHAN has been used 
in a wide range of applications by nU111erous 
companies throughout the world. Although many of 
the applications have been simulations of 
manufacturing systems, SIHAN has also been applied 
to general system simulation including health 
care, computer, and retail systems. SIHAN IV is 
continually enhanced to retain its position as the 
state-of-the-art in simulation. 

In this pap~r. we have given only a brief 
overview of the modelling features of SIHAN IV 
with an attempt to highlight those features which 
are particularly relevant to manufacturing 
systems. Only a small subset of the block 
functions were discussed, and no attempt was made 
to describe the enhanced general-purpose features 
included in the language. 

This tutorial was adapted from the 
"Introduction to SIMAN" tutorial prepared hy 
O. T. Sturrock and C. 0. Pegden for the 
~!'.O!:M(!_i_n_gs of ttie 1990 Win_ter_S!m_u_lation 
CQ.n_~re11<;f. 
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Figure I: Schematic of a Simple System 
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Figure 2: Block Diagram for Simple System 

David T. Sturrock is currently Develo1>1114!nt 
Project Hanager for SIHAN IV with Systems Hodeling 
Corporation. H~ received a BS in !ndustrial 
Engineering fratn the Pennsylvania State 
University, with concentrations in inanufacturing 
and automation. Prior to joining Systems 
Hodeling, he worked in several manufacturing 
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Steel (atnpany. He has applied simulation 
techniques to problem solving in the areas of 
transportation systems, scheduling, plant layout, 
capacity analysis, and process des;gn. He is a 
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Begin; 
Project,Si~le Systeia,Analyst; 
Queues: Buffer; 
Resources: Machine, 1; 
Replicate, 1, o, 480; 

End; 

Figure 3 : Experiment for Simple System 
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Figure 4: Block Diagram of a Workcenler 
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1. COtFUTER ANIMTION WITH CINEM 

David R. Kalasky 
Deborah A. Davis 

Systems Modeling Corporation 
The Park Building 
504 Beaver Street 

Sewickley, Pennsylvania 15143 

Abstract 

CINEHA is a general-purpose animation system 
designed to animate models developed using the 
SIHAN simulation language. The CINEMA package 
consists of a module used to draw the graphical 
images used in the animation and a module to 
execute a SIHAN model and associated animation. 

Animation typically centres around the 
presentation of final modelling results. However, 
the simplicity of developing CINEHA animations 
allows users to exploit animation in more phases 
of a simulation project. By using CINEHA, 
animation benefits can be found throughout the 
entire simulation project from initial model 
building through the presentation of the final 
simulation results. 

CINEHA IV complements the advanced 
capabilities found in SIHAN. While any process 
can be 1110delled using SIHAN/CINEMA, the software 
has exceptional ease and accuracy in modelling 
material handling functions such as accumulating 
conveyors and AGV systeins. CINEMA provides 
real-time graphical outputs for SIMAN stati~tical 
routines such as dynamic plots and histograms. 

CINEMA is available on a wi~e variety of 
platforms and operating systems. These include 
microcomputers under DOS and OS/2, as well as 
Apollo, IBH, Sun, ~nd VAX workstations under the 
AIX Windows, UNIX, and VHS operating systems. 

1. l!!.t.roduction 

In recent years anima~ion has become a 
requirement of the simulation process. One of the 
reasons for this requirement is that numeric 
summary statistics do not necessarily convey 
information about the dynamic interactions of 
components of a system. Although summary 
statistics are a crucial part of evaluating the 
performance of a simulated system, it is only 
through animation that the analyst can easily 
identify the system status under which, for 
example, bottlenecks occur. Using the general 
purpose simulation language SIMAN (Pegden, 1990), 
in conjunction with the CINEHA animation system, 
offers a means of analysing both the system 
performance and the dynamir.s during the ~imulation 
of any discrete-event system. 

Be~efits of animation are not restricted to 
bottleneck analysis onlf. Johnson and 
Poorte ( 1988) identified four simulation model! in1 
phases where the modeller may benefit from using 
animation. They are: 

1. 

2. 

J. 

4. 

Hodel building and verification; 

Hodel validation; 

Bottleneck analysis; 

Connunication and presentation. 

Animation provides a tool to visually inspect 
that a model acts and reacts as intend~d. By 
viewing the anim~tion, logical errors are easily 
identi~ied. This added view of the 1110del in 
action reduc~s the likelihood of inaccurate 
modelling. Therefore, invalid conclusions, 
incorrect decisions, and large failure costs may 
be avoided. 

1.2 Hodel validation 

Va 1 i dat ion req•Ji res thorough know! edge and 
understanding of the intricacies of the system 
under consideration. The analyst may have the 
require~ awareness but by using simulation only, 
one can never be totally sure that the model is a 
good representation of the real syst~. Hudelled 
projects require input and review by several 
different people. The reviewers typic3lly have 
varying degrees of modelling and process 
expertise. Animations p~ovide a common database 
of col'lll'lunication concerning the systems being 
evaluated. 

Animation provides the analyst with a 
powerful tool to ensure that the model is indeed a 
sufficiently adequate representation of the real 
system. for example, the impact that a 
simplification may have on the model is readily 
seen in a running animation. Assumptions that 
have a profound effect on the performance of a 
model may go unnoticed without the use of 
ani~alion, which, again, could lead to inaccurate 
results and incorrect conclusions. As a model 
validation tool, animation allows the modeller to 
make reasonable simplifications and other model 
assumptions. 

As an analysis tool animation can play a 
major role in bottleneck analysis. Using 
animation, the modeller has the ability to observe 
interactions of several simultaneous and 
interrelated events, thus providing information 
unavailable in aggregate statistical performanr.e 
measures. Bottleneck situations are usually 
simple ~o locate with animation. Also, thP 
important prerondition~ under whir.h these and 
other unfavourable ~ituation~ ocr.ur r.an be 
identified. By observing an animation, these 
far.tors ber.ome apparent and they may also help 
vi~11al ize candidate improvements. 

1.'1 Communication and pre$entation 

The ultimate objective of any ~imulation 
project is to provide credibll? i11formation to the 
decision maker. Credibility of a project is 
strongly associated with the ability of the 
modeller to effectively communicate throughout a 
simulation project. Animation gives the analyst a 
very powerful vehicle lo provide the 
nonsimulationist with insight into a complex 



model. Likewise. a "process expert" can visualize 
and appreciate the simulation methodology. 

It should be stressed that animation cannot 
replace standard statistical analysis techniques. 
However, the above discussion illustrates that 
with animation t~e modeller has access to a 
powerful analysis tool. As such. animation has 
the ability to effectively chdnge and enhance 
virtually all phases of the modelling process. 

Designing and building realistic simulation 
models is a complicated and often time-consuming 
process. CINEHA was designed for the user to 
exploit animation throughout a siaulation project 
from initial model building through the 
presentation of the final results. Certain 
features of the architecture of the CltlEHA 
animation package allows for this versatility. 

Three main design objectives for CINEMA were: 

1. Simplicity; 
2. flexibility; 
3. Effectiveness. 

CINEMA's simplicity of use permits easy 
mastery of the task of building an animation; its 
flexibility allows graphical animation of any 
system at any level of dPtail; and its 
effectiveness greatly assists in corrmunication 
throughout a simulation study. 

2.1 simpl ic;ity 

A common objective for software architects is 
that their products be easy to use. One key 
element in the design of CINEMA. is its ease of 
use; no special training is required to readily 
con~truct impressive animations. A 
mouse-controlled user-interface where users select 
items from pop-down menus is the way in which 
animation layouts are developed. With CINEMA, rro 
prograrrming is required to build an animation. 
The user can fully concentrate on developing 
useful, realistic models and the data to support 
the analysis. 

ThP CW[MA animation parkage is intimatPly 
tied to the SIMMJ simulation languagp. SIMAU is a 
general purpose language and has been usPd in a 
wide variPty of pnvironments, surh as 
manufa(turing, r_ommunication, ' Ith ~are, and 
defence. (HIE.MA is used in the same environments. 
therefore the same flexibility is in[orporatPd in 
the animation. 

Johnson and Ponrtp ( 1'>fll3) h.-iv'-' prnfHJ',Prl ,, 
hierarrhiral approarh to r_ompute1· .-inim,1t inn in 
sim11lation mndPllinq. lJndPr their ;ipprnMh. 
;rnimat ion is used rl11rinq ;Ill ph;i;P~ nf r1 morlPll inq 
projPrt. Animations PvolvP from simple Mortell inq 
tools, to interactive ;rnaly~is tnol· .. rontil thP 
final prPsPntat inn of the r .. s11lt', ;is r1 pnwP.-1111 
(nrrmunication vehic.le. The assodaterl animatiow. 
are of increasing visual accuracy and c1etai 1. ThP 
authors support CHl~MA as unique in providing the 
flexibility necessary for a multi-level approach 
to computer animation. 

7.1 f.ffer.tiveness 

FffprtivPnPsS of an animation syslrm is 
mPa'iured hy how vilf11,1hle t.he qrap'liral imaqf''i arr 
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during tne different phases of a simulation 
project. CINEMA's design assures effective use of 
animation. It Lan play the role of a verification 
and validation tool in the early phases of a 
project. In the next phase CINEMA becomes a 
powerful analysis tool in which bottlenecks can be 
detected and many "what-if" questions can be 
explored interactively. In the final phase of a 
project. impressive animations can be ron!'tructed 
with CINEMA and it becomes a communication tool 
highlighting key features for targeted audiences. 

3. Bui ldil!g _a <;I~!~ ~n_im9t i_911 

The user interacts with CitlEMA by using a 
mouse-controlled graphics cursor to pick items 
from pop-down menus as shown in figure 1. Context 
sensitive help is available on-line simply by 
pointing to an item and clicking the right mouse 
button. The left mouse button activates the 
currently highlighted function. 

The CINEHA layout is a graphical 
representaticn of the system being simulated. The 
layout consists of graphical objects grouped into 
two categories: static and dynamic. The static 
component of the layout does not change during the 
execution of the simulation, while the dynamic 
component consists of graphical images which do 
change colour, location, and shape. 

3. l I~ static component 

The static component of a layout represents 
the physical environment in w~ich the simulated 
system exists. It includes anything that helps to 
visually n•cognize the scene, but does not change 
during model execution. The static component 
(called background in CINEMA) can be created by 
using the drawing facilities provided in the 
CINEMA program. Under the draw menu drawing 
functions are availab1e for line, polyline, box. 
cirrle, bar (a filled box), arc, and freehand 
sketch. Drawing options can be modified by 
selecting a different colour, line style, and/or 
line thickness for each drawing function. Text 
can be added to the background at any location and 
in any orientation. Text options include any 
combination of six different sizes, with s'x 
different fonts, and 16 active colours. Explode 
allows the user to zoom in for fine detailing of 
•mall portions of the drawing, while Cut Area 
provides a mean• of copying or moving rertangular 
regions of the background or saving region• to 
file> for u•e in other CINEMA animations. 

An alternate method for generating a 
background is to start with a OXf-formatted file 
generated by a r.omputer-aided design (CAD) 
pac~aqes such as AuloCAD. PC-CAD, CADVANLE, etc. 
M..inv nf the•,<> par.kaqe-; have sophisti(ated drawinr~ 
f '""ti nn;, P'iper i a 1 i y f nr t hrl!e-c1 imPns i on;i 1 
iniiHJf·~. :illnwin'l t_hP 11'iPr tn c1PvP1np flPOm<'trirally 
,ir' ,,.-,11" ,ind more romp lex har.kqrnunds. 
[lYf-fnrmallpc1 filPs gPneratec1 on ;iny h;irc1w;irp 
pl;itfnr·m r;in hP input into (fPIEMA. An e~;imple nf 
.-i lr1yn1JI rJP.nPraterl viii thi<; CHJfMA utility i·. 
i l 1 w. t r'rl t Prl in Fi q1irP 1. 

By using CAD drawings and CINEMA the user 
obtains the best of both worlds. for example, 
AuloCAO has ~Jwerful 3-0 drawing corrmands, whereas 
C!llEMA contains functions that cannot he performed 
hy CAO parkilges, such as area fills and 
pixel-based editing. Impressi~~ displays have 
hePn qeneraterl by using AutnCAO to develop thP 
"tPrhnir..il part" of thp layout fnl lowl'd by CirlfMA 
to finr tune t.hP "aest.hP.tir. part." of thf' layout .. 



The dynamic component of the layout consists 
of graphical images which change shape, colour, 
size, or location in response to a status change 
in the SIMAN model. The dynamic objects in a 
CINEMA layout are directly tied to SIMAN modelling 
constructs. As the state of the constructs change 
during execution, the associated dynamic objects 
will change to reflect this change of the SIMAN 
construct. A large number of dynamic objects are 
available; each one is discussed in some detail 
below. 

Entities - Entities represent the items 
that are being processed or flow through the 
system. Entity symbols are created by drawing the 
icon on a blown-up grid ("fat bits"), using the 
mouse-controlled cursor. As the symbol is created 
on this grid, it is simultaneously displayed in 
actual size in the upper left corner of the 
screen, as shown in Figure 3. 

In CINEMA, a specific symbol from an entity 
library is associated with a unique attribute 
number. When the animation attribute changes 
values in the SIMAN model, the corresponding 
entity symbol changes in the animation. Consider, 
for example, a simulation of an automotive 
assembly plant. The entity arriving to an 
assembly station might have a value that 
corresponds to a symbol of a car body without 
doors (Figure 3). After leaving the workstation, 
the symbol could be changed to a car body with 
doors (figure 4) simply by reassigning the symbol 
number in the SIMAN model. 

Resources - Resources are used in SIMAN to 
model limited items in a system, such as machines 
and workers. Like entity symbols, r~source 
symbols are created by drawing icons on the 
enlarged grid with the mouse. Resources 
dynamically change in a system between idle, busy, 
inar.tive, or pre-empted. Resource status changes 
within a SIMAN model are displayed in CINEMA 
animation by using resource symbols that represent 
the resource in each of the possible states. 

Queues - A queue can be added to the layout 
at any location, and in any length and orientation 
representing a SIMAN ~ block. These entities 
might represent workpieces awaiting the 
availability of a machine, a set-up operator, cars 
at a door assembly station, etc. When an entity 
enters a queue in the SIMAN model, the entity 
symbol is displayed along the corresponding queue 
symbol at the proper location relative to the 
other members of the queue. When an entity exits 
the queue in the model, its associat~d symbol is 
removed and all following symbols are moved 
forward one position. Sorting and prioritization 
can occur within queues and viewed via CINEMA. 

Transfers - CINEMA'S transfer menu is used 
to define the p~ths of travel for ROUTES, 
CONVEYORS, and TRANSPORTERS. STATION symbols are 
used to designate start and end points for the 
movement of entities. One method for modelling 
the movement of ertities between ~OH.S is to 
use the ROUTE block. When an entity reaches a 
ROUTE block in the SIMAN model, its entity symbol 
is continually redisplayed at new points along a 
predefined CINEMA route path to produce the effect 
of movement. 

Movement that involves SIMAN material 
handling constructs is designated in much the same 
way as the routes. If entities are transferred by 
a CONVEYOR, the user will digitize paths called 
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segments, and if the entities are moved by 
J~A_N~~O~JJ:RS. the paths will be called distances. 
All route, segment and distance paths are 
transparent during model execution. yet 
the entity symbols will tra:e these paths as they 
move. 

Variables - While a simulation is 
executing, SIHAN automatically maintains the value 
of status variables which define the system 
state. Examples of these status variables are: 
simulation time. queue values, throughput, 
resource utilization, etc. Any SIHAN status 
variable can be incorporated into an animation 
layout using one of five dynamic features in 
CINEMA. 

1. Digital displays can be added to a 
layout using a feature called dynamic variables. 
Users can tailor the format for display, range of 
values, size, and colour using pull-down menus. 

2. A second way to display status variables 
is with an analog representation of a variable's 
value. Three different leve1 shapes are included 
in CINEMA: a box, a circle, and a dial. During 
execution of an animation, box or circle levels 
fill and empty in response to changes in the value 
of the associated status variable. The dial is a 
circular level with a sweep hand that rotates 
either clockwise or counter-clockwise. Dials are 
typically used to represent simulated time with a 
clock. 

3. A feature called global symbols 
represents a third way to display the value of a 
status variaLle. Like entity and resource 
symbols, global sym~~ls are drawn on the enlarged 
grid. For example, a symbol saying "STARVED" 
could be displayed when the number in a queue for 
a machine is zero, and a second symbol saying 
"BLOCKED" could be displayed wh~n the queue is 
full to capacity. 

4. Dynamic colours represents a fourth way 
to display the value of a status variable. While 
global sy~bols indicate specific conditions, 
dynamic cJlours can be assigned to indicate 
gradual state changes. 

5. Plots and Histograms can also be 
displayed on the animation to show status 
variables changing over time. 

Discussion so far has focused on the 
capabilities of the layout generation module of 
CINEMA. The execution of the SIMAN model in the 
CINEMA package has the ability to update the 
dynamic com~,nent of the l;iyout interactively 
durina execution as well as control the speed of 
P•N.ution. Since CHIEMA is a real-time ;inimation 
sy5lem, a5 opposed to a post-processed system, the 
men11 includes faci 1 ities to tl'mporari 1 y stop a run 
anci use the SIMAN interactive fi>atures. The 
interactive mode allow5 a u5Pr to change 
variables, look at the entities in ii particulilr 
queue, look at status variahle5 not displayed on 
the animation, and monitor practically any 
variable in the system. A user can turn on the 
SIMAN tra(f• function so that the animation ciln be 
viewed simultaneously with the model execution 
statements. This feature is very useful for model 
verification and validation. A stepping facility 
halts the model execution after each event is 
processed. Execution is resumed when the user 
presses the space bar and continues until the time 
the next event is processed. 



The user may associate any number of layouts 
with a single SIMAN model. These layouts are 
identified in files and May be recalled from the 
menus or directly from the keyboard. Figure 5 
shows three layouts for a single SIMAN model. The 
first shows the entire facility while the other 
two layouts show detail of two different work 
centres. Another CINEMA feature is to save a 
snapshot: This saves a picture of toe layout at a 
specific instant in simulated time as well as 
saving the value of all the system variab.es. The 
snapshot may be recalled at a later time so that 
the simulation can progress from the time that the 
snapshot was saved. This feature is particularly 
useful in demonstrating and presenting critical 
situations and comparing variations of the system 
at the same moment in time. 

5. Multi-platform support 

Since the initial release of CINEHA in 1986. 
many new platforms have been added. The primary 
platform has been the IBH PC-AT (or compatible) 
and the DOS operating system. There are currently 
three graphic cards available for the PC-AT/DOS 
configuration, namely the EGA card (or VGA card in 
EGA mode), a high-resolution card (HGA) purchased 
through Systems Hodeling, or the IBH 8514/A card. 
The EGA has a pixel resolution of 640x350 while 
the high-resolution cards (HGA and 8514) have a 
pixel resolution of 1024x768. OS/2 allows 
simulation of systems virtually unlimited in 
size. 

CINEMA is available on the Apollo DN3000 
series workstation, Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) VAXstation series of 
workstations (including HicroVAX workstations 
with the GPX upqrade), IBH RS-6000 work
stations, and Sun Microsystems Spare series 
workstations. 

6. Su11111ary 

CINEHA is a general purpose animation system 
which allows for the easy animation of any SIMAN 
simulation model. Because CINEHA utilizes user 
constructed icons, any type of system ranging 
from manufacturing, to distribu~ion, to neaitn 
care, transportation, and communications may be 
animated. 

Three main design objectives of CINEHA are: 
(1) simplicity, (2) flexibility, and 
(3) effectiveness. The mouse-oriented, 
menu-driven user interface allows for the rapid 
development of :!nimations without the need for 
programming. CINEHA animations aid the analyst in 
the process of building and verifying SIHAN 
models. Other benefits of CINEHA can be found 
during model validation and analysis phases. as 
well as in the presentation of the final 
results. 
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This tutorial was adapted from the "Computer 
Animation with Cinema" tutorial prepared by 
J. P. Poorte and D. A. Davis for the Proceedings 
of the 1990 Winter Simulation ConferEnce. 
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Figure I: The CINEMA Interlace 

Figure 2: CINEMA Layout Imported 
From a CAD Drawing. 

Figure 3: Creating an Enlily Symbol 
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Figure 4: Subsequent Entity Symbo: 
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Figure S: Mulli-Layoul Animated Model 
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'3. SLM ../~ TUTORIAL 

Jean J. O'Reilly 

Pritsker Corpo~ation 
1305 CU111berland Avenue 

West Lafayette. Indiana 47906 

SLAH II was the first simulation language 
which allowed a modeller to fonn1Jlate a system 
description using process, event, or continuous 
world views or any cOlllbination of the three. 
Since its initial release in 1981, SLAH II has 
undergone continual develoJ!lllent and application. 
This paper will provide an introduction to the 
modelling lar.guage and describe the most recent 
developments in SLAH II. 

1. Jntroductl.2!! 

SLAH II, the Simulation language for 
Alternative Modelling, was the first simul~tion 
language which allowed a 1110deller to fol"Mtllate a 
system description using any of three approaches 
(world views) or any combination of the three. 
This integrated frillllework allows the SLAH II user 
to take advantage of the simplicity of the 
process-oriented (network} approach and to extend 
a model with discrete event constructs should the 
network approach becOllle too restrictive. 
Continuous variables may be used in conjunction 
with a network or discrete event model whenever 
this is the most convenient way to represent 
system elements. The ability to construct 
combined network-discrete event-continuous 
models with interactions between each orientation 
makes SLAH II an extremely flexible tool for 
simulation. 

Since its introduction. SLAH !I has continued 
to evolve as a result of extensive application. 
E~perience with thousands of models has 
demonstrated the flexibility of the language, but 
has also pointed out the ways in which SLAH II 
could be extended for greater ease of use. 

In addition to enhancements to the model~ing 
language itself, the following software has been 
developed for use with SLAH II: 

TESS (The Extended Simulation System) 
provides database management for 
simulation output data and far.ilities for 
graphically building models, and 
analysing, graphing, and animating model 
results; 

A Material Handling Extension (HHEX) 
provides detailed modelling of regular 
and special resources (crane~. storage 
areas, automatic guided vehir.le~. and 
guidepath-;); 

The SLAH II Interactive Execution 
Environment (IEE) allows the interruption 
of a simulation in order to examine 
system status, reassign variable 
values, ~tep thrn11~h PvPnt~. nr rail 
SLAH II support routines for debugging or 
gaming; 

SLAHSYSTEH includes SLAH II in an 
integrated simulation system for advanced 
personal r.omputers. 

This tutorial will introduce SOllle of the 
modelling techniques used in SLAH II, illustrated 
with si111ple ex~les. 

2. Network 'l!Qdelling 

A simulation model normally begins with a 
network, or flow diagra111, which graphically 
portrays the flow of entities (people, parts, or 
information, for example) through the system. A 
SLAH II network is made up of "nodes" at which 
processing is perfonned. SLAH II nodes, shown in 
figure I, provide for such functions as entering 
or exiting the system, seizing or freeing a 
resource, changing variable values, collecting 
statistics, and starting or stopping entity flow 
based on system conditions. Nodes are connected 
by branches, called "activities", which define the 
routing of the entities through the system. 
Routing may be detenainistic, probabilistic, or 
based on system variables. Time delays on 
activities may represent processing times, travel 
times, or waiting times. Entities which proceed 
from node to node over activities may have unique 
characteristics, all "attributes", which control 
their processing. Entities 11ay reside in "files", 
or ordered lists of entities which are waiting for 
some change in system status. The graphical 
framework for representing a network model 
simplifies 110del development and conwnunication. 

The process of building a SLAH II network 
model consists of choosing the symbols which can 
represent system processes, combining them in a 
diagram which repre·ients the entity fiow, and 
parameterizing the symbols with 1110del-specific 
data. A single-server queueing model 
(representing, for example, a workstation) is 
shown in figure 2. The network begins with a 
CREATE node which generates the first job arrival 
at simulated time 0.0 and continues to generate 
arrivals at a rate drawn from an exponential 
distribution. A QUEUE node is used to delay 
arrivals until the station is available. The 
station, whose processing time is sampled from a 
normal distribution, is represented by the 
ACTIVITY, or branch, following the QUEUE. Upon 
completion of the activity, a COLCT node records 
the interval between departure time and the job's 
arrival time, which was stored in attribute 1. 
The graphic modelling approach is both quick to 
use and an effective way to communirate the 
~I r11rt11re of a model. 

Unless the network was construrted using TESS 
or SLAHSYSTEH, the diagram is then translated into 
a set of input statements as shown in figure ]. 
Each symbol corresponds to an input statement, and 
Pach c;tat.ement may be fol lowed by a comment. which 
describes the processing being performed. The 
output from this model would automatically report 
c;tatistics on job waiting time, queuP length, 
station utilization, time in system and throughput. 

In the discrete event orientation of SLAM II, 
the modeller identifies the discrete points in 



time at which the state of the system can change 
and develops the logic associated with each such 
"event". SLAH II provides support subroutines 
which perfonn such cQlllBIOn simulation tasks as 
scheduling events, moving entities into and out 
of files, collecting statistics, and obtaining 
randOlll samples. Host models built with SLAH II 
are not strictly network or discrete event but a 
combination of the two approaches. 

Several interfaces are possible between 
a SLAH II network and user-written inserts. 
One is the EVENT node, which is a "do-it-yourself" 
node. The EVENT node invokes a user-written 
subroutine in which highly COlllJllex logic may be 
performed. Support subprograms provide informa
tion on system status and allow that status to be 
changed. Other interfaces to user-written logic 
provide for COllf>licated variable calculations and 
sophisticated resource allocation logic. 

4. Continuous l!!Qdelling 

In a coritinuous simulation model the state of 
the system is represented by variables that change 
continuously over time. The modeller specifies 
equations which determine the values of state 
variables and the "step size", or time increment, 
between the updating of variable values. These 
equations may be differential equations, in which 
case the si11Ulator uses a n11111erical integration 
algorithm to obtain new variable values frOlll the 
derivative values. 

Continuous variables have proven to be an 
efficient way to model high-speed, high volU111e 
systems such as packaging lines (O'Reilly, 1985). 
In such a system, a buffer area between two 
machines may contain several hundred items, too 
many to be modelled individually. The population 
of such a buffer is conveniently modelled as a 
continuous variable which increases at the 
production rate of the feeding machine and 
decreases at the production rate of the foll~in!} 
machine (figure 4). The equations defining the 
rates of change for continuous (SS) variables are 
written in a FORTRAN subroutine. SLAH II updates 
the variable values at prescribed time intervals 
and tn0nitors those variables against any threshold 
values defined. One threshold value, for example, 
would be the capacity of a buffer. When it is 
crossed, the feeding machine would need to cease 
production until the buffer level decreased enough 
to accept more production. 

5. ~~rial.Jlirutl ina movement.i 

Among the most COlllplicated eletnents to 
incorporate in a simulation model are automated 
devices which follow fixed paths. These include 
overhead cranes, stacker cranes, and AGVS (auto
mated guided vehicle systerns). Hovements of such 
devices must be modelled in detail if one is to 
take into account interference among devices which 
share a common path. When contention occurs, some 
way must be found to determine which vehicle will 
be allowed to proceed. A Haterial Handling 
Extension (HHEX) to SLAH II, first available in 
1986, provides constructs for simulating these 
complexities (Pritsker, 1986). Its concepts were 
derived from several simulation model~ developed 
at Pritsker Corporation which required detailed 
material handling logic. 

An example involving stacker cranes is shown 
in figure 5. The schematic depicts a local 
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ASRS system with two stacker tranes serving a 
lathe and a mill; storage is maintained in nine 
racks ~long the crane runway. 

The HHEX software takes into account the 
following COlllPlications in this system: 

1. Movement ti111es are dependent on crane 
velocity, distance from destination, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

and interference with the companion crane; 

C0111peting requests for a crane must be 
prioritized; 

Storage is limited, and the amount to 
be allocated depends on the size of an 
i tl!!ll; 

If alternative storage locations are 
possible, selection may be based upon both 
proximity and material type. 

These interact•ons are illustrated in the 
network seginent shown in figure 6. It begins with 
a GWAIT (generalized AWAIT) node which requests an 
available rac~ and crane. Knowing from the RACK 
definition (not shown) the capacities and 
locations of the storage areas and where to find 
the size of the item to be moved, the software 
will allocate the closes~ storage location having 
sufficient space. 

Knowing from the CRANE definitions the 
velocity, acceleration and deceleration of the 
equipment, and keeping track of both cranes' 
positions, the software will release the item only 
when an available crane (CRl or CR2) can reach the 
pick-up point. 

After the item is loaded on the crane, taking 
0.5 minutes, a GFREE node releases the pick-up 
point and initiates the crane move. Movement time 
is calculated internally and is based o~ equipment 
S!)l!ed, distance between the EtlTRY and Rl).(K 
locations, and any interference enco~ntered 
dynamically. following transport, 0.5 minutes are 
required to remove the item from the material 
handling equipment, and a second GFREE node 
releases whichever crane wa~ assigned. 

5.2 Hodelling an AGVS 

An Automatic Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) 
consists of a fleet of vehicles, a guidepath, and 
a computer control system which determines how a 
vehicle is selected and routed to a job request. 
Unlike cranes on runways, AGV's on guidepaths may 
turn corners and select alternative segments, 
greatly complicating the lo~ic required to deal 
with in:erference and possiole alternate routes. 

l+iEX includes constructs for defining an 
AGV fleet (number of vehicles, their siles and 
speeds) and guidepaths (number of control points, 
length of each segment, and direction of travel). 
Once these elements are defined, three node types 
are used to model thP control logic of the system 
by allocating a vehicle, initi~ting a move, and 
releasing a vehicle for reallocation. 
(Sale, 1987). 

The SLAM II Interactive EKecution Environment 
provides an interactive user interface to the 
simulation of a SLAH II model. The modeller may 
eKamine, modify, save or load the current system 
status using the IEE. 



The IEE aids a model developer in debugging a 
model under construction and ver;fying the 
C0111Pleted 1110del. The analyst car. use l~e IEE to 
develop and analyse alternative control strategies 
for the systein. The what-if questions that arise 
during model develop!llent can be innediately 
explored using the IEE. 

The 1110deller C011111Unicates with the IEE by 
issuing connands. The connands include: 

ADVANCE 
BREAKPOINT 
CALL 
CANCEL 
CONTINUE 
DIARY 
EXAHINE 

HELP 
LOAD 
SAVE 
SET 
STATUS 
STEP 
STOP 
TYPE 

Using the ADVANCE and STEP cOllllland the 
1110deller can control how long the 1110del is 
simulated. With BREAKPOINTS the modeller can 
simulate the 1110del until a certain state is 
reached. For example, one could simulate until 
the number of orders waiting for processing is 
greater than six. Using the EXAHINE and SET 
coanands system variables can be viewed and 
1110dified. 

The IEE is an interactive interface to 
SLAH II that supports a complete on-line help 
system. The features of the IEE are fully 
described in the SLAH II Quick Reference Hanual 
(Pritsker. 1990). 

SLAH II is a proven, powerful modelling 
methodology. It has been used for hundreds of 
simulation projects and as the basis for 
simulation courses in many colleges and 
universities. Published applications (see 
refPrences) describe models dealing with problems 
in manufacturing, transportation, material 
handling, staffing, experimental design, 
communications systems. and many more. 

Continuing development of SLAH II and 
simulation support software has culminated in TESS 
and SLAHSYSTEH, integrated simulation systems for 
workstations and persona 1 computers. SLAH II. 
TESS and SLAHSYSTEH are distributed by Pritsker 
Corporation, whi(h offers regularly scheduled 
training classes as well as applications support. 
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9. TUTOIHAL: SOEJULING twllfACTURING SYSTEMS WITH FACTOR 

David Krahl 

Pritsker Corporation 
1305 Cumberland Avenue 

West Lafayette, Indiana 47906 

1. Abstract 

This tutorial covers the basic concepts of 
FACTOR version 5.0 ~s applied to scheduling a 
production facility. Topics include: the 
FACTOR 5.0 1110delling constructs, 
integration with existing production data, and 
the use of FACTOR for schedule creation and 
adjust111ent. 

2. Scheduling and simulation 

Scheduling in most manufacturing facilities 
is currently per~onned assuming no limits on the 
capacity of the 111anufactu~ing personnel and 
equipment. Because of the ease of modelling 
limited resources, simulation is able to provide 
1110re accurate and detailed schedules and 
perfonnance estimates than traditional methods. 
Traditional simulation tools, however, have not 
been designed to handle the specific requirements 
of a schPduling application. These include: the 
ability to load the current manufacturing system 
status including the actual orders being 
processed, providing accurate, detailed equipment, 
material, and personnel schedules, and providing 
the required simulation results before they become 
out of date on the 111anufacturing floor. In 
addition to these requirements, scheduling 
software must be able to interface directly with 
existing production control systems to allow 
automat~d data transfer, both in to and out of the 
scheduling tool. finally, results must be 
presented in a manner which is easily 
understandable by shop floor personnel who most 
lilcely will not be familiar with traditional 
simulation terms analysis. 

3. ~tor-scheduling decision support utilizing 
simulation 

FACTOR is a decision support software system 
which, through the use of a simulation kernel, is 
able to generate detailed finite capacity 
schedules, accurate capacity planning information, 
and on-line schedule adjustment. FACTOR is 
specifically designed to meet the needs of 
manufacturing production plannin9. In addition, 
sufficient flexibility has been incorporated to 
ensure that the required level of detail can be 
achieved. 

While FACTOR is not a simulation lanquage, a 
model is built by combining basic modelling 
components in a way which duplicates the 
charocteristics of the actual system. These model 
components are stored in a fast access database 
before the start of the simulation of the 
production system. This information can be either 
loaded manually through standardized or customized 
screen oriented editors or utilities. Input error 
checking and on-line help are available both for 
the standard system and any user customizable 
options. 

FACTOR output for simulated alternatives is 
also stored in the database. This allows for 
transfer of the required information to external 
manufacturing systems through a user customizable 

export utility. This output may be generated by 
the standard FACTOR report generator or tailored 
to the specific needs of the application and 
viewed on a COlllputer tenninal with a full screen 
review function. 

The FACTOR simulator is coded entirely in the 
C programming language and uses advanced 
techniques for rapid si11Ulation execution and 
schedule generation. Currently FACTOR 5.0 is 
available on the IBM AS/400 with the schedule 
adjustment functionality residing on OS/2. 
FACTOR 4.0 is available on VHS, HP/UX, OS/2, and 
VM. 

4. Factor ll!Qdelling c0tnponents 

FACTOR 5.0 provides an extensive set of 
standard modelling c0111ponents for use in building 
models of production systems. The major 
components include: 

- Order characteristics; 

- Shop floor status; 

- Production calendar; 

- Shift schedules; 

- Resources; 

Functional resource groupings; 

- Resource maintenance; 

- Parts; 

- Materials; 

- Process plans. 

Resources are either classified as single capacity 
resources (FACTOR resources) or multiple capacity 
resources (pools). FACTOR resources are generally 
used to model personnel and manufacturing 
equipment which can be on a shift, subject to 
maintenance, or for which schedule information is 
desired. Multiple units of a resource are 
modelled by making a FACTOR resource a member of a 
resource group. A resource requirement for an 
operation is thus listed as the resource group 
rathE'r than any of its members. A variety of 
resource group member selection rules including 
usPr customizable rules are available. Pools are 
used to model resources such as a WIP area for 
whirh no schedule, maintenance, or shift is 
re~uired. FACTOR includes a number of the most 
commonly used scheduling rules and a convenient. 
interface for installing user defined logic. 

FACTOR process plans provide details on hou 
and in what order operations are performed on a 
part. A process plan consists of a sequence of 
jobsteps with provisions of a standard and 
alternative routing at each point. Each jobstep 
can requir~ one or more resources, resource group 
members Jr pools. The processing duration may be 
defined at the jobstep as fixed for the entire 



load, pre-piece or calculaterl in a user function. 
The 11ajor FACTOR jobsteps include: 

- Operation; 

- Setup/operation; 

- Setup; 

- Hove; 

- Hove between; 

- Assetnble; 

- Produce; 

Inspect; 

- aatch; 

- Add to iiaterial; 

- Rl!lllOve froa 111aterial; 

- AccU111Ulate and split. 

In addition to these jobstep types, the modeller 
111ay create specialized 110delling COlllJIOnents of 
their own design. User defined COlllJIOnents 
incl~~c: jobsteps, resource sequencing rules, 
jobstep durations, resource group member 
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selection, and alternative jobstep selection rules. 

5. Data integration capabilities 

One of the major factors in the success of a 
scheduling systein is the integration of the 
scheduling software with existing prod~ction data 
systems. Accurate schedule generation depends 
upon accurate production systetn objer.tives and 
status at the beginning of the simulation. The 
ability to import information from other sources 
with speed and ease is critical to the success of 
a scheduling product. 

Although it is possible to enter all of the 
required data to generate a schedule manually, to 
achieve the required level of automation, most 
data will be placed into the FACTOR database 
through the use of transfer programs written with 
tools such as SQL, RPG, or C. If the exter~al 
manufacturing systems reside on the AS/400 along 
with FACTOR 5.0, the data transfer operation 
requires that the necessary inf~nnation be merely 
copied into the FACTOR 5.0 data base records. 

Often the ultimate end user of a scheduling 
package will be a person with little or no 
knowledge of the actual inner workings of the 
software that generated the schedule. It is 
critical that the information provided by the 
scheduling package be in a form that is in the 
language of the person interpreting the schedule 
on the factory floor. All of the functions must 
be easily accessible without being burdened with 
modelling details or data fields for which the 
shop floor personnel have no control. 

FACTOR provides two standard interfaces, the 
scheduler's interface and the modeller's 
interface. The scheduler's interface gives the 
shop scheduler access to information necessary for 
the creation and evaluation of various scheduling 
alternatives. In addition to the functionality of 
the scheduler's interface, the modeller's 
interface gives the FACTOR modeller access to 
infonnation necessary for the creation and 

maintenanc~ of the scheduling model. Both of 
these interfaces are tailorable to the user's 
environment. This feature is especially important 
to the scheduler as it allows th~ FACTOR 
infonnation to be presented in a manner consistent 
with the application environment. 

T~e interface tailoring option also provides 
the user with the ability to create a totally new 
interface for either the 1110deller or the 
scheduler. The FACTOR software user has co~plete 
control over screen content, screen orgar.ization, 
help messages, input checking, and the cOll'lllands 
which will be executed for a selected option. It 
is possible to integrate functions defined outside 
of FACfOR such as the initiation of a data 
transfer function. This f;,,1ctionality pro,.ides a 
single consistent interface for the entire 
scheduling operation. 

6. ~eduling and schedule adjusl!!!fnt with FACJOR 

In practice, FACTOR is used to schedule 
operations on a regular scheduling interval and to 
handle unexpected events. At the start of the 
scheduling interval (shift, day, week ... ) status 
information is transferred into the FACTOR 
database. The scheduler executes the simulation 
and reviews a SUllWary of the performance of the 
schedule. These reports allow the scheduler to 
detect potential scheduling problems and adjust 
the parameters of the FACTOR model. The new model 
is then execuL.: and the two alternatives are 
COlllJlared. This process is repeated until a 
satisfactory schedule is created. Once an 
alternative has been accepted, a detailed schedule 
is generated for the components of interest 
(equipment, personnel, materials ... ). This 
information can be distributed to the operators or 
autCW1ated cell controllers. 

Of ten, one or more unforeseen events may 
invalidate the current schedule. These events 
include a machine failure, the arrival of a rush 
order, or a missed delivery date of a supplier. 
To react to these situations the FACTOR 5.0 
Schedule Management Module (SHH) could be used to 
interactively adjust the schedule to meet the new 
system conditions. 

The SHH is a graphical scheduling tool which 
provides a convenient mechanism to review and 
quickly adjust an existing FACTOR 5.0 schedule. 
The schedules presented by SHH are in the form of 
interactive GANTT charts (see figure 1). The 
three functions provided by SHH are: schedule 
viewing, schedule adjustment, and schedule 
transfer. Schedule viewing displays the current 
schedule for orders, jobs, and resources allowing 
the scheduler to quickly review critical 
information. Schedule adjustment allows the 
scheduler to react to unexpected changes in thP 
shop floor status by graphically editing the 
current schedule. Schedule transfer allows the 
scheduler to transfer the schedule information to 
and from a machine running the OS/2 operating 
system where SHH resides to the FACTOR 5.0 
database on an AS/400. 

The function of FACTOR in the scheduling 
environment is thus both a tool to generate 
feasible and achievable schedules as a deri~ion 
support system for rapid "what if?" analysis of 
scheduling alternatives. The scheduler is with 
the capability to completely and accurately 
determine the outcome of a scheduling decision, 
adjust the schedule to meet the constantly 
changing shop floor status. This capability is d 



necessity when scheduling the highly complex 
production systems in use today. 

7. !kLACTOR tutorial 

The tutorial at t~~ Winter Simulation 
Conference will provide details about modelling 
and scheduling with FACTOR. The presentation will 
include a series of FACTOR screens, details about 
110delling components, example output reports and a 
demonstration of the Schedule Hanagement Hodule. 
The modelling process will be discussed in detail 
as will the implementation and intPgration of the 
model, and the use of the mo·:lel for scheduling. 
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Orem, Utah 84058 

Abstract 

ProHodel c0tnbines the flexibility of general 
purpose si111Ulation languages and the easy-to-use 
feature~ of 111ar.ufacturing simulators. This 
tutorial pr~sents ProHodel's design philosophy, 
describes its modeling elements. and illustrates 
these elements with an example. 

1. Design philosophy 

In this section, we descr·ibe the design 
criteria used in developing ProHodel. 

Praltodel ~als to a broad user base. 
ProHodel is designed to be used by noviL_ 
silll\.ilation users as well as simulation experts. 
Industrial and manufacturing engineers have 
neither the time nor the interest to do 
programming and yet they have the need for a 
modelling tool that is powerful enough to simulate 
a wide range of production systems. ProHodel is 
an easy-to-use and convenient tool for engineers 
and managers who are interested in quick results. 
Because of its ease of use, it is also attractive 
lo prof~ssors in engineering or business programs 
who are interested in teaching modelling and 
analysis concepts rather than teaching programming. 

When simulating complex systems that require 
extensive analysis, usually a simulation expert 
with programming skills is involved in the 
modelling activity. In such situations, total 
modelling flexibility can only oe achieved through 
additional programming. To satisfy this need, 
ProHodel offers complete programming capability in 
a C or PASCAL type language which can be 
conveniently accessed without exiting from the 
program. In this respect, ProHodel is powerful 
and convenient for systems analysts and simulation 
experts who are interested in ultimate flexibility. 

Hodel develo1J9ent is CCJlllPletely graphical 
and object~riented. To the extent possible. all 
input is provided graphically and information is 
grouped by objerts for quick and intuitive 
access. This data input approach minimizes the 
learning curve for beginners and maximizes the 
efficiency for modifying large and r.omplex models. 

Powerful 11anufacturing constructs mini•ize 
1110del development ti11e. Surh t.ypic;il 
manufacturing constructs as AGVs. convPyors. 
cranes, robots are not available in most general 
purpose languages. On the other hand, those 
simulators that claim to offer these constructs 
have rudimentary capabilities that oversimplify 
the actuill h;irdwilrP rh;iracteristics. PrnMorlel 
offers realistic and flexible constructs for 
modeling complex manufacturing systems quickly. 

Object oriented progr~ing using C++ 
creates rcbust and portable software. One of the 
shortcomings of simulation software has been the 
difficulty in porting models across a variety of 

operating systems or hardware platforms. The main 
reason for these shortcomings is the underlying 
languages used such ilS FORTRAN. ProHodel takes 
advantage of the portability and object 
orientation provided by C++. Furthermore, C++ 
produces very efficient code that is less prone to 
bugs and easy to add new features. 

The latest advancements in operating systems 
technology are utilized. ProHodel takes 
advantage of the state-of-the-art memory 
management techniques, synchronized windowing and 
dynamic d~ta exchange capabilities offered by 
WINDOWS and OS/2. Fully compliant with CUA 
(Common User Access) standards, ProHodel allows 
multiple applications to run concurrently. 

Hodel size is li•ited only by me11e>ry and 
execution speed is increadibly fast. Hodel size 
and execution speed have l~ng been two significant 
concerns for simulation users on microcomputers. 
Although those simulation tools running under 
WINDOWS and OS/2 have eliminated the model size 
limits, they have done so by sacrificing model 
size for speed. Unlike other simulation software 
products, ProHodel provides unlimited model size 
while offering extremely fast execution speed. 

Graphics are realistic ~nd 
easy-to-develop. Realistic l~oking animation 
helps simulation to become a puwerful 
co11111unication vehicle between engineers a1.d 
managers. However, most engineers have neither 
the time to create 3-D graphics nor the easy 
access to special graphics terminals. ProModel 
offers a colourful and powerful 2-D graphics 
editor with scaling, rotating, etc. capabilities 
on standard hardware. CAD drawings 
(e.g. AutoCAD), scanned pictures and drawings can 
be imported into ProHodel for animation 
development. 

Ani11ation developM!nt is integrated with 
111>del definition. A major drawback of many 
simulation software products is that animation 
development is independent from simulation model 
development. This makes it time consuming and 
inconvenient for engineers to use animation as a 
validation/verification tool. ProHodel irtegr;ite• 
system definition and animation developmert into 
on<> funrtinn. While defininq routing loralinn'. 
•onvPvnr-.. t.GV pat.h-., etr .. yo11 ""'·"nti;illy 
r]pv<>lop thn ;inimat.ion lilyout. Thi' layout <,rr""" 
i' "vid11i1l ''reen which 1.an he <,(illPd tn itll 

,H li1,1 l I;,, t ory 1 <1yo11t. 

Si111Ulation results are easy to generatr. 
-;iningful and graphi(al. Most ~im11l;il ion 
software produ(tS require special commands to 
generate statistics that are difficult to 
interpret for non-simulationists. Pro~odel ;illows 
quick and convenient selection of reports and 
provides automatic tabular and graphical reports 
on all system performance measures. The report., 
provide meaningful detailed statistics; thus 



eliminating special c011111ands to generate usetul 
infonnation. 

ProHode 1 runs with standard nanlware. Host 
engineers, managers, and professors have easy 
access to IBH or compatible computers with VGA 
graphics capabilities. ProHodel does not require 
any special graphics card, special monitors. or a 
math coprocessor. This makes it convenient and 
cost effective for companies and academic 
institutions that have standard micro-computers. 
ProHodel is also available on LANs. 

In ProHodel, a model defines a production or 
service system which consists of the items being 
processed, one or more processing locations, any 
number of auxiliary resources, routing and 
operation logic and a production plan or 
schedule. Modelling elemePts in ProHodel are 
the constructs used to represent the physical 
and logical components of the system being 
modelled. 

Physical elements of the system ~uch as 
parts and resources may be referenced either 
graphically or by name. Names may be any word or 
combination of words up to 32,000 characters 
long. Following is a brief description of each of 
these elements. 

Parts or entities refer to the items beiny 
processed in the system. These include raw 
materials, piece parts, assemblies, loads, WIP, 
finished products, etc. Entities of the same type 
or of different types may be consolidated into a 
single entity, separated into two or more 
additional entities or converted to one or more 
new entitv types. 

Entities may be assigned attributes that can 
be tested in making decisions or for gathering 
specialized statistics. 

Routinq locations are fixed places in the 
system (e.g. machines, queues, storage areas, work 
stations, etc.) to where parts or entities are 
routed for processing, storage or simply to make 
some decision about further routing. Route 
locations may be either single unit locations 
(e.g. a single machine) or multi-unit locations 
(e.g. a group of similar machines performing 
identical operations). 

Routinq locations may have a capacity qr~ater 
than one and may have periodic downtime' "' ii 
funrtion of rlork time (e.q. -;hift rhanoP~I. w;a<JP 

time (e.q. tool wear), u-;agp freq1Jenry 
(e.g. change a dispen<;er after ~very n ryr lP<;), 
rhangP of matPrial (e.g. machinP -;pt-11pl or hil·.Prl 
on <;ome usPr defined (Onrlition. 

2.1 Resources 

A resourr.e may b 
or other device that 
between routinq local 
operation on material 
maintenance. 

a person. tooling, vehicle 
s used to transport material 
ons, or to perform ~n 
at a location, or to perform 

Rpsourres m.iy he any one of t.hP fo'1 lowing 
thrP.P typPs: 
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General resources which are imme··iately 
accessible when not in use and have no special 
operating characteristics, 

ttobile resources which have special 
operating characteristics to define their movement 
between tasks, 

Robots which have an end of arm tool or 
gripper. 

Cranes (hridge or qantry) which are mounted 
overhead and move along multiple axes. 

2.4 Conveyors 

A conveyor is a continuous movement device 
along which entities are conveyed. Conveyors are 
accumulating or non-accumulating and may be 
segmerted or non-Se.Jlllented. Conveyors have 
operating characteristics such as speed and 
material ~pacing and may also have downtime 
characteristics. Conveyors may be configured with 
transfers, recirculation loops, sortation, 
accumulation and distribution capabilities. 
Bi-directional conveyors and complex conveyor 
networks can be modelled. 

2.5 ~l@.lu. 

ProHodel provides numerous variables for 
decision making and statistical reporting. 
Variables are of two major types: (1) syste~ or 
state ··ariables such as the ciock time or 
available capacity of a resource, and 
(2) user-defined variables including gates and 
multi-dimensional arrays. 

In addition to variables, ProHodel has 
numerous built-in functions and distributions 
including discrete and continuous empirically 
defined distributions. Buil~-in distributions 
include exponential, normal, uniform, triangular, 
beta, gamma, erlang, weibull and lognormal. 

To perform special testing and provide 
specific instructions within a model, ProHodel 
enahles the user to enter logic and action 
statements. While some statements are related 
<;pecifically to entities and resources, other 
statements are generill programming statements 
providing the complete flexibility of a 
programming language including if-then statements, 
switch or case statements, loops, complex boolean 
expressions and file 1/0 statements. Statement 
nestinq and evP.n •ub-routines are supported. 

lJo; i n9 Pr·oModr 1 

M11rh nf the f>il<;f' in 11<;ing ProMorlPl comes from 
thl' ';implP ;inr! <:traightforwilrrl way in which morlef<; 
.... ,, rfpf i11Prl anrl results ilre obtained. A modPl i•, 
rlPlin1.d the <;amp way in whirh an enginPer wo1ilrl 
n;it11r;illy de<;rrihP a production system 11-;in<J thP 
<;ame familiar terminology. A unique "Automatit 
Model Build" option is available for walking the 
user through the complPte model building process. 
On-line, context sensitive help screens provide 
useful hints for data input. 

In this section, we will d~fine a prohlPm, 
<;tep through the model building prorP'>5, describe 
thP \imuliltion ru~ and present the output rps11lts. 
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3. 1 Prob'ein definition 

To illustrate how ProHodel works, we define a 
Flexible Hanufacturing Cell with six operation 
stations, a load station, an unload station and an 
AGV syst@ll (see figure 1 for the Protlodel layout 
of the 110del). Pallets are scheduled into an 
Input queue based on an exponential distribution. 
Each pallet contains five~. From the input 
queue, individual blades are 110ved to a L.!2il1 
station where they are loaded onto a fixture by an 
operator (Operator 1). Once the fixture is loaded, 
an ~J;Y_ is requested to 110ve it to ~r_~ or 
Machine B (Station 1). Fr11111 either Machine A or 
B, a fixture is sent to either Machine~ or 
Machine D ISt.ili.Q!l_l.l. After processing on 
Hachine C or D, the fixture is sent lo an on-line 
Inspection station. If the blade passes 
inspection, the fixture is sent to the ll!!.lRi.d. 
station. If the blade fails, it will be sent to a 
Rgwork station, repaired and then sent to Unload. 
The probability of having a reject is .045. At 
the Unloa~ station, the blade is taken off the 
fixture by an operator (Operator 2). The etnpty 
fixture is sent to the fixture queue waiting to be 
loaded with another blade. The systetn is 110delled 
with five fixtures and three AGVs. 

3.2 Building the l!Qdel 

To build the 110del, first the routing 
locations such as the load stations and inachines 
are defined and placed on the layout. Operations 
perfonned for each part type at each location is 
then entered. After the routing locations and 
operations have been defined, auxiliary resources 
including the operators and AGVs are defined. 
With all of the locations and resources 
identified, the parts or entities and their 
associated routing through the sysletn can be 
defined. Finally, the scheduling of parts into 
the sysletn and simulation para111elers are defined. 

3.3 Defjnjng the model locations 

Locations are defined by choosing the Location 
1110dule from the Module Dcfinjt~ Menu and 
entering a name, capacity and n11111ber of units for 
each of the locations in the system. Operations 
perfonned at each location are then defined. 

To place a location on the screen layout, a 
library or user drawn graphic is sel~cted (see 
figure 2) and dropped on the screen layout. These 
graphics wiay be 110ved, sized and even rotated. 
Any n11111ber of additional graphics (e.g. labels, 
counters, etc.) wiay be defined for the location. 

This particular 110del has the following 
location definitions: 

Laut i aa Capacjty llrrili. 

Fixt Que 10 1 
Input Que 20 1 
Load 1 1 
Station A 1 2 
Station B 1 2 
Inspect 1 1 
Rework 1 1 
Re~air 1 1 
Un oad 1 1 

O~erations at a location are defined based on 
part type. The following operations are defined 
for th is 1110de l : 

Part Lacation Operati~n or action 

Fixture Fht Que 0 
Pallet Input Que Split 5 blade 
Fixture Load Join 1 blade 

Use Op 1 for 1 
Fixture Station A 2 
Fixture Station 6 3 
Fixture Station C 1 
Fixture Rework U{3, 1.5) 
Fixture Unload Use Op 2 for U(l, .5) 
Fixture Inspect N(l.5, .25) 

3.4 ~ning auxiliary resource~ 

Additional resources required for processing 
or material handling are defined through choosing 
the Resource 110dule and entering the name and any 
operating characteristics for each resource. 

The operators in this model are considered to 
be general resources that, at least for modelling 
purposes, are assllllM!d to be i111111ediately accessible 
when available. For general resources, only t~e 
nUlllber of units and screen position need be 
defined. This llOdel uses two general resources 
(Operator l and Operator 2) consisting of 1 unit 
each. 

The AGV is a 110bile resource which requires 
that a path network be defined with speeds and 
distances. Location interface positions and other 
control points are defined as well as any work 
search priorities. Idle vehicle deployment may 
also be specified. The AGV has a path layout that 
is defined graphically with distances either 
aut11111atically supplied according to scale or 
111anually entered. The operation parameters for 
the AGV are as follows: 

Speed 
f.li!!.l 

120 

Pickup 
illll 

4 

Deposit 
1lltl 

4 

Search 
__niJ_r_ 

OLDEST 

Acc., Dec. 
!f-2ll.l 

3 

3.5 Defining part~~ ~ssaciated routings 

Parts are defined uy invoKing the ~ or 
~.!.i~ llQdulP. and entering a name for each part 
type. A predefined or user-defined graphic may 
also be selected to represent the part. For each 
part type, a routing is defined by selecting a 
"from" location and one or more alternative "to" 
locations. Locations are selected either by 
entering the location name, selecting the location 
from a help 111enu or by simply clicking the mouse 
on the location. Any location selection rules are 
entered as well as any move time or movement 
resourr.e used to make the move. 

For our demonstration model, there are three 
part types defined: fixture, pallet and blade. 

The routing for f~lllr.t is defined as follows: 

W2m !Jl Bill Re~1211rte Time 

Fixt Que Load 0 0 1.5 
Load Station A 0 AGV 0 
Station A Station B 0 AGV 0 
Station B Inspect 0 AGV 0 
Inspect Rework 95.5t 0 .5 
Inspect Unload 4.5i AGV 0 
Rework Unload 0 AGV 0 
Unload Fixt Que 0 0 .5 



• 

Note that no time is specified for movement 
of the AGV since it is a mobile resource whose 
time is determined by the speeds and distances 
defined in the Path Logic module. 

The routing for blade is as follows: 

Input Que Load 

~ 

JOIN 0 :30 

Note that there is no routing specified for 
~ since it changes name after splitting. 

3.6 Scheduling part arrivals 

With all of lhe locations, resources and part 
routings defined, the only thing left is to give 
the systea work to perform. This is done by 
defining the part arrivals in the Arrivals 
module. Each part arrival is defined b) entering 
a part name or selecting a part from the parts 
menu. The location where the parts are to arrive 
is then selected by name entry or clicking on the 
location. The quantity p£r arrival and fr~quency 
of arrivals are also defined. 

3.7 Running the simul~ 
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The length of the run and other simulation 
options are defined in the General Information 
module. The simulation can be run with or without 
animation. The animation may even be only 
temporarily disabled to speed ahead. Additionally, 
the state of the system can be saved at any point 
in time which can be recreated instantly without 
having to run the entire simulation again. 

3.8 Analysing the resul_li 

The results of the simulation run contain 
resource utilization, queueing, and throughput 
statistics. Hore detailed statistics for 
producing histograms and time series charts can be 
collected. 

Until recently, manufacturing companies hav~ 
not fully benefited fro1 .. simulation in making 
continuous improvements because of the time, 
programming expertise, and cost involved in 

- Flex.Ible Manufacturing Cell --
Figure I. A ProHodel Layout Screen 

getting useful results. ProHodel is designed for 
manufacturing cOll'panies to fully achieve the 
benefits of simulation technology at an affordable 
price. ProHodel is directed toward inaking 
simulation a standard t~ol in the hands of 
engineers, managers and systetns analysts just as 
spreadsheet software is in the hands of 
accountants and financial analysts. 
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Abstract 

PASION is a process- and event-oriented 
si11t1lation language designed for PASCAL users. 
The language has a two-level (process/event) 
structure and pennits the use of all the Pascal 
structures. It also offers the inain features of 
object-oriented progranning. PASION provides 
necessary facilities to handle sequences of randOlll 
events, queues and quasi-parallel processes, both 
discrete and continuous. 

1. Why a new language? 

A look at the annals of simulation software 
develo,..ent could result in the impression that we 
have enough (or, rather, too many) simulation 
languages and packages. The idea of creating a 
new one might appear to be crazy. However, 
looking at the existing simulation software and at 
the recent tendencies in progranning, it can be 
seen that the existing simulation software bec0tnes 
s0111ewhat obsolete. The new simulation software 
should be object-oriented not only because almost 
all new software is object-oriented (see 
Schlnucker, 1986, for a review on object-oriented 
progranning). The ~i111ulation software must have 
this orientation simply because the real world is 
object-oriented. Second, it is not a proper way 
to develop good simulation tools modifying or 
extending languages which are 20 or even 30 years 
old. In 111y didactic work I have been looking for 
a well structured and easy-to-teach simulation 
laroguage. It seems that the most complete one is 
Simula. However, it is somewhat difficult to 
teach Simula qui~kly, for its relation to Algol. 
Similar difficulties appear when using Hodula-2. 
Shortly speaking, the new language should be 
object-oriented, and should offer the following 
features: clear process/event structure, 
efficient clock mechanism, combined continuous/ 
discrete modellin~ and inheritance. It also 
should have an ev1ronmment which supports 
graphics, interactive simulation and auxiliary 
modules (program generators) for queuing and 
continuous models. 

2. Iht. language 

Let us recall some basic concepts of process
oriented simulation. To describe a sequence of 
events we must specify event operations and 
describe both dependence of each event on the 
model time, and the interactions between the 
events. A process-oriented language offers 
s0111ething more. Namely, it defines a structure 
within the ~et of events by introducing different 
processes. By the process we mean a generic 
program segment which declares a specific object 
type. This declaration describes the properties 
of obj~cts which can execute events in relation tn 
the mod,•1 time. According to this declaration t•.e 
corresponding objects can be created at run-ti~"· 
This approach makes the simulation 
object-oriented. Recall that an object-oriented 
language should support information hiding, data 
abstra~tion, dynamic binding and inheritance (see 
Dahl and Nygaard 1967, Koehler and Patterson 
1986a, 1986bj Pascoe 1986; Schmucker 1986). 

PASION does not fully implement all these 
concepts. It supports dynamic creation of objects, 
data hiding and, to SOllle extent, data abstraction 
by the mechanism of predefined processes and 
inheritance. The following example shows a 
PASION program where two objects activate each 
other. 

PROGRAH TRIGGER; 
REF A,B:X; • 
!A and B point to objects of type xf 
PROCESS X,2; A process type 
ATR N:STRING[6); 

EVENT ONE; lONE is an eventi 
WRITELN 'Active object: ',N 
If THIS=A THEN B.ONE:=TIHE+l.O 
ELSE A.ONE:=TIHE+l.O ENDEV; 

START (Hain pro~ram} 
NEWPR A;A.N:='fRED'; 
NEWPR B;B.N;='ANDREW'; 
A.ONE:=TIHE; 
lThe object A starts immediately. 
B waits.\ 
$fThis terminates the program.\ 

This is a complete PASION program. The 
reference variables A and B are used to refer to 
the two objects of type X. The instruction 
A.ONE:=TIHE+l.O schedules the event ONE of the 
object A to be executed at TIHE+l.0, where TIHE is 
the model time. THIS is a reserved word which can 
be used to refer to the object from within its 
scope. Thus, THIS=A is true when the object is 
referred by A and false for the object referred 
by B. It can be seen that the two objects activate 
each other. The output from thi~ simple program is 
as follow<;: 

Active object: FRED 
Active object: ANDREW 
Active object: FR~'J 
Active object: ANDREW 
Act he object: FRED . . . etc . 

It is a very simpl~ example. In practice, the 
simulation programs ca~ have up to 50 process 
declarations (object types) and up to 400 events in 
each process. The number of objects generated at 
run time depends of the complexity of the objects. 
Models with more than 2,000 objects were 
successfully run on the IBH XT. 

3. Correaorulen~ -~etwttn !'lo.de 1$ iJnd 
P~HQ!'! prg_9fl.!!!$ 

According to the commonly used simulation 
terminology (see Zeigler, 1976) a simulation model 
is composed by its components (e.g. clients in a 
~hop). The state of each component is described 
by the corresponding <;et of descriptive variables 
and its activities are given by the rules of 
interaction bet.ween the componP.nt s. E><peri men ta 1 
frames define the actually used set of descriptive 
variables and determine the complexity of the 
model. The PASION language has all these basic 
modelling elements. Hodel r.omponents are objects, 
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COlllf>On~nt specificiation is given by the process 
declaration, descriptive variables are process 
attributes and the COlllponent activities are 
events. Experi111ental frilllles can be expanded using 
the 111echanis11 of inheritance. Inheritance enables 
progrillllmers to create classes and therefore 
objects that are specializations of ~ther 
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objects. This enables the progranner to create 
C0111f>lex 110dels by using code created and tested 
before. Inheritance in PASION can be applied 
using prefixed process declarations. let PA be 
the na111e of an existing process. Suppose that we 
wish to create a new one, say PB, ~aving all the 
properties of the process PA (this means all its 
attributes and events). This can be done using 
the name PA/PB instead of PB in the heading of the 
process declaration. While processing such 
declaration, the translator looks for the process 
PA (the parent process) and inserts all the 
attribute declarations and event descriptions from 
PA into the new process PB (derived process). 
Parent processes can reside in separate files, or 
be pl aced in the Silllle source file. Thus, the user 
can prepare and store some useful source 
"capsules" and use them while creating new 
processes. During the creation of the new 
(derived) process some of the names used in the 
parent process can be changed. This includes 
variable or type identifiers. 

Let us consider a simple example of 
object-oriented simulation in PASION. To simulate 
the growth of a plant it is sufficient to describe 
the behaviour of one "cell" of the plant. It can 
be "branch element" which can generate one or more 
other branch elements which grow upwards, with 
rand0tn inclination. ThF branch element can also 
increase its thickness to "support• more 
branches. The program describes one branch 
element with two events: "generating new branch" 
and "to get fatter". ThP. main program generates 
one initial core element which generates the 
branches (other objects of the same type), which, 
in turn, generate other branches etc. It is easy 
t~ show this process on the screen, as indicated 
in figure 1. 

Observe that this simulation is not only the 
generation of the image of the plant. Each 
"branch element" of the plant is "alive", being an 
active object of the model and its behaviour can 
be modified in order to experiment with the 
model. As an example of another object-oriented 
simulation consider a two-dimensional heat 
distribution problem. Suppose that the heat 
propagates in a rectangular plane section. let us 
discretize thi~ region replacing it with a uniform 
red of points, without defining any time
discretization. Each point is an object in the 
simulation program. The attributes of an objer.t 
are its coordinates, its temperature and the 
proper heat. The only activity of each object is 
to adjust its temperature according to the 
temperatures of the fou,. nearest points and 
according to the heat conductivity of the material 
between the points (not necessarily the same fr
different points). The fixed boundary conditions 
in this model can be defined by fixing the 
temperature for some objects (disartivate them). 
The "free boundary condition" for the point~ at 
the boundary of the region consist in the fa(t 
that these points have only three and not four 
neighbours. The activities of the objects are 
programm~d to be e~ecuted in random time 

intervals, so th~t no fixed ti111e-step exists in 
tr1e 11odel. The simulation consists in generating 
the points and activate them. The steady state 
reached by the progra;;.1 gives the solution to the 
simulated heat distribution problem. The 
stability of such algorithm depends on some 
additional 110del para111eters, not discussed here. 
figure 2 shows a solution where the region 
consists of 400 points (20 x 20 net). The point 
(13,13) is a heat source with constant temperature 
and the point (3,3) is an ideal heat sink. The 
boundaries of the region are isolated fr0tn the 
environment (free boundary conditions). The 
figure shows the final steady-state situation. 
The dynillllics of the simulated heat propagation is 
given by the evolution of this plot in the 110del 
time. 

Simulation of such kind of the distributed
parameter sy~tems is rather slow and not so 
efficient as the solution of the corresponding 
partial differential equation. On the other hand, 
observe that the object-oriented model does not 
involve any differential equation at all. 
Consequently, we are not restricted by regularity 
assumptions which are rather strong when the 
partial equations are considered. With little 
modifications the model can describe any strongly 
"irregular" system, when, for example, the 
properties of the material are discontinuous 
functions of the temperature or when two or more 
similar non-continuous processes interact with 
each other as occurs in alloy solidification 
problems, quite difficult to simulate using 
differential equations. 

5. PASION environment 

There are few programming languages which can 
be effectively used without an appropriate 
environment. PASION is equipped with the Minimal 
PASION Programming Environment (HPPE) which 
consists of a library of predefined processes and 
other modules. It supports interactive 
simulation, graphics, statistical analyses of the 
results, continuous dynamic models and queuing 
models. The core of HPPE consists of the library 
of PASION predefined processes. These are generic 
program segments which generate process 
declarations (not objects). Predefined processes 
are written in PASION extended by a simple 
"meta-language" which permits a process to .,ave 
formal parameters. The user invokes a preo~f ined 
process by its name and specifies the actual 
parameters, which are passed to the corresponding 
process declaration in the user program by name, 
before the program is translated to PASCAL. These 
parameters can represent not only variable names 
but also types, complete expressions, 
instructions, comments etc. The user can prepare 
his own predefined application-oriented processes 
and add them to the library. 

6. Ouvi11g !!IQd.eJ ~er"tor 

PASION has a predefined type QUEUE which is a 
line of type FIFO, LIFO or RANDOM. It offers a 
number of procedures and functions to handle lines 
in the queuing models. Thus, the user can declare 
~ome queues and code operations on them. Other 
mode to simulate queuing models is provided by a 
module of the HPPE named Queuing Hodel Generator 
(QHG) which makes it possible to simulate ~ystems 
with quP.uP.s without any programming, using a 
graphical model description provided by the user. 
When applied to queuing models, QHG offers nothing 



110re then GPSS or SLAHII which are, perhaps, 
better packages to such applications. Observe, 
however, that in some situations it has a certain 
advantage. For example, the flexible manu
facturing systems (FHS, see the Charles Stark 
Draper Lab., Inc., 1984) are controlled by quite 
complex algorithms and run in a c0111plex 
COlllputerized environ111ent. Consequently, any 
package used to si11Ulate FHS must be embedded in 
an appropriate progranning environ111ent. QHG 
satisfies this require111ent, being related to an 
algorithlllic, object-oriented language 
(Raczynski 1990). 

7. Continuous 111Qdel generator 

This program was designed in order to 
facilitate si111Ulation of dynamic continuous 
systems. The Continuous Hodel Generator (CHG) is 
a program generator which generates source 
PASION and/or PASCAL code, according to the 1110del 
specificiations given by the user, mainly in 
graphical form. The CHG output is created in the 
form of a PASION process declaration which can be 
inserted into any PASION (continuous, discrete or 
cOlllbined) 110del. CHC also can generate a c0111plete 
PASCAL program which can be run using a PASCAL 
COlllpiler. The input to CHG is fonnulated in terms 
of graph diagram which describes the dynamics of 
the 110delled system. 8y the graph diagram we mean 
a network composed of nodes and directed links. 
Nodes represent signals and links represent 
transfer functions. CHG permits the following 
types of links: Static linear, Static non-linear, 
Dynamic linear (given transfer function), 
Tiine delay, Sample-and- hold and Superlink 
(a complex dynamic system). The last link type 
(Superlink) permits to include whole dynamic 
110del (specified earlier and stored in a file) 
to the model actually being created. Thi~ 
feature is useful while developing complex 
models, composed by submodels created and tested 
separately. When simulating combined (discrete/ 
continuous) systems it is possible to declare 
"state events" i.e. events which occur when some 
continuous state variables reach a specific 
level. 

8. lmplementation 

PASION-to-PASCAL translator runs on the 
18H PC and compatibles. The "6000" version is 
being developed for the IBH RISC RS-6000 
computer. The code produced by the translator 
must be compiled by a PASCAL compiler. The 
resulting program expands dynamically while new 
objects appear, so that the number of objects 
which can run simultaneously depends on the amount 
of the operational memory ~vailable at the run 
time and or the size of data blocks (attributes) 
of the objects. PASION has been used in teaching 
simulation metho~s. It is important to have an 
easy-to-learn simulat.ion tool which may be used to 
illustrate the concepts of process declarations, 
objects, events, inheritance, preprocessing and 
animation, when the students have some 
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knowledge on structural progranning in PASCAL and 
do not have any experience in simulation. 
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figure 1. Simulation of a growing plant figure 2. Heat transfer simulation 
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figure 4. An example of a QHG scheme. 1. 2 and 3 are input streams, 
2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 15, 14, 13, and 17 are queues, 
7, 18, 12 and 16 are servers . 
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12. APPl.ICATIOllS 

The Australian research centre Csiro has 
introduced to the European market what it clai•s 
is the first comp~ier program which simiulates 
-etal solidification in a pressure die-casting 
machine. Based on initial studies undertaken by 
the Battelle Institute in the USA, DttT-Castflow 
has been adopted by VAG in Geniany and Norsk Hydro 
in Norway and in France Renault has been p~rsuaded 
to use the program in designing an o~l SIJllP for 
the Clio miodel. (Source: 11ctal Bulietin !'fonthlJ, 
December 1991) . . . . . 
Si11Ulator i11proves problem solving 

Analogies are powerful language tools because 
they help us better und~rstand abstract processes 
and interactions. Software for Apple ttacintosh 
co.-puters, called I Think, uses an analogy of 
tanks, pipes, and valves for 910delling almiost any 
kind of process. 

The term process is used in a broad sense. 
It can refer to the interpersonal dynamics of a 
teilll, flow of a product through piping, or a 
strategic plan. The analogy is useful because a 
broad ran~e of people .ay participate when 
designing a 910del. The result is an operational 
picture that graphically conveys the inner 
workings of an organization. 

Placing icons in a diagram window builds the 
process. Rectangles represent anything that 
accumulates in a human process, such as man
hours. cash. inventory, and even frustration. 
The 1110st cannon rectangles, called stock, 
resemble a tank with a continuously changing 
1e·•e1 . Stock representing finished goods. for 
exainple, fills as production finishes, and drains 
with shipments. Value of the stock at any tiine 
corresponds lo inventory •evel. 

There are also icons for discrete 
process acc11111ulations such as conveyor belts 
and queues. A pipe and valve icon portrays 
flows which fill and drain accU111Ulations, 
such as revenues, expenses, cash, and ship
ments. Circle icons are converters for 
logical relationships and equations 
(Profit = Revenues - Expenses) which 
transfonn a set of values ir,to another. 

1 

Other converters transform values throuoh a 
graphical relationship. for instance, a graph can 
describe how productivity decreases with vork 
time. Even wher. an equation is unknown. the 
graphical converter permits sketching a curve with 
the mouse. An arrow tool provides plU!Dbing that 
connects the diagram together. The software also 
has 910re than 50 built-in functions. 

While the user constructs a process. the 
software creates a syste91 of simiultaneous 
equations. The package requires no progr....-ing 
language. Users can select one of three 
si11Ulation algorith.s (Euler's miethod, 2nd-order 
Runge-Kulla. and 4th-order Runge-kutta}. and 
adjust the simiulation step si2e. 

Just creating the miodel provides insight to a 
process. Creating a picture to accurately depict 
the process forces you to think about how it 
vorks, which is a big step in solving the 
prob 1 e91. 

Unlike a static spreadsheet, 110dels are 
visual and dynamic. An ani.ation feature lets you 
see reservoirs filling and draining, while flow 
variations show as gauge .ovements on valves. 
This helps iiapart an intuitive feel for the 
interdepen~encies il!llOng the elements. Even 
feedback loops. usually difficult to construct in 
a spreadsheet. are handled easily. 

Plots available include time series. 
comparative, and scatter. Tables capture 
nU111erical values for detailed evaluations of model 
runs. A sensitivity-analysis c0111patibility allows 
running a 110del several times by assigning 
different increments and ranges to voriables. 

Documientation does a good job. Theory is 
well explained and users may adapt several generic 
110dels. Nevertheless, modelling is a skill and 
requires a degree of expertise in developing the 
proper structures. 

The package had a few shortc0111ings. for 
instance, 1110del diagrams, graphs, and tables can 
be printed but not directly annotated. Printing 
equations as a separate list is acceptable, ~ut 
printing thetn directly on the diagram would be 
helpful when trouble-shooting a complex model. 
(Source: ~chine De$ign, 21 November 1991) 

I Think VerSIOfl r O 
is easy to use 
VelSIOll 2 O. 
released SlflCe this 
revrew. correcrs 
the s/IOflcormngs 
foonc/111 the 
pre1110Us va~""'· 
accordiflg ro devc 
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"Practice 11akes perfect", but learning from 
•istakes in industry can be costly. In the steel 
industry, •ill operators and design and 
maintenance engineers can now rely on advanced 
si11Ulations of plant processes and equipment to 
gain valuable experiP.nce without the risks of 
disrupting production. 

Kany engineers and operators in the steel 
industry learn their process knowledge direct from 
their peers and supervisors, by working alongside 
them in the field. Formal training is usually 
only given when a new process or piece of 
equipment is introduced; even then, training is 
often restricted to the knowledge illllediately 
required for the workforce to do its job, without 
providing a sufficient background understanding ~f 
the process and products involved. 

ThP. reduction in manning in the steel 
industry over the last 15 years has particularly 
affected the R&O departments, often leading to the 
loss of a generation of engineers with the 
allround process knowledge and experience. 
Companies are therefore turning to outside 
consultants for specialist training and assistance 
for design and justification of new process and 
equipment upgrades. 

Kathealtical 1110dels and simulations of the 
rolling process have been available for many 
years. Typically, buried away within 
R&O departments, they are often poorly docU111ented 
and unfriendiy to users without maths or computer 
science qualifications. Recognizing the potential 
of such 1110dels as valuable training tools, the 
UI< based Broner Group and Industrial Automation 
Services (IAS) of Australia have specifically 
developed basic tn0dels to provide user-friendly 
packages that are accessible to a wider audience 
of engineers. Verified with data from a variety 
of steel and alU11iniU11 •ills, these 1110dels can 
provide "true-to-life" si•ulator training. 

The tn0st recent developnent is the Dyna•ic 
Hill Si•ulator for •ulti-stand cold •ills, with up 
to six stands. All phases of rolling, fr0tn 
threading to de-threading, including control loop 
closure, acceleration and deceleration can be 
si•ulated. Interactions between thickness, 
tensions and shape are all included. Different 
control structures can also be "installed" for 
comparison and analysis of behaviour. Running in 
real-tiine, on a PC, trainees cln use the si•ulator 
to develop their skills offsite. The screen 
displays mi•ic thos~ found in a real mill control 
pulpit and the provision of a "control desk", with 
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all the controls available to a mill operator, 
concludes the true-to-life scenario. 

Hodels and si11Ulations are an integral part 
of the International Rolling Technology Course 
I.RI.(;), held annually for the rolling industry. 
Used for practical tutorial sessions, a full range 
of rolling •ill analysis and si111Ulation software 
allows trainees to test and put into practi··e the 
theories learnt in the lectures. It has long been 
recognized that the quickest, 1110st effective way 
of learning is "to do". as well as listen. 

The intensive, 5-day course is aiined 
specifically at filling the gap in training 
available to R&O and mill engineers. Through a 
comprehensive cOlllbination of lectures ano hands-on 
study the IRTC covers the complete rolling 
process, from the detailed mathematics of the roll 
gap process, to the design of a full autOtlliltion 
system and the effects of operating practices on 
mill throughput. 

Si1111lation for consultancy 

S>mulations are also being recognized as 
valuable consultancy tools and are used in 
projects to design equipment parameters, to 
assess proposals for equipment upgrades, and to 
justify capital expenditure. Invaluable in 
evaluating different control systems and 
investigating mill behaviour, the 1110dels have 
been used to develop thickness, tension and shape 
control schemes and full •ill automation systems, 
now installed and i111plemented on a nUlllber of 
•ills wo1ld wide. With the installation of 
these new iystems, •ill behaviour may be different 
and new operating practices 'llily be required, 
but through the use of a simulator, operators 
and engineers can learn about these changes 
beforehand. 

The concept of simulator training is of 
course not new; the flight si•ulator, developed to 
train pilot> without risk to their passengers and 
crew, is perhaps the 1110st well known example. The 
•ajor risks frOlll trainees in a steel •ill are •ore 
frot11 the cost in tiine and 1110ney of machine 
down-ti9e, loss of production and poor quality 
products. If si•ulations can allow operators and 
engineers to test their skills and designs prior 
to i111plementing them, then the application and 
developt11ent of si•ulators for the steel industry 
is an invaluable investment for the future. 

For further information nn Rolling Hiil 
Simulation, the International Rolling Technology 
Course and other training and c~nsultancy 
services, please contact The Broner Group 
Limited U.K. on: Tel.: (0) 923-777619. 
r a>e: ( 0 > 923-773431. (Source: St.eeLJ i!M!s, 
January 1992) 
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Analysis. (Advances in Simulation Ser.: 
Vol. 5). (Illus.). 360 p. 04/1991. 
Paper. $49.00. (ISBN 0-387-97400-8). 
Springer-Verlag New York, Incorporated. 

• * • * • 

Haug, E. J. & Deyo, R. C., editors. Real-Time 
lnteqrition..t:!ft!Jods _for _t1eth~nJ ti!-1 _Sn t,em 
Simulation. (NATO ASI Series F: Computer & 
Systems Sciences: Vol. 69). viii, 352 p. 
02/1991. $79.00. (ISBN 0-387-53280-3). 
Springer-Verlag New York, Incorpoated. . . . . . 
Simulation Symposium (Twenty-Fo~rth Annual). 
LC 71-149514. 348 p. 1991. $60.00 
(ISBN 0-8186-2169-9, 2169). IEEE Computer 
Society Press. 

• • • * • 

Simyli.t2ri~ (ESC 1988, Orlando). (Simulation 
Ser.: Vol. 19, No. 4). Date not set. $40.00. 
(ISBN 0-911801-34-0). Society for Computer 
Simulation. . . . . . 
To~ls for the Simulation Proffij_)Jm (ESC 1988, 
Orldndo). Date not set. $28.00. 
(ISBN 0-911801-36-7). Society for Computer 
Simulation. 
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31 Harch -
2 April 
The Hague 

6-8 April 
Bordeaux, 
France 

7-9 Apri 1 
Gamisch
Partenkirchen, 
Germany 

7-10 April 
Bordeaux, 
France 

8-10 April 
Thessaloniki, 
Greece 

9-14 April 
Oaska, Japan 

13-16 Apri 1 
St. Louis, 
HO, USA 

24-2B April 
Berlin, 
Gennany 

B-15 Hay 
DusHldorf, 
Germany 
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14. PAST EVENTS AND FUTURE MEETINGS 

UTECH '92 - Conference and 
Processing Seminars on: 

- £last0111er Technology; 
- Coatings, Adhesives, Sealants 

and Encapsulants; 
- Flexible foam Technology; 
- Rigid foam Technology; and 
- Hicrocellular foam Technology. 

(Crain Connunications Ltd., 
Cowcross Court (2nd Floor), 
75-77 Cowcross Street, London 
EClH 68P. Fax: +44 (OJ 
71-60B- ll 73) 

The Fibre Society Heeting - first 
time in Europe with the support 
of: EACH (European Association 
for Composite Materials) Bordeaux 
and ITf (lnstitut Textile de 
France) Lyon (Or. J. Skelton, 
Albany International Research 
Co., 777 West St., P.O. Box 9114, 
Hansfield, HA 0204B-9114, USA. 
fax: 50B-339-4996) 

Hagnesium Alloys and their 
Applications (Deutsche 
Gesellschaft fur Haterial
kunde e.V. Adenauerallee 21, 
6370 Ober~rsel 1, Germany) 

5th European Conference on 
Composite Materials (European 
Association for Composite 
Materials (EACH), 2 Place de 
la Bourse, 3307G Bordeaux Cedex, 
France) 

3rd International Conference on 
Energy and Building in 
Hediterranean Area (Laboratory of 
Building and Construction Physics, 
Dept. of Civil Eng., Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, P.O. 
Box 429, 54006 Thessaloniki, 
Greece. fax: (031) 200392) 

JP'92 - Plastics and Ru~ber Fair 
(JP Fair Association, 
Ginza Yamagishi Bldg., 
2-10-6 Ginza, Tokyo 104, Japan) 

Magnetics and Hagnetism and 
Magnetic Materials (Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers, 655 fifteenth Street, 
Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 200051 

4th W~rld Congress on Biomaterials 
(Institute of Pathology, 
Steglitz Clinir., Free University 
of Berlin, Hindenburgdamm 30, 
1000 Berlin 45) 

The qecycling of Metals 
(ASH European Office, rue de 
1 '0rme, 19 Olmstraat, 
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium 
Fax: 322733-43-84 - 734-67-02) 

17-22 Hay 
St. Louis, 
HO, USA 

IB-21 Hay 
Orlando, 
FL. USA 

9-11 June 
Stockholm, 
Sweden 

11-12 June 
London, 
UK 

14-17 June 
Vancouver, 
Canada 

15-17 June 
Paris, 
France 

21-26 June 
San Francisco, 
CA, 
USA 

22-24 June 
Paris, 
France 

22-26 June 
Thessaloniki, 
Greece 

22-27 June 
Trondheim, 
Norway 

23-27 June 
Hangzhou, 
China 

24-26 June 
CambridgP, 
H.\, USA 

28 June -
2 July 
San Diego, 
CA, USA 

High TcSuperconductor Technologies 
(Electrochemical Society, 
10 Hain St., Pennington, NJ 08534) 

5th Int. Conf. on Creep of Materials 
(ASH International, Materials Park, 
OH 44073, USA) 

Int. Conf. on Stainless Steel 92 
\The Institute of Hetals, 1 Carlton 
House Terrace, London SWlY 5D8) 

Rubber & Eastern Europe 1992 
(first Europe C1J11111Unications, 
16 Treadgold St., London Wll 4BPJ 

Hydrometallurgy Theory and Practice 
(University of 8ritis~ ColU11bia, 
Dept. of Metals and Materials 
Engineering, 309-6350 Stores Rd., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5 Canada) 

Aut0tnation in Fatigue and fracture 
Testing and Analysis ISociete 
fran~aise de Hetallurgie, Inneuble 
Elysees La Defense, Cedex 35, 
92072 Paris La Defense, Franre) 

First World Congress of Powder 
Hetallurgy Bridging Borders to 
Particulate Materials 
(Hetal Powder Industries fed., 
105 College Road East, 
Princeton, NJ 08540-6692, USA) 

Workshop on Plastic Optical Fibres 
and Applications (IGI Europe, 
c/o AKM AG, P.O. Box 6, CH-4005 
Basel, Switzerland. fax: 
41-61-691-8189) 

6th Int. Conf. on Intergr~nular 
and lnterphase Boundaries in 
Materials (University of 
Thessaloniki, Dept. of Physics, 
54006 Thessaloniki, Greece) 

3rd Int. Conf. on Aluminium 
Alloys (ICl\A3, SINTEF Metallurgy, 
N-7034, Trondheim, Norway) 

1st Pacific RIM International Conf. 
on Advanced Materials and Processing 
(PRICH-1) (Sronsorin9 the four-day 
conference are The Minerals, 
Metals & Materials Society (TMS), 
Chinese Society of Metals (CSM), 
Japan Institute of Metals (JIM) and 
Korean Institute of Metals (KIH)) 
(PRICH-I Secretariat, Chinese 
Society of Hetals, 46 Oongsixi 
Dajie, Beijing, People's Rep. 
of China. Fax: 86-01-5124122) 

Electronic Materials 
(The Hinerals, Metals and 
Materials Society, 
420 Corrmonwea 1 t.h Or. , 
Warrendale, PA 15086, USA) 

7th W6rld Conference on Titanium 
(Japan Institute of Hetals, 
Aoba Aramaki, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, 
Japan) 



28 June -
3 July 
Manchester, 
UK 

3-8 July 
Beijing, 
China 

12-15 August 
Gothenburg, 
Sweden 

1-6 September 
Coeur d'Alene 
ID, USA 

7-10 September 
Birmingham, 
UK 

7-11 September 
Berlin, 
Germany 

Advances in Corrosion and 
Protection (Corrosion & 
Protection Centre, UHIST, 
P.O. Box 88, 
Manchester 1160 lQO, UK) 

2nd Symposium on Physics of 
Magnetic Materials (San Huan 
R/D Center, Academia Sinica, 
P.O. Box 603, Beijing 100080, 
China) 

EASST HEETS 4S IN GOTHENBURG 
Annual Meeting of the Soliety 
for Social Studies of Science 
(4S) jointly with the European 
Association for the Study of 
Science and Technology (EASST). 
The 1992 conference has two 
preliminary themes: 

"500 years after Columbus" 

"Europe after 1992" 

(Center of Science Studies, 
Gothenburg University, 
S-412 98 Gothenburg, Sweden. 
fax: +463163-47-231 

Hicrostructures (ASH 
International, Materials Park, 
OH 44073, USA) 

Interdisciplinary Research 
Conference Materials for 
High Performance (University 
of Birmingham, IRC in Materials 
for High Perfor:"~nce 
Applications, ~~g.i1ston, 
Birmingham 815 2TT) 

Third International Conference 
on Low Cycle fatigue and 
Elasto-Plastic Behaviour of 
Materials (Organized by 
Deutscher Verband fur 
Haterialforschung und -prufung 
(DVH), held under the auspices 
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of the fed. of Europ. Materials 
Soc. (fHSI and co- sponsored by a 
number of int'l bodies including 
The Institute of Metals). 
OVH-Office, Unter den Eichen 87, 
W-1000 Berlin 45, Germany. fa:·: 
( 030 I 811-93-59 

7-11 September 
1"..yoto, Japan 

8-10 Septewiber 
Tok yo. Japan 

8-10 Septewiber 
Am">terdam, 
Holland 

22-25 September 
Yokohama, 
Japan 

29 September -
2 October 
Tokyo, Japan 

27-31 September 
Hannover, 
Germany 

3-6 November 
Madrid, Spain 

16-17 November 
Miami, fl, 
USA 

17-20 November 
Kyoto, 
Japan 

30 November -
I December 
Solihull, 
West Midlands, 
UI< 

2nd lketani Conferen~e on 
Defusicn in Materials (DIHAT '92. 
Dept. of Metal Science and 
Technology. Kyoto University. 
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan) 

1992 rAN-Pacific Pulp and 
Paper Technology Conference 
(Canad;an Pulp and Paper 
Association. 1155 rue ~tcalfe, 
Hontreal, Quebec, Canada H38 4T6) 

C0tnposites ECCM Testing & 
Standardization (EACH, 2 Place de 
la Bourse, 33076 Bordeaux Cede•, 
France) 

2nd Internatio~al Conference on 
Computer Applications to 
Materials and Molecular Science 
and Engineering (The Nikkan 
Kogyo Shinbun Ltd .. Kudan
kita-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 1021 

6th International Conference on 
ferrites (Tokyo Institute of 
Technology 2-12-1, Dept. of 
Physical Electronics, Okayama. 
Heguro-Ku, Tokyo 1521 

Euro-Blech '92 - 12th Int. 
Sheet Metal Working Technology 
(Hack-Brooks Exhibition ltd., 
Forum Place, Hatfield, 
Herts. AllO CRN, Ul<I 

4th European Electric Steel 
Congres~ (CONGRHISA, CEE '92, 
Velaquez. 90-5, 28006 Madrid, 
Spain) 

Compression Response of Composite 
Structures (ASTM 1916 Race St .• 
Philadelphia, PA 19103-11871 

Heat Treatment of Materials 
(Research Institute for Applied 
Science, 49 Tanaka Ohi-cho, 
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606 Japan) 

Biennial Internal ional 
Conference en Plastics and 
Rubber in Automotive Technology 
(Plastics and Rubber Inst., 
11 Hobart Place, London SWIW OHL. 
UK. Fax: +44 (0) 71-821-1379. 

• 


